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A Condensed, Comparative Diary for Five Years.

Within these pages every night,
Brief memories of the day I write;
A little word, a single line,
Is jotted in this book of mine—
Not mighty deeds, just common things,
The tasks and pleasures each day brings.
And yet I hope that when I look
Over the pages of this book,
'Twill be—and, if so, I'm Content!
The record of five years well spent

---Eloise Wood

"Nulla dies sine linea."
[No day without a line.]

MADE IN U. S. A.
Copyrighted 1892—1913
by
Samuel Ward Mfg. Company,
boston, mass.
YOU have neither the time, nor the inclination, possibly, to keep a full diary. Suppose, however, out of the multitude of matters that crowd each day, you jot down in a line or two those most worthy of remembrance. Such a book will be of the greatest value in after years. What a record of events, incidents, joys, sorrows, successes, failures, things accomplished, things attempted. This book is designed for just such a record. It can be commenced on any day of the year, and is so printed that it is good for any five years.

To illustrate how it should be used, suppose that it is begun on January 1. Under that day, in the first space, add the proper figures for the year to the date as printed. On the next day, January 2, do likewise, and so on through the year. When the year is ended begin again under January 1, for the second year, adding the appropriate figures in each of the second spaces, and so right through the remaining year.
Tuesday, 1929

JANUARY 1

qmony day. Started for our winter at Biwi, Civil War
Dame a
out to 6 I. The game was light to crowd and people.

19

"spiced judge!"

1930

Wednesday, January 1st

Beautiful day, after 10 days in Shelter, Joe.

Ralph, Mary Jr., Dewey, Max and Elf for Raleigh at 9:30 o'clock in state car, in town with baggage, followed by another by an hour convict. Arrested for bank

and minor a woman prepared one

left to blaine home as some

19

lumber unloading, opening many packages and mail, at straggling cut

up in street. After dinner, Ralph and I went to answer. Mr. Hall and Town had conference with man. A busy strenuous, but happy year!

1931

Frederick Jan.

snowing and cold. Not feeling so good but up for

New Years! Sent Sister to take photograph and June, June, Bridge club, and my new friend, Miss Smith, Joe and Sister, mix of Mrs. Perkins. End of cold, after daily walks.

al, Josephine, Missy. Max worked in office, Ralph got up at 3 0 the doro 20 at pt late and got up, in main one room, Gene got busy, at 10 a.m. last night! Mr. Hall, Ralph got up 15th at p.m. of 45. Other came, Sister, card game, Reading program about

the heating Washington State at York Brown. Ralph got to dome.
JANUARY 2

1930 - Jan. 2 Thursday

Got late. Read papers, wrote mama and
wrote many letters. Started Beautiful
weather. At 3:30 started retuning cars,
made 17, then attended a small tea at
Miss Mary Wilson's. Steve woodson here
for the week-end. Boys attended dance at
state college. Political part a failure! Question
was against Simmonds? Bailey,
Burgess, Steager or others?

1931 - Jan. 2nd Friday

Up by 9. Beautiful clear weather and warmer.
Went in town to noon & talked to her. Help
with 4-6 and all the mail. Lots of
notes of thanks. A letter from Ralph
in Georgia. Wrote James two. Had packages mail
for sister, Wyma and Wyma's family. Miss W of
needed for me getting ready for Aunt Oma to return
to the old house. We hate to see her leave.

1932 - Jan. 2nd Saturday

Lunch at 12. Ralph came at 4:40 to take me for
ride. Aunt Oma is a lot of good. She left
at 9:05 without Robert taking her to station.
Ralph dressed in dinner jacket for frat dance
at State college. Mr. John Connor & William
Hunter & W. Salmon here for the night. We
walked late, then 3 looked at 8 hills etc.
Tumble officier before returning. Discussed the
1930 near Paper dance at State.
JANUARY 3

1930 Jan 3. Friday.

On a lovely day, went to South Bend at a request and got there in time. Ralph's clothes and clothes were packed up. Ralph, Bill, and Steve were going to leave for New York in morning for Japan. We played poker on Monday. Christmas presents.

Boys all went to a dance. Bed at 12.

1930 Jan 3. Sat. day.

Visited and got things together, packed meals, etc. Bought him a new shirt. Scissors girl's all right. May 11th. Split. Senator Clipperton is president, also. Scissors girl's all right.
Jan. 4, 1931

Jan. 4, Sunday

1929

JANUARY 4

Jan. 7. 1931 - Saturday

Slept late. Everybody in Reading. Read papers + news on 'letter before getting up. White House + Capitol both partially burned within 10 days of each other. Head paper's guilt of Bally's singletored conditions. Worked all day. Stressed calling all authorities and street numbers with 5600 on calling list. Also, Ray and the boys were handicapped. Beautiful afternoon. Talked in library until the when boys went to the last of winter dance at State. To bed at eleven and read until twine.

Jan. 4, Sunday 1931

Good and damp. Went to S.S. and people to dinner. Listened to announcing our radio. May took calls over his Legislative message. Wrote Christmas notes. On thanks all morning also to Seter and James mema mode and I took a day ride while May want to remove office to dictate. Had quail on toast for Peflo's last supper! Bob McPadden and Hewitt Willingham of Chapel Hill called. Came at 8:30 went calling and spent at night fine. Marjie and Crawford Bix called. Judge Clayton Moore took supper with us while we ate. May and I felt very late. Sat in library while Mayurance and I talked on parade... Marjie and 9 packed. People two guppies. To bed at 11:30 the next amble.
JANUARY 5

19

Sat

19

19

Jan. 5 - 1930 - Sunday

another visit for Ralph & map, 91/2 by 55. We didn't go to church. James was to go to dentist for clean teeth & clean mouth. Father & Charlie Price of the chapel Bible had a one with us.

We rode into after lunch to look at the and buy horseback. I read a magazine while Gene held a turkey dinner for Ralph.

As he leaves in morning for Woodberry, he had lunch with Father. He was a well-groomed man. He was called and stayed until after tea. We met my wife, Norma, and Ralph later in the day.

Jan. 5 - 1931

Ralph left for Woodberry on 9:10 train. All went to see him leave. Ralph is well and looking well. He took Christmas cards in made & Mama answering letting. May lunch with Mr. Taggart's mother. We are to turn in rain.

Have tea at 6:30. Lunch. Read "Alice Britt's quiet and peaceful." Most fascinating. Went to the lunch. Had salad lunch. File of 1931 may worked until 12:30. We all met up in our rooms. Mrs. W. J. Rich, called. Mary, the maid, and went to movies. Cleaned up tonight, turning colder.
January 6

Very cold today. S.S. and church. Lunch

Issued papers. Miss D. was asked to come in a
short time. The Dieters of Green plugs called and
asked if Bess, Clyde, and Ethel could be here for
an hour. They were asked right away.

Monday—Jan. 6—1930

Up early. Papa went to have train at 7
than ate breakfast and 9:15 train
for Woolsey 45 minutes. 7 seconds is
ated to see him leave. A fine boy is
in every respect. He is acentre, more
peaceful, gets on the train.
Made 26 calls in afternoon. At 8 we went
to the Helen Neiman Catskills sister coast have
a splendid time. About 7 present.

Hand at eleven o'clock.

Jan 6 Dinner 7 1931

Cold and windy. Getting tired of cycling that
for Warren Co, N.C. yesterday. Food mobile settled.
Sister Aunt Clara, Eunice, Emily and Johnnie. We
finished up notes of thank you. Sent grade to Mrs.
Gavin Smith's son at hospital. Went to sales.
James, sister and aunt claire after dinner. Mrs.
Elleman came brought her up in Warren's with
may tried to rest some. All nervous, over
his possibilities. That sound the best.

Fred came in late for Hrs. They ride our
message. We read upstairs. Telephone about
Wells Smith of Pueblo being made Speaker of House
over Fred Sutton of Kinston. Reeves Johnson of Warren
Pus Pro Temonpore now Bloom of Silkville at the
Commences tonight. Much speculation. Much speculation
at home. Mrs. E. and Mrs. F. and Mrs. C.
Woman Emotions. Mrs. E. and Mr. S. in Warren.

19
JANUARY 7

1929

Wednesday, Jan. 7, 1929

Busy morning. Up early, wrote letters, conferred with Mrs. Halsey, then at 10:45 to Mrs. Copus club meeting. Played bridge. In the afternoon made about 25 calls. Then at 6:30 to Ponce Tudor's the country club. Ten miles from the 'on a lake' of the Blannons. Up the 90. Rose for dinner having snake roast. A good time had by all. Outside a huge log fire until after eleven.

Bright and clear. Left shuffling about at eleven. M. Louis Freeman, the artist, at three. Made arrangements here, made some pages for a man's oil painting. Made. Mr. Macphee Burnham, W. H. Smith, Hendricks, and England called. Miss Wise and several away visiting Fundy and looking the House of Edwards, Senator from Shelburne, called. So did Mr. Reddick and Mr. Wick of H. W. husband taught at 4:00. Went to the bank. Began cleaning. The House of Edwards, Senator from Shelburne, called. So did Mr. Reddick and Mr. Wick of H. W. husband taught at 4:00. Went to the bank. Began cleaning. The House of Edwards, Senator from Shelburne, called. So did Mr. Reddick and Mr. Wick of H. W. husband taught at 4:00. Went to the bank. Began cleaning.
JANUARY 8

19 another beautiful day. Arrived at 5:30
mail after getting up late. To Beauty Salon
at eleven. Had my "At Home" 50s called in
recent. Katie & her holding Donna's tea.
may have company at Kensington house on
3 other doctors. Dine and caught up
on diary. Movie planned that pictures baby
was sick with cold, had to postpone their
going to Brooklyn last night as planned.
Worried, and wishing I were there to
take nurse test. Phoned again at 11:30, Ed.
giving oil, some lettuce

Jan. 8 Thursday 193

Began snoozing at 9:30 after a slight rain.
Boy might everything beautiful looking. Read
in mom's room awhile. Mrs. Kate threw my
dish: after lunch finished my book. Worked
on list of dinner guests for Tuesday night.
Next week, may and free weekend. Settled phone
with Ralph. Had nice trips to Woodbury, may go too mon-
the snow. am wanting to hear from James &
Webb. Few days #1 possible. all received such
a sweet cordial letter from mammie Findlay,
Amos & Andy very good tonight. Mammy &
more to bed early. Mrs. Rose & Armitage
abut it through clearance. Write all invitations
tonight. Mr. Claxton planned to invite me to
a tea. To bed late as usual.
JANUARY 9

Go to bed at night at home! Want to be with you and the boys tomorrow, so a late dinner, arrived too late to have dinner for friends. Many telephone messages. Everybody anxious to have you and Alice come for dinner.

Frankie's going to be there.

Tuesday, Jan. 9, 1931

Glorious, spring-like weather. Had an early morning walk to meet a few guests. Special food and home-telling | Valley Brook club at 7 p.m. Meals at eleven. I talked to Mrs. Fitch on the phone. Mrs. Fitch served. Went with Mrs. Beers to Burtle's. Home at 3. A busy day. Calling made 21. Book at 6 and bowed in at Canandaigua Hotel at seven. Over to Mrs. Beers, and wrote a present. Mail was late; seem to please the crowd. Presented me with a large basket of roses. Home by five. Went to bed. State House order papers, took to bed. Stole a kiss. Front door was still locked, so up in front, half to like Jack entertained. For a week, Ralph's birthday! 18!

Jan. 10, 1931

Snow nearly melted. James letter about his writing and marriage ideas. Eric from Sarah too. First heard from Frank. Spindled message. Congratulations over radio. Many compliments. Mrs. Daniels called, also invited me to dinner Tues. Wm. & Ethel and Mrs. Thompson called over phone. Home. Ralph still going on. Rember drove m. m. to Shelton. Told Sophie of Ralph on his 19th birthday. No one for dinner except family that Williams and Judge Trumbull came, also Sam McMahon and Mrs. Williams of Shelton and Josh Silliman's being sentenced to barns from 5 to 8 yr. Judge Whipple gave.
JANUARY 10

1929

All right at 10:30 in bed for 11:30. Was up to make a report on some... reporters called. Sat for 30 min.

Stayed in bed until 10:30. May 2 read

The lesson to me at 11:30 with Mrs. Smith
to home. Boy still sick. Talked to

19

the Toms. Mitchell and Mrs. Wright a meal

at home. Had cheese, fruit and

19

almonds. Home just in time to dress for the

19

at Mr. and Mrs. Smith's. Used buffet style, birds

at home at 2 o'clock. Some people came and talked. Mrs. Smith called for dinner. Left her at 11:30.
Jan. 11, 1931

Two years ago "we" were inaugurated! Many happy memories intertwined with severe struggles, chilly nights and camps, all stayed in the back of the mind. Tom and I am blessed with many friends and bright ideas. My mind is a little wearied with studying and working, but we all hope and think.

Jan. 11, 1931

Sig

1929 - one fine day! It was a lovely day at 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and at 5 p.m. we met at 8 with Miss B. of the law and the brass band. At 11:30 at last C. B. said, "Justice is sweet in one's home. It made love and interest. It's in the law, it's in the sea, winter and spring. And the most of pearls."
JANUARY 12

1930

- Sallie, well, Ollie, I'm very well.

- All right for breakfast - a manger rich and	

- satisfied. I made nice.

- I took off my shoes. She stayed in bed all day. Boys took in the town. Ollie and

- hung around and went to lunch.

- Second Jan 13, 1930

- Day. Slept late a little later. Mable was better.

- I read some

- notebook. France.

- May and a half

- January 13, 1931

- Muddy and cold. Stayed in bed late reading papers and letters of mail. Answers to writer for three coming in. Received menus with

- Miss Wise letter from Aunt Edna in Denver.

- Col. A real German Christmas. Wine, eggs and

- ham, and made a lot of it. Food today. Made

- potato salad and Thy Taylor came. Played

- ville, tall and "Y." Sat and talked together

- in library and then after dinner.

- Rare treat three sequential days! Mama put

- midget reporters reading may called on

- Mrs. Burke for a half hour. To inquire about

- her broken legs. Later the two and "Archie" Buttis

- letters of Toff and "Rice,"" together. Papers

- all will be May. Legislative program.

- Busy clipping these nights! To bed early.
1929

JANUARY 13

19

To Alice & I we had a letter at 7:30 a.m. from Mr. Rialto and a letter from Mr. Sattler. At 9:30 we went to dinner at Mr. B. & Eliza V. We were 5.

TUESDAY Jan. 13 1931

Much colder, clearer, letters from Ralph and Sister. Many had been sick with cold, but better. Talked to Mother and a man about dinner party, mess, etc. Wrote all three children and Aunt Edw., may meet after lunch. Talked to Mr. Pirable about place we went to ride from 4 to 5:30, almost to Tuesday night. May direct in coming. About 8 a.m. and to the Daniels dinner. Coached Robert awhile in English. Papers full of & the Budget report cutting all institutions, etc. Much comment on all sides. Phone messages from Carl Groh and Gno. Stand. All invited to Mr. B. will then this after noon. A lot from Daniels by 10:30. We talked at 7:30 and many other things we discussed. When we parted.
JANUARY 14
1929

Papa, Mrs. P. Ralph, 2, left at 12:00 for home. Hated to see them go. I cried both ways. I miss them, but it has to be, so I'll be strong.

[Handwritten note]

Tuesday—Jan. 14 1930

[Handwritten note]

Wednesday—Jan. 14, 1931

Snow again this morning, also rain, at 4:30 began to freeze, then a regular snowstorm! At 4:45 left the house & the batch of mutations for two dinners next week. Mudge & I to Beauty Shop at 1:15. Returned in the snow. Settled from Geneva at 10:30. Work done. Miss Burns & her Mache arm. Got up and curtains for Greenroom & Shelby here for lunch. May & Ralph to Chapel Hill at 6:30 to press dinner. May speaks at night. God night to travel. Read a plenty of letters, may not be able to. Mrs. Geo. Parks & Mr. Geo. Wetherhite returned at 11:30. Said night was cold, stormy and even—don't want to travel. Had about 200 out to hear him. We talked awhile at our meeting after.
JANUARY 15

Wednesday--famls

Friends out to get the country, etc. for Sun. & Sat. night of diners: Miss Were and Miss Largen in for conference. Papers had mark's chapel with space -- played very well. May busy all morning. Had his lunch and went to Capel. We ate at 2.

Helped Uncle Nola and came for a while.

Cott. cold; about 30° this morning. Up early writing place to be done, etc. for Sun. & Sat. night of diners: Miss Were and Miss Largen in for conference. Papers had mark's chapel with space -- played very well. May busy all morning. Had his lunch and went to Capel. We ate at 2. Helped Uncle Nola and came for a while.

Visited on dinner, chas. o. & "Mr. Map. Jr. come from school a little sick -- 100% well to eat and came with ice. Housed on a rear of the E. C. Grand's fire in the bedroom of Washington and the Ed. Hinnepens & wife. At 6 the boys went for a swim at 6:30. Had "smore", Ae for dinner. A good time seemed to be had by all and all of the people. They left at 10 and we stayed at 11:15. They moved in new one.
JANUARY 16

Thursday, Jan 16

Cold and bright. Everybody doing about for dinner tonight. Helped fix flowers on the table lovely with red roses, yellow & drapery and candles silver, sunflower plates and gilt. Vases in men's cloth suit for 32. Bespoke for helping also two felt vests, all the rooms filled with lovely flowers, may go downtown to school—running 90 degrees, dust up only playing about, Mr. Vernon Taylor an admirable place card holders, foster from Sister. Promot out a day again with nice threat through some world. He's transferred to California.

Dinner. Arrived at 6:30, guests arrived at 7:00.

19
JANUARY 17

Friday Jan. 19 1930

Took coffee at 7:30 a.m. at a corner cafe.

Took a cab to Square Hotel. Packed car in garage.

Cost: $3.50.

Saturday Jan. 20

Up early. Looked over all notice and downstairs preparing for Legislative dinner at 2 p.m. Mrs. Pogue called at 12:30. Early lunch. Mary Jo to movies, Poring physics. Bob took them in car. Sat in room with Turka while talking. The woodmen & electric late in arriving. Fabius to dinner by 7:30 guests arrived at 7:00 sharp. Some time chatting among those present. After dinn, toured the three floors and around one mansion and all dining hall. More men in library talking. Left at 11. Everybody complimented dinner. All agreed we failed to invite the guests until one! The dance could not exceed 3:00. Clay & Portman played cards. They are charming women. 8:00 bed about 1:30.
JANUARY 18

Saturday, Jan. 18

19

At 9:15 a.m. attended the Milke of a

19

nut and tea. At 10 a.m. went to bed and

19

to the Shenley Club. At 1:30 I

19

left the Club. At 5:30 dined with Dr. B.

19

came and in the evening attended the

19

society of London. Told

19

of two persons. Said no. I.

19

up by 8:30. Breakfast. Took

19

two guests riding. Left to prison. For the lunch at

two and the Wood to left for Shenley. The

cars went to hotel at 5:30. After

19

had tea and dinner there. We all spent the

19

evening reading Sunday paper. May 37.
JANUARY 19

SUNDAY, JAN. 19

Rainy & cold. Stayed in bed reading all morning. Write all three children and Aunt Ethel. Max sent me 3rd grade books. Went to movie with June. Still building editorials. By 6 o'clock, came out from Studio of mine older.

19

He and I worked on the F.C. before

19

We talked about the M.P. & my

19

I dreamed of being in a plane. We talked about the future of my

19

Write all three children and Aunt Ethel. Max sent me 3rd grade books. Went to movie with June. Still building editorials. By 6 o'clock, came out from Studio of mine older.

19

Mar. 19-1931

Rainy & cold. Stayed in bed reading all morning. Write all three children and Aunt Ethel. Max sent me 3rd grade books. Went to movie with June. Still building editorials. By 6 o'clock, came out from Studio of mine older.
JANUARY 20

Monday Jan 20

Day. Painters, decorators, beauty shop and wash phone calls Extra Daily called.

So I went at four Mrs. E. G. Sec. to Satisfied arrived. Mrs. Garvan in aunt called so
did Mrs. Griffin with gratitude came by. We
dressed in uniform to our 6 o'clock dinner

19. Z. Griffin and Committee Dr. Kenyon
Comes午餐 in Paris Washington Lee Unit
Speaker at Hall of Representatives Tuesday.

A new honor guest work Majie.

14 at table, decorations red & white &
Confederate flags meeting lasted 2 hrs. 

W. B. Bullock candidate for Senator, presented the
speech. Hall purchase fans and musical home
will be bringing. He wants to give
literally to the noble cause, 20 mils.
Griffin's apartment at the Walker wine.

Silent service buffet supper was served at
sitting hot waffles for a chicken dinner

Dinner at 12:15. Talked to Majie and girls

Some woman's bakers meeting more initations
Get from Sister. Move, maybe I take a long ride
May called with deep wall dinner and dance at
Judge's working, spending. Each girl came down with the company, the Purcell. 7 Franklin. Found
the more men. May have at dinner. Suppose the next
night all say biggie and more wires "arrived on"

Under "Time." 5:30 1/20
January 21

Tuesday, Jan. 21

Early start. Margie left on 8:45 train for Salisbury. She is lovely looking always and deeply interested in purchase of Stratford. Had all letters no letter from home. Rained most of the day. No letter from home. Wrote with Frank and M. Lunched with guests. After they left, went to see the Servant Parade. Very good picture in color. Still raining tonight. May play pool until Mr. Millar came in. Spent article pasting newspaper clippings for scrap book.

Both tired and sleepy. Phone home. Papa improved but to sleep in kimono. Wished over his condition. Bed at eleven.

Beautiful weather. Rested until 8:45. Work on 21-1911. Cold and something.

Busy all morning phoning about concerts. Also saw the reports who came. notified the about coming tonight. May get in to breakfast at nine o'clock. Some guests were to arrive on the train at 7:15. All beautifully dressed. Had the younger elements tonight. Table lovely in pink and yellow. Senator Kilby, Edwards, M. and wife were guests of honor. Clyde came back at 9:30 and sat until train time. 11:15. Talked with Shelley then upstairs to discuss anything with mother.
January 22

Breakfast at 7:30. Day very to Capt. A.

19

Read in bed until 10. Paper fell; with 5 Power Naval Conference in London; King George speaking, Prime Minister speaking, and U.S. Secretary Stimson speaking. Practically finished an article for dearest. Rec'd a letter from farm; Papa written. Bath and rainy day; letter from Papa written.

19

Read in bed until 2. Paper fell; with 5 Power Naval Conference in London; King George speaking; Prime Minister speaking; and U.S. Secretary Stimson speaking. Practically finished an article for dearest. Rec'd a letter from farm; Papa written. Bath and rainy day; letter from Papa written. Very cold and in NY 10° Sunday. Worked on paper Sunday all afternoon. Retté, papers, and dinner. So met Bushell, Peters, and Fisher. 920 Soule played concert here with Jane. Weber until Elliott, Stephe, and Perry. Dinner at

19

Mom. went to bed. Very cold. Stayed in bed here until lunch. Missed M.r. Jane and Simms calls but saw Clay Clement and Mrs. Harkle. Helped arrange planter's white invitations for next week. Letter from Jane; takes her work. Mama not feeling so well. Died at 6. Peppered salad and some cold called. A guest arrived, about 7:30. Had some lovely dinners and table beautifully with

pinks, roses, candles, and sandbox. The court a charming one and all seemed to have a lovely time. Left at 10:30. Jolied to Mama and wife while they had to read all papers. The Quimby's program continuing through December!
JANUARY 23

Slept late. Buss mama and I to Mrs. Brothers' at eleven o'clock. Played bridge in Mrs. Bland's apartments. 30 present. She presented me with antique figures. Cook took campuses served in diners then to private dining room beautifully done at home. Orange juice served, dry course lasted till 11 o'clock. To nurse dinner then Buss and I went to Council meeting of Women's Union. Home at 10:30.


19


Fr. Jan. 23, 1931

Beautiful spring-like day. Read in bed until eleven. Took walk came by to see us. Written all the letters. Took a long ride and posted mail. And ate lunch with us. Dad to play tennis. Anna Pavlova, beautiful ballet dancer, & Russian died today in Holland. "The" "Seventh Seal." A poetry of motion. Saw the lead in 1924. Went to movies again—gotten to be a fan. Mama asked why the cold weather. I said before next event I think another town scene. Will force the next few days. All set in Silver. After dinner and talked. The first time just the family only. Too long together since Christmas. Enjoyed it immensely.10:30 from Shelby. Mr. Suter resigned from the Presidency of Cleveland Trust. Miss. Opened this morning after 16 days of snow.
JANUARY 24

Strin the pary, tiring table, etc. for tea. At 1 o'clock, Marion B. went to Estelle Smith's luncheon at Sir Walter for Hugh Point crowd. All came up here at 4:30, then 135 League women called. Served tea. 2 cups + sandwiches + 2 peron + kl + nuts. Table lovely. All dressed in evening gowns and went to the League in quiet at 7:30 at Sir Walter. Home at 11:30.

Friday, Jan. 27

The early talked to Miss Tengard awhile and dictated letter to her. Hove slept late and servants to move breakfast in kitchen to upper hall. Then went into papers. Wrote to the family, Miss Adeline. The China and the books, America, Wyoming, Arthur. 3rd set.

Weekley Collewe was luncheon place. Cobbers to send the invitation with 30 children from Durham. All please to see the "first lady!"

Went calling again at 3:30 walking 2nd mode a new dress list & carry a light diary after dinner a very hot day. Made an evening dress early. Dined out.

Sat., Jan. 28, 1928

Afternoon sun. 800 children out playing. Wrote a letter on the board + sausage, with mustard, duck and cake. Went from 8 to 11 children today. Papers had a meeting here. Dr. Allen explaining the 10% salary cut with he is advocating. Estimated here for lunch. We rode and parked awhile. Hove waited at the walk while for supper with Dr. Fred.

We ate dinner here. Hove Jr. + "girl" went to movies. Hove had a conference of 10 men tonight until 11:30 check. We are spending the time in reading back magazines. All have gotten behind in our reading, may come to rest at 11:30. I read until one. I wonder if this spring will ever be of any interest?
JANUARY 25

we went to town at 10:30, stayed until lunch time doing lamps, cups & plates, misting room all along. Governor Marion and Mrs. Marion with it. Giles luncheon guests. We all waited and read papers of ours. The Tom Rivers and I drove to Dickinstown. Also met G. E. Harvey. James came in and all went to "Bonfire Ball" at 10:30. Back late.

Set. Jan. 25

Slept late.當您 wrote article came up for consultation about planning decorations etc. Made a visit. May golfed after lunch. James to Chapel Hill, May Jr. to pictures. Edwin Webb and Mr. Varnell came from Durham at 3:30. Went to all Ms. All Sherret; not at home. Then we met awhile. Beautiful sunshine afternoon. Played pool. Edwin and 9 went to two movies. Out at 11:15. He left on midnight train. Mr. Daniel was with Ray. Most of evening. Read all papers & to bed.

Mrs. Robitshen & Ga. 96 yrs old, first & only woman U.S. Senator, died today.

Sun. Jan. 25, 1931

Spring like day again. May lunch with Dr. Fred. Hand, bridge and 9 upstairs waiting until lunch. Had "soup" and a delicious lunch. All went to Chapel Hill at 3, returning at 6. Judge Townsend and Dr. Fred went with us. We talked to Kate Graham while men folk walked to the President.

To university to visit Graham, who is just up from Florida. The Kirby Sandhams and Sir Belmar came. Also had a real visit with them too. Saw Trot Townsend for a few minutes. Must have talked nonsense to him while we were gone. Townsend & two other reporters here and stayed late along with two legislators. May go to bed at 12, all tired out. I need rest after one sideick.
Beautiful day. Went for a walk at 10.

JANUARY 26

Sun. Jan 26

Beautiful day. May Jr. to S.S. 20 church at 11.

Early dinner. May go at 6. Robert horsebacked most of afternoon. Special not from mamma. Paper no much better. Ralph stop and bring to work at Woodberry.此消息使你感觉好多。吃了想睡觉。读报纸。拿走我手里的书读了一小时。知道。

June 26 1931

one day weather report that this has been the wettest winter in 17 years. This warm wave 72 degrees is also unusual. Went to see all the children. Sally, Sunny George, Harry and others.

Wrote from Ralph. James both well. Ralph says 54 dogs at woodbury sick with flu. Mabeline, associated press reporter at lunch here. May rested afterwards so did mamma while mine. I went riding. went to florist shop. Saw Lena Allen and mother. There. May Jr. went of school at 121 Teacher sick. Had tea with Mr. Allum to all him as he is running 99 fever. seems to be upset stomach. May to Capitol. Tonight they argue the education bill. Wickersham predicted people come out yesterday. much comment in papers about 20. His father's birthday tomorrow, age 72. The government has many responsibilities now in state problems. He worries at times on it needs to be both in Ball to house to help turn on electric for house, over. Suppers & refreshments followed.
JANUARY 27

Mon Feb 17

Rainy, Monday day. Mrs. A. & Mrs. Martin called at eleven. About 1 am mail. Mrs. Haywood, Andrews & Bailey came at 3 and we played contract until 6. Time game. Fruits & canary turned. After dinner May Jones & I went to all. Janet gave me 'Keep Your Sunny Side Up.' Splendid. Back at eleven. Played bridge until 12. Clean and lovely day spent and nothing at dinner. All took a ride. No hiking. Monday rule late. Would the Gov. do without the fine, brilliant speeches to the House? Opposed to this bill led by Kirkpatrick of Charleston and Mr. Spratt. Hill of Alabama. Kirk, here making a fiery and red hot speech against it. May readman through papers at the sitting in my room. Pope and Mr. Bond of the Industrial Commission advancing his idea of reform. It has encouragement. That the bill will pass, the salary cut bill is hanging in the air. The school people are organizing against it. Also for the continuation of the 3 State Institutions for the

Great Union of the South. About!
JANUARY 28

Mon.

Today raining heavily around eleven and I got more lamps. Potted all the rose seedlings and answered mail. After luncheon we went to the capital to hear May's message to the joint assembly, then at 10:30 we drove out to the dance. At 11:12, Isabelle came.

TUESDAY, FEB. 26


WED., FEB. 28

Tod. 10:30. Helped with YWCA after lunch. Came in at 4:30 from hurdles. Well until at 8:30. Stopped at Shelly's club. Stopped at Charlotte Sanitarium to see George Way and Steve. Think he is looking well. Left Patterson's. Frank's future called did not see them. Hired at 6:30. The 26 girls got married at 7. Beautiful affair and charming crowd. TheNoushiks were fine, also. Some had to leave early to go to Legislative Hall. Others lingered until 10:30. In Sharp & Norman Club till mansion came late. Sat until 11:30. We talked with James until 12:15. Mrs. and I did not go to school today, went with...
JANUARY 29

Beautiful day. All slept late. Aris slept 4 hours. Then paper work, lunch, a cup of tea at Mrs. Hepburn's from 4 to 6. All received. Breakfast at 10. Talked about Shelley. Lots of cold weather until mid-morning. Elizabeth & the Harbours dinner guests. Old Tyre Taylor.

Wednesday-Jan 29

cold morning. Up early. Shower for guests and wrapping room for fire. Also rearranged flannel toys in table. Made hot at Eleven o'clock. Sat in Connors chapel. Left 7:45. Drive to Cape May with Hon. Guest, Mrs. W. and S. Clay Williams. Mr. Vanston all seemed to enjoy themselves. Touring the mansion afterward. Snow falling when all left at 4 p.m. Temeritidex fell to 20 degrees by night. Cold bitterly. ENSIGN NIGHT. Sat by friends talked.

29

Saturday-Jan 29-1931

left early. Miss Taggart and I leave all day. American Invitations for next week, etc. Douglas Evening called. So to a guest dinner in my place in town. First visited arbuckle. Many friends walked arbuckle. 27 guests appeared at seven. Not much of a talkers crowd! Went left for educational debate at town. Immediately after dinner. About eleven remained until 10:30. Came to our rooms. Tried out under you here tomorrow. I. Alice & children will go to Harford. Phone message 6 months school bill passed 32-17. Games with Sarah Broduer tonight. Made helping charge with his lessons each night. Formally multiplication test of 51. Mr. Haywood comes from a tonic. At 11:15 Six months statement suggested. All passed in Singlet and chemistry bill. Now where is the money to come from?
JANUARY 30

A real, wintry morning, January 30. Read a letter from a dear friend, and Ralph.

Ellen Andrews came by at eleven, and all went to meet her. We all went to lunch at the little hotel. After lunch, we drove to Baltimore and dinner. Great, four tables. Nettie's home lovely and beautifully furnished. Served an elegant dinner. I won 2 decks and a high score. Palled at 3:30 and went to see Mr. Sheffield in "Help! I am a Slave." Splendidly acted. Still wondering.

Up by 9:30. Cooked, spent hour and passed away. Called on Dr. Kenworthy, druggist. Call on Mr. F., played pool after dinner. Read until late. Good night. James said if he got one in later.

Up by 9:30. Called on Mr. F., and had tea at his. Read until late. Good night. James said if he got one in later.
JANUARY 31

Staying in bed until 9:30. May got up early with stomach ache. Gave medicine. Kept from school. At eleven we went to
market to buy wood for a table contract.

Josephine, maids, Alma, Walter, Sadie, Lena
Grae, Mrs. Mary Wilson, Addie Bailey.

Lunch at 12. Went skating part of the day. Skating pool still
not melted yet. We skated. All
until late. Mrs. Addie called.

Sat. Jan. 30 1931

Up at 6:30. Dress and breakfast. Sent Uncle Yet's breakfast up. He
and Mary do in the afternoon at 8:30. Sat in mom's
room and talked. Uncle Yet to Capitol at 10:30.

He and Mary came in at 12:30. After having
lunch, the boys played yet with Mr. Nurnes and Mr. McPhail. James had "Uncle Yet" bring
drinks. Dr. Hopkins brought Mr. Negley of
Baltimore, the famous eye specialist. There
was a conference. He is charming. Mary
and I sat up late. Made to bed early with a cold.

We talked until 12, about Shelly, nothing
else. Games and two friends attended dance at
State College. Uncle Yet seems to be enjoying
himself "with his folk" as he says. Died at 12:43.
MEMORANDA

Feb. 1, 19 (Sat.)

Some clearing and our meeting post. May hurry as Taylor, the secretary, got on honeymoon having married a week ago today. Could not attend Dr. Allis' 19th annual breakfast this morning in honor of John Hopkins surgeon. Busy all morning with upstairs changes. Went to see June S. Sherwin in their room 101, etc. Very good. Alice and Ralph Havens came at 5:30 from Winston. Had meeting of highway commission in regard to roadway their building about and around residence grounds. Did think we had improved the house considerably.

Beautiful day. All had dinner upstairs in our room. Mama and I started in baby nursery for long drive by 10:30 and joining us. May tv hotel for bed come one, Alice. Two children. Mrs. Reeder and

With car home from hospital at 11:30. Back early lunch and all left about 1:30. Mama listened to radio. We read and talked. Dr. Reeder and medicine took dinner. The girls, Edith and Florence, and all at the Evening Club of N.Y. called. Had a gay time. To bed about 11:30.
FEBRUARY 1

We had dinner at 6 pm.

[Underlined text]

Two lavender chiffon at reception.

February day, all slept late. The men had 10 o'clock breakfast and left at 11 am. Mary and I read all Sunday papers. Rested after lunch, then a long ride to Point Waterview, Mayflower a large house for some time. We went to a picture. Then dinner and papers. Talked at lunch.

[Handwritten note]

Mar. 2, 1931

[Handwritten note]

[Handwritten note]
FEBRUARY 2

1929

FEBRUARY 2

script late, and composed all morning for my lecture on the morning and Talmage came in for lunch and made us feel home-like. Then Ralph and Ray drove up at 2:30. From home went to Mrs. Nettie's tea for the winter party of the club. Wore violet velvet. Took to movie and talked. Sherry date.

19

Beautiful day. Snow about all gone. Up early, arranging flowers, writing score, place cards, and wrapping presents for my tables. Bridge for Anna Walker. Enclosure.

Mabel & Elva Adams. Magnette Reynolds.


19

Clean and cold. Have had II for breakfast. At 630, would better temperature not over 70. All day menu and I read all papers and some novels.

Mr. & Mrs. Charles to a party with Robert. Supper at Burgamy's. His son John, and a few from there for dinner. Helped Mary go with dessert. He is starting geography. Papers full of school trial by Bishop Cannon. Sen. B. Book is joining the Democrats on the 25 million dollar relief measure they wish in Congress. This is the 5th week of the General Assembly. Special message of masons opened it about a 3 good will of the Convention. End. Making $50 thousand dollars in stock in one day. Thank much pleased with his work. Much work this morning. He had a meeting with University Trustees today.

Much sorrier on consolidation. "Wander" ride.
May 4. 1930

Poor day. Left at 10:30 for Mrs. Talman to her bridge club ot two tables. She presented me with 12 dozen gorgeous roses. Had lunch at James O. H. Place. Called at Mrs. G. M. McDonald's bridge club. 4 tables. "Farewell refreshments." Home in the rain. After dinner Mr. Taylor came. We made papers, played pool and ate fruit before going to bed. Jones to chapel. Bill for "basket ball" noon 3/16. Paper came downstairs. Took a ride - first time in three weeks. All happen over his recovery. May go driving well in school. Miss Price (left) not feeling well. Mrs. Hughes (left) not feeling well.

FEBRUARY 3

all day till nine. For breakfast at 9:30.

May and Ray left at 10 - a big trip as on a trip for P. Haynes. Nothing special. We made papers, took the train and went with Mary. In the park. Took a walk at 3. 30 to rest there. Came. Call at 4. 30 and to bed at eleven three.
February 4

P. C: mail. Received lots of mail and thank you letters. On the 2nd I returned to Washington, D.C. to present 150,000 acres of federal land to the U.S. Government for National Park use.

Very cold. Busy with flowers etc. Managed to get up early and had a good breakfast. Went to visit Dr. Mary. Went to the Capitol Club for dinner. Met with many interesting people. Very cold. Busy with flowers etc. Managed to get up early and had a good breakfast. Went to visit Dr. Mary. Went to the Capitol Club for dinner. Met with many interesting people.
February 5

Up early getting ready to school, very cold. Boys from the table were have southern lunch. Mrs. and Walt were lunch guests. She came up early. Left at 3.9 called at Mrs. Jeffers. Stopped at tea at club and at Mrs. Miller. Then on to Mrs. Bickel's tea. At 7:30 we took Sen. Mrs. Bowdoin to the forest for the train. Miss Linda B. At the train. Goodbye and dinner with us.

February 6, 1930

Louie and two members of the bridge club came at eleven. Played contract and a lunch at 2.

All enjoyed inspecting masonry. Read papers in the off. piece in about clocks. Played at the country dance. Hunt was timely. Others there but not encouraged. One girl to pay for dancing in public. Hesitate at eleven. Did not come for dinner. Played contract until eleven. Miss Lee late with games. Much disturbed our publicity.

February 7, 1930

Went to the library for work and feel more secure. No appointments. Am making a call. We are working over it. All rested last this morning. No guests. Managed to listen to since much over radio. All day music at 7 am. Mrs. Freeman, the artist count, brought our oil paintings. Must need to be re-touched. No paper and felt musical.

February 8, 1930

Exceptionally fine--min. 20 degrees. Clear. Hot-cross bread, hot coffee and sent a box to Mrs. Bickel and Mrs. Goff. Clothes to Put her Andrew's. Matt and clothes to movies. Helped him with lessons after work. I told him. Part was off a big fight for the possession of his rock ball. Much opposition. Played well half way through. Worked on the rest. Went to bed early.
FEBRUARY 6

19

Pam.'s day open. Had Mrs. John Kerr &
Warrington's kid party at Shelby. Capt. Wilton
the 2nd. Reunion Monday. Sat. and Mrs.
Walter Clark & Charlotte. Mr. & Mrs. Spencer
of Carteret & Mr. & Mrs. McKethan of Fayettville.

The dinner table lovely in (I can't recall)
the menu. Transparent glasses. A reception
at W.T. Booth's 
and Dr. Rollie & Carroll for me. 2000 cigars
were white wafers and cigarette rolls.

19

I went to valley club. 1100 invited. A big victory.
All came in the rain! Mr. & Mrs. Altf.
S 可能有 mistake. Mr. & Mrs. Land
Hannock dinner party.

Feb. 7. 3m

It may come back at 7:45. We talked of a
paper report. All judges decided if was a
dirty lie by the paper. We

They called in the afternoon. May want some more papers for the paper. Phone Dr.
for more medicines. The school conference
with School Supt. at 6, and we were
ready at 7 to attend Chamber Commencement.
Mr. Beall is to arrive later. To bed at 11:30.

James went to Shelby to spend the night,
and
talked to paper & made a phone call.

Feb. 7. 1931

Cloudy and warmer. Mama in bed with 100's fever.

A very bad headache, but feeling weak. We are seeing
mama first and then to keep on the bed. The bed
is getting from James & the Rodin but new wood had
some chewed at. Dr. McLean wrote to come next May.

Mr. Charles went to Park to play. Looked over
and learned our new clothes. They played very well.

He be a statement in tonight's paper that he was
not to testify on the record will because it was right.

State senators trial in Washington going on but
all proceedings are secret. Pres. Roosevelt compromised
with Neumark in Congress; they passed a 20 million
dollar loan relief bill. We spent a good deal of
our time reading papers which are killed with
politics in all kinds. To bed early. Good night.

Some address myself all over last hope to be our son

Feb 8 - Sat.

Rested in bed until late. Read all mail and papers. Had some furniture moved. Was in home. Mr. Hargreaves brought & birds to me. 3:30 James came in from school. Went to Beauty Shop all afternoon. Dressed at 8, danced at Country Club in our honor given by Mrs. Geo. P. Jones and Mr. & Mrs. Frances Saunders. Beautiful affair. Valentine decorations everywhere. 350 present many couples from other N. C. cities, had informal Vermont. Served elaborate refreshment, at 12 o'clock. Home by 1. Our friends made known they were really our true friends.

Feb 9 - Sun.

Beautiful day. Mama had no fever all day. Made up a & down stairs for dinner. Weiter & S. S. brought me back a Valentine. The Geo. P. Jones, Judge and Miss L. of Asheboro went with us to see the Percy Rockefeller house at their 45,000 acre estate "Overhill," near Asheboro. Both charming and unassuming. She served the tea. Etc. Met with daughter, etc. and

Feb 10 - Mon.

In White Pines. White motor to 4 Ohio. Their home was lovely rustic and full of Russian paintings of dogs and horses. Had their own golf course. Shot 9 at 8:00. Brought by our fellow classmate. Another student brought by two fellows classmates. Another stock, just followed to make two steps across Atlantic married to put down the published book by his signature. Just going to ride and travel into the country.
FEBRUARY 8

19

Mrs. F. Gestenbiers held a reception for Senator and Mrs. Winston, Mr. and Mrs. White, Mr. and Mrs. Price for luncheon at 8:30 went to Mrs. W. J. O'Connor's Stables Bridge. Presented with a beautiful, large, high-scoring vase of flowers attended women's club reception at 600. Came home at 1:30.

FEB. 9 - Sun. 1929

Read all of novel, slept late, much colder today. Read all of novel after lunch. Fred managed to get lunch with us. Then may rode horseback all afternoon, with May Jr. and Robert. I read magazine and rested some. The rounds called at 5:30. James attended the at Julia Andrews. May and I read most of evening. Talked to James late. Ted and Hen. 11:30.

Fluening and turning colder, mother still in bed but not feverish. Mother falling away now. Read most of day. Had conferences with Mrs. Fay and paid bills. Sat in mother's room after lunch. After this he made a great speech over radio tonight.

In his rear end. Received many congratulatory telegrams and phone calls afterward, which pleased him. Talked to Uncle Gates who said it came in as clear as a bell at 9:00. The arguments were convincing and realistic. He is putting his heart and soul into this fight on the State highway control road bill. May go home from mob's very wet. Made the trip with little trouble tonight. Fred was awhile. Had calls of court marshal of Gen. Smildly Butler of the Marine Corp about the attack on Mussolini. Sent an order, and reimbursed Butler, May and Ted. Late after Mrs. Morrison and Penn left. Was a fine front now, as it is 20 degrees and the time is 3:30. Talking to others
FEBRUARY 9

check on bank account. Visited Miss Tappen. Write letters. Phone to home about plane and sister coming. Poured hot all morning. went to help clean house. Go to foot then afternoon. Learning to swim. Went to Enrique. Got in club. Poured tea afterwards. Found sister at home. Mike still had dinner. Then to movie. To K & M.

Feb 10-noon.

Beautiful day. Letter from sister. Baby and all well. Same report to papa looking so much better. Rested all afternoon. Made Charlie gold & red transparent film for lunch. Made 27 rolls during afternoon at 6:30 late and 5 went to 10  & Mrs.

Wrote for dinner with the J.C. Biss.

Sober dinner and enough talking with them until eleven. Home next come and to bed.

Wrote address the morn. sisters write a report that baby out making in three days. Ralph writes he is okay and enjoyed mid-winter. We still have baby staying in bed but no fever. Mother brought milk. Wrote to all the children. Didn't need many papers. May had 10 for breakfast.

Wrote a lovely black dress and lace dinner dress, which I keep. To beauty shop at 3:30. Tried to get W. Kindgerdke of chart. Our radio is in his name to Mayes one last night but too much interference. Ralph Bruce called over phone. Sat in mama's room and chatted until 9:30. Judge Zinnemann with may until 11:30. Started a new book and have means new magazines to read. So farewell, loving to tonight.
All had breakfast in bed, then went to 99 to Hay's. Later, church. James Wilcox came in for one o'clock dinner. Talked with our four children till 3 when we left. May for four men in conference. James and I talked in my room. Yes. I had time for supper. May and I visited the Griffiths and Blalocks at hotel until 11. Refused the Griffins served us.

Feb 11 - Wed

Another snowing day. Was cold. Sitting in room. Section and Ralph answered then to Josephine at eleven. Played cards with Alma Walker, McCull and es and Margaret Pay. Moody Lunch at 2:30. Back at 4 and made 26 calls. After dinner we went to hotel to see friends and I to see Joe. Bargain in "Big Smokey" Wonderfully sale. Home by eleven, not late.

Feb 12 - Wed

Lunch on toast for day. Lunched Capt. Nelson sent a barrel of oysters. Sat in mama's room by bright open fire with roses and yellow jasmine about and talked. Had a chat with daughter. Saw our phone. The 32 guests arrived at noon, had a lovely time. Used jongle, jester, harp and magic tricks for decoration. All enjoyed the convict entertainment of clay and tap dancing also singing. They left about 10:30 and Son. Gaddy Pankin stayed until nearly 11:30 talking over legislative problems. May is very encouraged over the road will's possible. His friends are rallying.
FEBRUARY 11

Slept late. Breakfasted around 7 a.m. May 19th. Enjoyed this day. Rain all Sunday. After church, went downtown to mom and dad. Went into town for lunch. Miss Taggart and Miss Stock in the movies. Dinner by ourselves. May at the capital until late. Tea from 10 to 12:30 at 4th floor. 7 Spruce St.

[Handwritten note: Feb. 13. [illegible]]

Stayed in bed until ten. Reading letters and mail. Went to Mrs.4 Albert's mansion at eleven, two tables and elegant lunch at two. Home at four. Entertained Mrs. 10 J.R. Forton's tea at 5. Home at 6. Dressed in dinner for attending Mrs. 4 Martin dinner for Mrs. Thompson. A nice evening with these charming women. Home at 10:30. Nothing late. May and mom, blond left for Poughkeepsie at one. [Handwritten note: Feb. 12, Thursday]

Cold and chilly. Read papers in bed. Called up Mrs. Plateau telling them, "Miss Brannigan"

[Handwritten note: 19 opus, etc. also about many & Follies "by"

Edgar Rice."

Mr. and Mrs. Cummings, the coat rack. Miss White and Reggie, prepared lunch. Traveled to town. Sent valentines in afternoon. Home and 3 read. Scheduled up on Spirato's yet to have a meal here. Only 26. Will have tea at breakfast. May take it.

To Kate at Smith's who is at Poughkeepsie. Sent hat back to her. She is to speak to joint assembly. Will phone tomorrow. Will meet Smith, Pond & Henry, call 8 on rap. Mr. Allie comes by for coffee at 6:30. May introduces him at Chambers commerce dinner at Meredith. Idea of the program over radio. Came back by here for a chat. Left for N.Y. Peggy will meet me.

Miss. All told me.
FEBRUARY 13

Up early ordering flowers, etc., for brunch. Had the Saints, the Birds, the Griffins, Mrs. Fords, my brother and Ben Pagan音乐会. Table decorations, jugs, and necessities. Juggled until noon. At 3:30, all left at 4:00. Callers the rest of the afternoon, at 8:00 went to hear the Folke Pichon's lecture. May at marching.

Valentine Day. May go nowhere, marry. Discussed going places with Ned, then went to dinner at the bridge club at Eliza Anderson's. At 8:30 started calling markets.

Miss Toggs and met Mrs. Holle and Bill. Dinner at Nummy's at 7:00. Diner with mrs. The left at 9:30. Talked to May about well join him tomorrow at Pinehurst.

His feeling splendid, he said to Mrs. Holle's. Both met me, went to a costume dance at State College tonight.

SAT. FEB. 14

Roughed during night. Windy and cloudy today.

Went to see summer league's play. They are the best at the State Theatre. No re- view for many Valentines. We are happy.

Miss was held sick. New person was doing very well. Miss and Mrs. were out. He says he is for the 8th march. Judge Ford send her May rest.

Mr. and George were down up at 3:30. All so happy to see and had them here all Sat.

in mom's room and talked shellly until dinner time. Had a birthday cake and candles as he will be 21 Monday. He and George to movies. Added came up to talk to May until 7:00. They came to come back with him. He asked me to play cards.
FEBRUARY 14

Went to Mrs. James W. Meyer's. Bridge at 10:15. Lunch there. May called on me here. Was present with B. to table. Rested and read until luncheon. Dined and went to the axis club's tenth night at St. John's. Unique and clever program.

FEBRUARY 15

Sat.

Up rather early. Robert W. Bland & I left at 10:30 for Pajichat wining at 12:30 at Carolina Hotel. Began running No golf. After lunch all un-packed and rested. Left at 5 on boat. Left many charming girls at 7. Owned an sports.叫作	

Very cold but clear. This morning, all had lumbago in bed. Miss Wise and myself still sick. Stuf and grog cooking. George Jones sat in man's room before dinner. All gave him money for his birthday. We left about 2:30, May go and left her to our port. Late supper with Charles the head called. Thus, Mr. Bland, Tom Ross and Judge Comstock calling on May. Talk late. Helped all Sunday papers. Spent on our visit B. They suggested Mrs. B. chairman was here several nights.

Mrs. Scott, opposite 90 million from June with this Ross. Mary will soon separate & make little progress as you go. We left her 12:30. As we walked to town, it was 10. Talk for physically.
FEBRUARY 15

May take train to lunch at 11 then go to #3.  Went to #3 Hill for the day with Mrs. R. R.  C.  From Mrs. Walker, went and Henry B. was at #3.  Played bridge and had a marvelous Italian lunch.  We had a box at one for a big silver family dinner.  Beds having slept

Feb 16, Sun.

 Slept late.  Breakfast at 10:30.  Went to all Senate.  Mrs. Farrow at 12:30.  Lunch at 1:30.  hen played bridge and had a drive and tea with the Spanish citizens of the Embassy.  Dr. H. M.  dinner at 7 and had the pleasure of meeting the Leveque Tufts.  The people who have made the most charming people and most prominent of the Emb.  Clothes of highlight wore a great deal of black.  About 7:30.

Feb 17, Mon.  Rose at 10:30 and got to work on my 20 yrs.  ok today, many for five.

Wednesday and warm, all stayed in bed late.  Helped uncle and aunt with flowers. Had papa's maps oil paintings. Put and uncle.  Table freshly with jonquills and chrysanthemums.  Mrs. R.  R.  sent the 93.  Found Mills.  The phone at 11:30 for dinner.  Had stuffed goose.  All had a nice time having dinner.  Mrs. said didn't go to #3.  Mrs. then went to dance with the Bertrams.  Had called a P.  Anders and it played during being feeling home.  Mrs. Mann had to go.  Miss D.  had a sweet time in clifford dress and high
FEBRUARY 17

Beautiful day. Decided to go home. Fogg, Pate, Hugh, George and myself started at 10, arriving at 3. Great reunion with rest of family. Many cards & oakville. May have a big time together. A grand Sunday dinner held. Mama has 2 tickets until after eleven.

Feb. 18, 1931

Slept late. Beautiful day. Lots of mail. Visit by Mrs. Topeka. Gladys family and baby. Shelby had luncheon with us. Took them riding from 12 to 1. Uncle Yates, Alvin and Ed. 2 children drove up. 3 on Toledo R. at 10:30. Staying 3 days.

Feb. 19

Took twelve than to Shelby. Gladys left at 3. 3 went home at 5. To Tea & Topeka Club at 3:30 at Mrs. Williams. Boylens. After dinner played contract at Mrs. Allen's. Getting inspection at 10:30. Taylor and Robinson there with map. A letter from Mrs. Daniels! To be late. Wed. Feb. 18

Rainy and snowing off and on most of day. May have a lot for breakfast. No one for lunch. I left the old office for some dates. Collect. Also Rep. to Mrs. Salisbury from the dinner guests. Clyde here. Came in for a visit at 9:30. Also called. Sum. School bell is in jeopardy again. Trying to tie up school bell until it is postponed. May be called. School meeting this afternoon. Had many calls all afternoon. See the reg. writes also. People may get to dentist again. Wish it would not hurt a person. Good weather. Here examining one in Charlottesville. 20th night. Southern there for a week. Left.
FEBRUARY 18

Mon.

Other beautiful day, quite to be at home. Mama, Nella, Dad, and I went upstairs at one and got out at 6:30. Much fun talking and speaking to all my friends. Shopped so & c at Hammer's and Alexander's. Set of friends called. Bed late.

Feb. 19 Wed.

Lovely morning, like stay up early and in bed. Planned Church for night with Chief. Hung yard planted veal for dinner, laid out, and cooked for 15 convicts. Worked transfat lots of strawberry. Worked till 5:30. Rested before dinner. May fry made A's and C's at the church and gave 3 tugs. I'm for May went to sea with and 2 at sea with and, I a 4 - 10 in the playground. Back at eleven and went to bed. [Hans Feb. 19]

Cabinet last clean. May take 11 for breakfast.

We all stayed in bed late and went to bed.

Letter from Sue. Mama had been sick a week or so. Children found out the news in Toggs to Margaret about babies. Sue and Sue came in for me. Rice must at 11:30. at two Mrs. W. W. Neal and son Arthur, Mrs. W. W. Millinm and daughter Charlotte, of St. Mark's, and Mama and I came for lunch. They enjoyed seeing the mansion. May had to share table to see several more. We rode and parked about on lawn. To Sue and Sue in mama's room until 7, then may took mill and others in library late. Legislative met not till 7 until midnigh.

Mon. Few late.
June 2.

FEBRUARY 19

we rick this morning. Since then I her say a visiting att of we stayed with the all day. So I took my self to cloth with several friends and the neighbors called. I talk to my own place. I'm alone now for I. Read some and to bed.

19 by and ordered flowers, meat etc for dinner tonight for 5 Supreme Court justices and will 5 Congress Stat and 24, two 4th Gov and 24 9th and 9th at 9:45 and will be at 9. My mom and wife and the mums.

19 went to 30 of hotel. I spented a the in yard it in house with E. Townsend was to going curtain it. Packed in a box and tucked in with pink it will be a grotty.

Truly Imeted in my plate at 5:15. Mansion dinner with pink and yellow so grotty.

Rainy all breakfast in. Had finished my book. Sue and not chat with in my book round 2 guests for lunch and miss Williams my friend.

19 Cord｢s house and dining. Else it doesn't and lovely guests, of.

Sat. Feb 20

Dinner was finished my book.
FEBRUARY 18

0. Other beautiful day. Quite to be at home. Maria and I went uptown at one and got back at 6:30. Much hard work and speaking to all my friends. Stoppe come at Homrude's and Alexander's. Sat and spoke called. Bed late.


Lovely spring day. Up early and cut my yard with shed. We got yard plowed and with a soak and a bath, and watched the convicts whereas to transplant lots of strawberries. Worked until 5:30. Painted the fence. My work and made a's on 3 lbs. This is my rest time to see friends at Sun Water and to a movie - the novelty playground. Back at eleven and read late. Thurs. 11.

We all stayed in bed late and went most of the day from school. There been sick. A crowd of children formed the hospital to bring some about. Mrs. Dow came in for a visit and at 11:30 at two Mrs. W. H. Read and son Arthur, Mrs. Wal and William and daughter Charlotte, of St. Mary's. Came to lunch. They enjoyed seeing the mansion. May had to leave table too see several men. We write on paper at 11 on poetry. Talked to Sue in main room until 9. Others in library late. Legislative new was read till late.
FEBRUARY 19

Woma sick this morning. District
meeting by her. Say a thrilling attack
we started with the all day. Set
took only five to cloth the farmer
troops and next evening called. Talk
to may own phone. Get. Don't come
at the 'ro. [Feb 20. Things]

19 by car. Ordered flour, nuts, etc.
for dinner tonight for a Sunday tea
justice and I and council of state
and with two ex go. and us of
Mr. and Mrs. who are at peace
Scott Taylor and wife and the rest.

19 making 30 at table. Supervised work
in yard, then in house with E.
Smithson and have since carpet
put in. We were all agreed on what
went at 6:15. Mr. Croton doing with pink eye in a paper bag.

Table beautifully in my pastel at V.
Such relish and dishes. Disposed
dinner and lovely guests at 6:40
and 8:30. [Jan 28.]

Friday. All breakfasted. I was finished my book.
Sue and Ph. chat in the woods round. My guests for lunch, kept until Miss Parker's. My watch
Commended who spoke tonight all, with De.
Boo. (others from dinner then turned to
the meet). May to be conference with legislators
who for it the round robin about petitioning
the house bill. Went to hotel and asked. We no
talked talk they need some stations. Veto. A
vote bill passed Congress and to go to House.
Doing most might come back soon 
with such and take us and me
and the kids.
Pouring rain. Decided to stay here until tomorrow. Mama better. May, Jo, and servants are glad we are staying over. Talked to Mama most afternoon. She is much better. Friends called at night. Caught up on my writing. Talked to children late.

Feb 21 The

Beautiful weather. Papers full of Mr. Chase naming President of Chapel Hill and Dr. Fairies resigning from war service - one goes to W. F. & L. Other to W. & L. See both great losses to our State. Worked out in yard all morning. At 4:30 went with Joseph, Revis, to Mrs. Griffith Sargent's tea at 5 with in Griffiths lady. Left at 5:30. Elegant affair. About 50 present, then on to Mrs. W. B. for tea at 5:30. Social affair also. Called to inquire about Mrs. R. T. Farmer who is seriously ill. Baxter Durham came and spent evening with us and left late. Much colder. The mills worked us at eleven. Sue decided to go home with them in morning. I took several other calls. Sat with John in C. S. Storum getting on okay. After lunch we drove to Wake Forest. They showed Sue some movies. After dinner May, Dr. Zach, Sue and I went to see Ronald Coleman in "The Decision to Pay" - a very brave comedy. Got in late until 11:30 in Mama's room. Read and chipped many papers. May is much concerned about good looks now. Many of the "round robin" signs have volunteered to support it Monday. Can hardly wait!
FEBRUARY 21.

Slept everywhere. This helps me in Shelly until tomorrow. Mama much better, but in bed. Maggie and Sister went up town in the sleigh. I stayed in with Mama. Maggie went to Helen Quinn's club at 3, and callers at 5. Talked late.

[Page 19]

Out in yard again. Ronnie Maher and I went to Pullen's to look at shrubs. Back and to town trying out many dresses, hats, etc. Only one. Sat at 4 and got a local call from the Taylors. multiplier plan went into twenty-nine more calls during afternoon. Back at 6. Dressed and to hotel for dinner in the gutter's apartment. Back to my place. Red Williams at State College. He cooked the lamb himself. Went to Saffick's for the gutter's side, some cheese and beer. Visited their women awhile. Blanche & Pop De came in at 9:30. All talked until 10:30. In lobby 20. We left at 11:30 & left Ralston.

[Page 21]

Wore a new dress. Home by 11:30. Skim Feb 22. Up at 7:30 to tell Sue goodbye. Went back to bed and read papers. We sat in mother's room most of day talking and reading. All rested after lunch. Then listened to Good Radio. Listen for works, one, so no ride. Turned out to be a beautiful day. Maggie sat on porch while I worked. She called and left me now. I'm called and left many. Played at the Prison. Told with Rine, finished some magazines. The 18 Asheville bankers at city were up. Induced a telephone soup. Everyone thought there were some mistakes made, but everyone before this.
February 23

Slept late, up at 9 a.m. Break in brown melon for my lunch. Had my first H. Y. special guest luncheon at my house. Beautiful affair. Miss Fuller of H. Y. special guest to us. Miss Quine's nurses' party/Luncheon in her apt. I was presented with basket of tulips. Dinner by committee, May to Capitol and to a movie afterwards.

Feb. 24 - Mon.

Spring-like weather again. Dr. called to see Jones. He gave him a little shot. Had conference with Mrs. Upshur about bridge tournament at U. of Pennsylvania. Association for women's work of. First lady's man dropped in to drop some cards at the house at all. I and the inspector at 6 and that strawberry milkshake. Mrs. Jones called at twelve. Let 8 mail to read and a noon meeting to write. Baby went to Gym. Came to my room at two o'clock for Woodberry, new resident. Called off during afternoon. May and James and I went to see "She Couldn't Say" at State Theatre. Very entertaining.

Read a played pool until 10:30.

Another spring-like day. At 9:20 breakfast. Mrs. Bank took him to lunch in his room. I'm in for breakfast at nine, then to Capitol where Bank spoke before general assembly on re-organization of government along major programs. We listened to his speech on radio. Had lunch with him and a nice chat afterward. Mrs. Taylor and Sam Bailey went to see Duke. They rehearse. They had dinner with the Daniels. We listened to Murray and Andy, talked and read. We skittled some boys at noon before 3rd and East House meeting - vote 91 to 16. Failed to win and Gov. Bank voted after twelve. He is establishing men.
FEBRUARY 24

went to church. Left our new
papers. Ethel and Mort are had
lunch with us. Ethel, Mae and I went
to Wake Forest at 3:30 to call on Dr. and
Mrs. Gaines. Then back home to the
railways, Mort had a date. They ate
dinner with us. I got to late. Mr. G. was
finally called.

Ted 25 - Tues.

Real Summer day. Had many phone
calls all afternoon. Wrote some Sis.
and Ralph. At one went to a lovely
lunch in Dr. Walter Graham's on Main
Street. Met Mrs. May of General. She
had a State dinner. 24th birthday. 25th
and 26th were a beautiful spirit filled
table at 3:30 went to Mrs. Wm. Whole's
Century club. At 5:30 to Beauty shop.
May spoke to T & T Club. Centre at 7:30.
Had dinner to eat. Had a heavy
furniture for tournament tomorrow.
Edna made a lot of work for us. Also read
all papers. Bed at 11.

Wed. Feb 25

Collier. All Sydney in bed late, then up to
take up. Beyond midday at eleven. Had
calls all afternoon. George and James
came at 4:30. Had night watch in study.
James hospital treatment had done much
good, but has to be careful. George was a
little pneumonia. We talked with them in
February until 11th. Ted and Dr. Jones came.
Judy don't drive town awhile, and
from 10 to 11:30 we talked a little, etc.
All came to our rooms and a little
until 12. Mamma rested awhile during
afternoon so read late also. Read Wells
who reported out in Smith's Tonight.
FEBRUARY 25


1-26 Wed.

Up early. Today sprung day again, at nine old Murphy sent 16 committed arrived bringing tables, chairs, etc., to tournament. Helped arrange tables. At 10 we placed all over the mansion. Early lunch and received the 108 cards. Playing at 3:30, an un

ural night, putting that many women playing all at the same time. The

mental cards committees were thrilled

over the success of it. Served tea and

places, set up work, being down and

of the after all. At 8:30, left

for Mr. John B. to play Contract. She

just been appointed Public Welfare

Commissioner for Mrs. Kate B. Wilson

signed place, Bake at eleven. Others

visited Mary while I was away.

Wore a lovely dress. Wethell Co. free planting

some new flowers. Monday and Saturday.

Boys on holiday. Wrote children, sent G. to town

at twelve. Met children, some a friend to town.

he saw B. to take this morning. She sits at

2 sons came at 5:20. We took just come in

from our ride. Mary had a boy over to Tom.

brown sheepdog. Boys to movies to see American

Boy to Capital at 10:45. Ted red road took

11:45. Road full postokes until morning, all

disappointed. By mayor Gallatin Robert, went to suicide.
FEBRUARY 26

No va papa and Aunt Edna came at 3:30. Passed the day so proud to have them with us. I went to see that at the Lenten Mass at St. Anne's. We went with Miss Graham and went to lunch at Mrs. Forrest's. Dined at 6:30. At 8:30 I had conference with landscape artist at 4:30 to 5:30. Turned colder. He was the man to back up. But we went to church. I went to see Cord Atman, with Col. & Harding playing. Judge Johnson. Tom Boot and others visited. Pray! Edna goes. Saturday night. Read late in bed.

Feb. 27, Florida

[Handwritten note: "Feb. 27 - Florida"]

Feb. 27 - Early arrived early, wrapped up nicely for my bridge club which met at 4:30. Wrote letters to friend. Still lovely. Table, Mrs. Graham. Went to lunch at Mrs. Forrest's. Left at 8:30. Had conference with landscape artist at 4:30 to 5:30. Turned colder. He was the man to back up. But we went to church. My sister was going to see Cord Atman with Col. & Harding playing. Judge Johnson. Tom Boot & others visited. Pray! Edna goes. Saturday night. Read late in bed.

Feb 3, 1931

[Handwritten note: "Feb 3, 1931"]

Feb 3, 1931 - Much rejoicing and the Union was. The opposition got in some mean speech, especially Mr. Himself. A great victory for the good, easy, and Judge toll radio instead of wire. We went to ride the Taylor and Clyde tree came after dinner. Mrs. Taylor brought the splendid discovery. She was out at midnight. We are stuck. We lunched at 11. The two Walkers of Woodbury will come tommorow.
FEBRUARY 27

We had to Mrs. Arthur Wilson's house at 6:30 AM to get a \frac{1}{2} hour of work and then to Mrs. R. M. Wilson for a lunch party with Senator for lunch. Presented with a "date" book. I received from 5 to 8 for Social Service and about 125 cards. Now a aunt worked and helped. We all went to movies after dinner.

W 28

left at 8 o'clock for Sherry. Ice cream and cake at one, then left at 7 to go. In car for a look-out but then we expected after their work.

29

We all had our final exams. On Monday morning we had our first exam and on Tuesday morning we had our final exam. Everyone was happy to see the lecturer and talked until 3. Then we went to the Red Cross House for dinner and after dinner went to the hospital for a call. Mrs. Seaford and her family were there and we talked until 11. We all felt well, still alive, and went to bed.

29

Examined by Dr. W. M. Wilson at 12 o'clock. They ordered Dr. W. M. Wilson to go on a diet for a week. The nurse and superintendent came from Parchment and were told to go on a diet for a week. The nurse and superintendent ordered Dr. W. M. Wilson to go on a diet for a week. The nurse and superintendent ordered Dr. W. M. Wilson to go on a diet for a week. The nurse and superintendent ordered Dr. W. M. Wilson to go on a diet for a week. The nurse and superintendent ordered Dr. W. M. Wilson to go on a diet for a week.
FEBRUARY 28

We helped with flowers, rearranging the tea the afternoon here for Business and Professional Women, and after dinner I helped getting "furny" around the mansion. We hit and talk about every thing! Sunday an afternoon all went to movies to "real" mystery prison. Papa continued to help very good we spoke to him.

(Paul Turner)

Sat Mar 1st
Rainy during night but clear too. Mama and I left for Queens at 9:30 a.m. at 11:20. Bought & ordered from William garden. Has lunch with Mr. Roze-.


Sun Mar 2nd 1931

Came. The Walker's left at 10:30. Back to room to pack, answer letters and plan the US Smith luncheon. Busy phoning. Jane telegraphed would arrive until after supper. Mary had several men in conference up to lunch. All rested afterward. Read an Article about Mills College wedding. Caro's engagement announced. Not so settle church and felt like playing here both. Not feeling so good, but must carry on. Mary visited me at hotel. Jane + George came in about eight having had a nice visit with friends in Kineth. Hurkie Waring spent night with them. Played radio later. We wound up and finished all N.Y. papers. Mary had several men in to see him after coming from hotel.
Papa and Roosevelt left at 10:30 for Shelby Mass. to see him 90/10. Went to plans to come back next Friday. We all went to Mrs. J.M. Grover's luncheon at woman's club and my house. 16 present at a quick affair. Then from 4 to 6 we raced off to Congress rough 10:00 for tea for me at Mrs. Carrell's manor. Family only here for dinner. Talked until nearly twelve.

Beautiful day but very windy and much colder. All slept late. Read a book of a book and sat all at big hot fire and talked. Mrs. Coke came over before lunch. We left at 2:30 for Raleigh Hotel to leave our three days later. Arrived at 7:30. Jemin & George here in library date man of the luncheon immediately. All hungry. Figured unpacked. Read paper an off for Georgia, until late. Chief Justice left shortly after. (Mrs. Carrell)

Mon. Nov. 2

Up at 7:30. Stood around inspecting plantation. Will subtract the all Smith's have left. Some came about at 10:30. The Separatist committee and General Metts meeting them on their private car. A regular reception followed until 12 when general's invited guests came for lunch. Everyone looked to fully enjoy the day. Mrs. Smith is a colorful personality always and made a convincing speech on the organization. At State Theatre at 7:30 thousands of people awaited to see and hear him. Took me all afternoon to "Shelley," then back to them and to Ocmulgee where our last dinner informally with the family. Off at 8:30, Mary talked some radio at 7:45. On conclusion of school's work. An interesting day and a natural family on the Smith
MEMORANDA

Sat. March 2nd


Mon. March 3rd

Sleep late. Rose at 10:30. Wrote memos to S. and R.P. Very cold. Paid lots of accumulated bills. Came in at 12 to take ar to read papers. Had lunch together. Sat and talked until three. Read new magazine all afternoon. After dinner may and I went to see "Hit the Deck." Very cold. Read in bed until bedtime. All tried hard to stay warm yesterday! Monday morning planning to go to Shelly tomorrow. Ph. license and new keys for car bought today. Graham arrived last night for lunch. James & George to picture and to see Sarah after dinner. Three callers on May up until 10:30. We came to a few words and read letters the long in at eleven. Papers full of "als" want to Raleigh and what the said. Work and we did.

Wed. March 4th

Weather fine. Snow, wind and rain until afternoon. Mama and Nurse called on Tonya to shovel. James and George left at 11:30 for Charlotte and Shelly. May had two

Mar. 19

MARCH 3


Taken to Willard Hotel. After lunch and dressed for church, heard Sermon by St. Peter, and after services informal reception held. Mrs. Harem joined us. All went to Mrs. J. Curtis' luncheon at Grosvenor, Ferdinand club at 1:30. All governors wives and staff were guests. Most hostess was Gen. U.S. Grant. Beautiful church. On to White House at 4. Received by Pres. and Mrs. Coolidge. A lovely tea. Hellest to dress for dinner at Congressional Club given by N.C. Society. At ten to inaugural Col. Curtis' reception at Willard. Walked to in 'Lane of Honor' presented to Vice Pres. Curtis and his sister Mrs. Gunn. Then escorted by naval aide to our box, where we received honors as N. Carolinians. Wore white dress and gloves. To bed at 2.

19

Call me up. To Beaufort shop at 9:30. Shoppe some afternoon. Had lunch at Mrs. Andrews at 1:30. To Lady of Dance. Home 8 P.M. In the Tea. formal at 8:45. Left for a 2:45 dinner at 5:30. Accolade boy gave us a little dinner. Went to St. Paul's for a 'Mystery'. Coffee and home. Charming people and delicious refreshments from Amsterdam.

Dinner at evening for Col. at 12:30. [1931]
MARCH 4

Cloudy. Breakfast in room. Started to capital at 9:30. Heard all inaugural ceremonies. Colorful and splendidly! 250,000 people on streets. Not to stand. Told everywhere, Raining 'hard' by one clock. Rode in the ten mile parade then to White House to meet the new President and Mrs. Hoover. Then to Ex-Cong Smalls on getzontown for 5 o'clock tea. Dinner at Willard then to workful inaugural and Charity Ball. "Some of Honor" again with Admiral Sore. Marine Band played "Dixie" and "Old North State" as we came in. Two colors banner with our flag and U.S. My preceded us, with fanfare of trumpets brilliant gathering and deafeningly crowned with us. Left on stage till 12:30

Wrote a late. Read letters and paper in bank. Gave men out in yard. Stayed with them up till three. The above April 1st. Magazines every week and self of it. Next day afternoon playing on not at Waldeck. And also, after dinner - Tall.

PM. Mrs. Hoover's tent is a late. Letter from Sister and Lucy. Leo wants us and lunch with us. Talked to many and much while many waited. Walked on scrapbook all afternoon. Now dinner with Mrs. Hoover at hotel. Left Carondelet, Clay, Boston and Pete West called there to play their left ball. Consideration school will pass thought, no fight! Unanimously.
March 5

Arrived in Richmond on "Orange Blossom Special" at 7:20 in pouring rain. No drawing room we kept up to. Tired and achy! Talked most of day to Mama out on Cherry Street. Then went to bed at 9:30 half sick.

Slept some.

March 6

Beautiful day. Out in yard part of morning. Med Thompson came in and we changed pants in here and got some suntan cream and paint. We soon improved 100 to 120 acres. Afternoo we rode in the 51 cars. After 11

To House of Representatives to the 19th, the Democratic Executive Committee, which I am a member of. In the morning we met the 3rd city Raleigh. Sam was there. From 8:30 until 12:30. Will a 123 class from Fayetteville.

19 Club at 2 o'clock. W. H. Moore and Will late.

Spring-like day. Committed with Mr. B. Hugh about some articles. Read mail papers and magazines until next lunch. Went all the afternoon. Tried on many dresses and one fit. After lunch we took a ride, singing the cordial with blooming flowers, etc. Then, a little shopping, getting gifts for Alice, Frank, and Mrs. Mitchell. Was to Mr. Clyde's. Today is lovely for Powel Co.'s boys. Lots of them to pay! Stopped and talked to Marie Green at her yard while out riding. Ruby lots in town.
MARCH 4

Wed.


Fri. March 4

Pouring rain and becoming much colder. Slept late. Miss Taft came up as I was getting out. Miss.Too. Miss William came 11:30. Messed to lunch. etc. at 12:30. Miss T. Hurry knew that had lunch stopped at 12.30. Will tlk.

MARCH 4 Sat.

Rainy and disagreeable. Read all papers and answered many letters. Write to Joseph, Sister and Aunt Edna. to 10. Sent. Heyden Clement of Salisbury. here for lunch. Map busy so didn't rest. Worked on his scrap book all afternoon and up to 12 at night! 

Odo came in from Shelley and we walked home near after dinner. He told us of Mr. Smith's loan from Cleveland Cloth! The news months is back. deliberations and Mr. Up the rail is getting nowhere as to where the 18 million of coming from to stop point. The Hill House before the end. Sent Bally down in man & Sue w. out.
March 3

stil fell on with a high that up to a bridge
lunchion at 11 at Mrs. Wright's.

name and at 9 joined us for lunch
at one. Beautiful affaire. Present with
little figureurs as prize. Went to bed
after arriving at 1:30. Other read.

some temperture that was for 6:3 dinner

Sat. March 4

Penny and sister, stayed in bed that
morning. Judge Biggs at lunch with
us at one. The map is now on may for
we get to chapeil hall for the in our race
track meet. I must be at more
some time and a wood or window

Work with Mr. Romar & Litsell to
2nd of March making many changes
in one picture. Bought came first
drop them N.Y. Yard. P.S. The writer
onFeb 26th making image Honer folk at
woodburn. We are prob. by him
just heard our readers that Chief Justice Tho.

14th at five o'clock also Justice Sanford
died suddenly at one time. Justice Honer
celebrating the Equi with day. Death is
no not taken of pleasure. I was

15th at my house. Finished all night. Very windy.

Dear Sixers papers. Then gathered to address in
Havana room from Caington and miss Biggs
called before lunch. Afternoon the dean Schillers
and friends testimonies came. Also Mrs. Romar's
dughter and Mrs. McCue of Ashville. May
and varied men all afternoon collect. It

Some figueres of Bucking & Others fine for luncheon. 2
Eleven convicts burned to death in Big town.

Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Wilt meeting for

16th at 40. Finished some work. Read late.
MARCH 8

not feel very well last night. Dora me to stay in bed all day and take medicine which she, Eliza, dougled.
Mr. Wilson called also Mrs. Yeard
and Charlotte. Saw them in bed while I was a "touced." She around, felt better tonight. Papa and Nurse came at 5.

Sun 9th March 1930

colder, but sunshine. Started in bed all morning and read mail. Paper, filled with Taft's death. at 12:30 I left and s
mustered to chapel. Will have lunch with. Eleanor and E. T. Wollen. They at
the Bo Connors (who are watching the parade of the thermometer) and the Bot.
possess by Charlotte for you. Lunch 2:00.

a very considerable crowd & a lovely
meal. All left at 4:30. Steadie and
submitted to all of us 4:30. Robert's
new 50 yr. & his family. Beautiful and
pensive. Back to Pith to dinner,
John Anthony who works in Va. and
Town Hughes called. John left at 9:30.
Mrs. & Mrs. Brocks were called.

quest - weather brings snow to saving land! 35°
like this morning. Mrs. & Mrs. Ho - about 9 hrs.
yesterday in Anderson with son who has TB. The
other left after lunch, May have about 9 hrs. Calling
about shops and dinner. Talked about winter cold
and winter night!

Cold. But in yard with small boys. Monday for dinner,
Beau shop at three. Talked to George
phone, called them for dinner. Started with
fellow-legard problems along with the momen
called for phone, and two children playing next on the
floor next.
MARCH

felt "shaky", but up at ten. Mama, Margret came, at 9. Two to Mrs. Neil Ball for lovely lunch at her home at 1:30. Sister, Jane, Tom, Bob, St and Aunt Emma arrived at 3:30. Before we returned, lots of talking on our arrival, and showing the room. Mrs. Neil Ball and son served tea to them.

Our family party had dinner at 5:00. Dinner went on very late. Cooked at her garden, a lovely dinner, and I went to see "Rita" at 8:30 at State Theater. At 11:30 everybody here and a "talk fair" and refreshments until 12:30. A great family party! Len and I

Spring-like day. Staked in yard most of morning out. All glass gone. I am setting up new and old shrubbery. Have 14 7 x 9 white cement, doing the work with 2 guards. Hoping come.

lunch. Decided not to buy anything. Mrs. W. P. Star, wife of Chief, just called at 11:30. At 12:10 I started on my way. 70 to 80, 184. 7:45, Mrs. W. P. Star, wife of Chief, just called at 11:30. At 12:10 I started on my way. After dinner others, Tony, James and 9 or 10 a for coffee. James and 9 or 10 a

See you at movie this evening. You still here? I'll be there at twelve. The movies are coming for tonight. Mama went, all a for "Pollyanna." More on fall season front.
all up for breakfast at ten. Everybody went to First Baptist Church. Beautiful day. After we ate, all over the city and took our guests to visit the "Pen," a good dinner and Gene sister Joan and Aunt E. left at 4:30. We drove to Convict farm afterwards. Had supper at 7:30, and all talked until nearly 11.

Very cold and raining. Lent carnival washing in yard. Windows washing going on in house. Men, phone calls, much mail. Letter from home all well. George & Harriet Anthony stuff contract Judge, dances. Read about home paper s. Had call from Mrs. Clary, she is starting a Beauty Shop in Shellby. Walked out on porch to see what progress workers are making. All had to stop at lunch. Polled with Mr. J.B. Jeffery, sister Florence finally here after lunch & ice. Rose & Regie left & left.

Hoped we could drive around after from noon stopped. Roads are cut off too. Made 19 calls, 2 turned away as home. After dinner fixed Morrison came. I heard John's lesson in upstairs parlor. Bed still cold and rainy. Hogan came—wet.
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MARCH 13

Our trip to beautiful Cape! We had Chief Justice Stanfield, Herbert Clark and W. A. Clark. George Cornwell, W. H. Brooks and Mr. and Mrs. Smith at dinner. My "at home" today as I had to keep tomorrow. Almost 150 callers.

Mr. E. Donohue the mayor, invited several. After dinner, movie. Went to hotel, met Mrs. Donahoe, an interesting evening. 20 at twelve.

Hrs. 13 Jan.

Bourne's war time. They are half well. Possibly next, we will have a sick. Possibly men for the Army. Started out in high part of universe. Still having strawberries. Spring flowers in the early lunch. Went to Humidin speaking of opening Co-Operative. We went to the Grand Hotel. Back at 4:30 and played golf. At 3:30 we met Mr. Hay and Mr. Appleton. At 4:30 met at Mr. H. B. and played contract until

five. Went to see Mr. Allen in the Green and a car. Drive. May study of Jacob. May J. had 101 fever at 10:30. Go bed at dinner. Felt fine for grass.

Spray like! Once and I rode to wake Nestor. Took Mrs. Tinkton and riding. Spoke to Ada Lee. Mall had a headache. Said yes. Mrs. Hay was well.

Read. I was sick. She called and Mr. Buhler called for dinner. He is running for Gov. and is a splendid fellow. Think he is my choice. May Dr. didn't go to the Paul's birthday. Want to enter that 50 and invited to another to norm. Settle from Europe in Munich was good with white knitted suit and coat.

Duchess from France and Grady Robyn.

Miss to keep all the fires, read late.
March 13

Wednesday

Mrs. Loomis and I off to Winfield at ten. Pouring rain. Arrived at 11:30. No car at 2 stop in Greendale for lunch. Ellen has a most delightful new home.

Then 4 pm to town for Miss E. Williams. Then to 15 A.R.'s. We were in the line. Two to 3. Gorgeous and sunny. We had a lovely day.

With Ellen of course family and Mrs. E.M. Hultgren of Charlotte. Came of 6 to meet us at 6. Then to coffee and all went to score to twelve.

March 14

Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Charles and Miss Roberta and Miss Esmeralda and Miss Patsy. Lunch at 12:30. Went to watch Rose Bowl game at 1:30. Went back to lunch with them. Went to shop. Back at 5:30. Went to see Mr. Francis at 6:30. Played a bit of tennis at 7:30. Watched a bit of tennis at 8:30. went to dinner at 9:30. Went to bed at 10:30. Some friends after eleven. Bed at twelve.

March 15

Day bright. Cloudy. Peel late in bed. At 12:30 the Grady Parkers. At 6 pm old corn the house. Then the Tom Turner girls. High Point to we all. Back at 12:30 a little. Piano at 2. After Turner left we went for a ride.

Rutted on road with kids. Along Drayton Bridge. Then to see Nancy Keebray. Sat there on a hill. Parted awhile, eating peanuts and pinball! Came upstairs only to have found on radio search for news. Night! May 4 to wonder watch's party. Tired out! We talked in the room until late then all went to bed. Separated still ordered about a day till for 6 months school.
MARCH 14

That breakfast at seven. Allen took us to
make all necessary arrangements to go to DC for the National City
association. This to arrive at 2 P.M. and we stayed until lunch and went to Allen's
left at 3:30 bringing me back to Allen's of selling back, arrived on time for dinner.
all were tires. A to bed at eleven.

Sat. 15th March

Beautiful day. Up early. Overlooking house etc. Mr. Jones's National Club of
Democratic Executive Committee and Mrs.
Shinn at Washington arrived at 10:30. Powerful people. At one, the ten distinct
clan of the young men Democratic

6:15 P.M. (which is the start of a Jackson
Supper banquet. At 5:30 the dinner
was served and there was food and there was food
with us and Mrs. T. P. German
own hotel committee woman. Covers were
ready for 5:30 and dinner. The beautiful
in service mats, varicolored spring flowers.

Left at four, we took the train for
a ninety-minute ride. Arrived in Denver
wearing a suite of corduroy, the chief

3 P.M. And upon the occasion of the
final day for Senator Simms's name and
was able to a word. Bob Harris, and I.

Catharine called after the meeting. Bath
at 12. May, Jr. with me.

Pretty day but cooler. Read and rested late
May 4th S.S. after lunch we all went to Fort
Bragg and through Charlottesville - 61 mile return
of eleven. More for a lunch trip. St. James
note to be. Write all three children. Mr.
and Mrs. Jefferson were left at 12th May.
all good. So to bed by 11:30. Reading 1.
all the bread for breakfast. Wrote letters and some papers until 11:30.

Sundays at 2 and 5 went to George's and Mrs. Goo's W. W. worked all afternoon.

Father, 2 popes as he would not go out into the city afterwards. After dinner, dressed up to go to Mrs. Edgerton's reception, 11:30 am.

She was all right at 11:30 am.

Sun 16th March

Spring-like weather. Package of toys on Special delivery for Mr. Goo. James had a lot of fun. Spent the night at home. Left the house at 10:30. B. J. fell back by lunch.

With Mrs. Blanchard, the W. W. and Mrs. Goo. to the hospital. The boys came and took the horses. The doctor was at 9:30, 10:30 left. 8, May: X. and Harry Melton presented a new room. At 5:30 May.

To call on the W. W. All had to work together. James had a date. Separating.

At 12 to Sunday dinner. Found Henry and my room. At 5:30 May.

Up early as usual. Phone message from mother. James called at 8:30. He asked about it. Nothing.

To meet all night cold.

Mon March 16th.

Clouds up early and an unusual. Phone message from mother. James called at 8:30. He asked about it. Nothing.

At 12 to meet. Mom came at 5:30. went to Goo's.

Dear Mr. Goo.

The State Department. Real fine and warmed. A few minutes ago, 11:30.

Pp.
MARCH 16

Sat.

Se a little. After went down town at 4 p.m. in me monocle with us Past a compete in and hot drinks. After dinner we went to the Senate. Booked at 1:30 and till till 12. James and Cleo 1 took

MARCH 17

1930

Bright, windy day. Up and playing around. No letters. Go to school tomorrow. Get up and awhile letters to be read. Talking to reception. Friday night. Talked over piece to miss clever or granite. Paper the President and others offices. Phoned about cost refreshments. Talked to miss Thompson mother. String called from 11 to 1. Had a heart to heart talk about her affairs.

Thursday, long of money etc. at 3:30 went to equal Shop. Bought a black coat. Made ties. Thought to see Susie West whose son was killed last night in automobile wreck. Only child. No trouble like this it seems.

First talked "Ann" Christie, Olive and Arthur Holler. She'll be here with May. Taken back cold. Feel miserable.

THURS. MARCH 18

Spring like day. Mr. Hunt out Smith left at 12 left 1:30. Bridge. Become 9 a.m. about a Mr. Hunt 3:30. Hunt and son. Women, mode and to London to see Mrs. Parks and Robert not to see Edna. Write. Set and lay waiting.
MARCH 17

all up to time for breakfast. To the
baptist church at eleven and then to
home at noon by Dr. Tucker, and
in attendance Charles Price, Andrew Allen
and Mr. Slocum (James finest) at dinner.
Beautiful day, and May and other
went to Court Farm. We talked out there
walked around the grounds of the mansion.
the men being called at 5 after supper.
we have called to church at 10:30

TUES. 18 MARCH

Stayed at home until dinner. Took medicine
that night, feel better but still have a
bad headache every day. Began
you after lunch and with force to
He arranged some plantings. Sat in part
of the sun from 2 to 4 p.m. Rained
part of the afternoon. Turned much colder.

At 6:35 children called. Other
for dinner with us, may we went
to school, feeling a bit better.

WED. MARCH 18

Took the coach from the house, went and George stayed un-
ful until lunch. Seemed a delight but looks thin.
the Training School here and arranged up
with his friend, Mr. Staple and went down
stopped a few minutes on way to Richmond
home and 5 out in yard. Waiting for
the horse and four beautiful boys. A
Mr. Harris also was there.

Drove up for a chat. We drove until six. May
had dinner at home with Mr. J.W. Bailey
coming. C. M. Morrison. Polite talk at
the presentation and Mr. and Mrs. Betts
called to Douglas. Dinner then strong. May came
at eleven. Boys came to bed. We
talked and made until twelve.
MARCH 16

19

Up at 9 am to get Mrs. Reemst
then at 1:30 bus. Then 30 min. ride on
streetcar to moody and wrote
papers. Then in afternoon to see
Mrs. Pollack. To the<br>
tools in evening. Stay until
12.

19

Wed March 19

Busing morning. 1:30 to stop work in
yard. Sun came out in afternoon, at 4:30 went to Mrs. Pickett's
for Mrs. Kate Burris Johnson who is leav-
ing then Public Welfare Office for a in-
Teen. Mrs. Talbot Boat rent successor
for her. Engaged also about 3:30 calling
with them and Mrs. Picketts two guests
to the tea to-morrow, we made 6 calls after the
tea. Changed to go to clothes and went to
a miniature golf course on Mission Park Hill
Courses at 7:30 to see "77" the first ball.

19

[Thu March 19]

Raining and cold. Went and gave help to
Charlotte at 8:30 to make treatment returning at
6 o'clock. Both feeling better. James' new picture
came and are splendid. We rest of the
talked most of the day. Ray alcutt had
lunch. May out at hotel with Mike Honig
and others. He came home with May and
entertained me awhile with his Irish jokes.
James and Sarah to movies. George here
and to bed by 9:30. Telephone from Ralph
at Greensboro - Home around twelve.

Every day. Boys to legislature about gardens. Ruth married
and come down at 9:30 ate early lunch and up to
Atlantic coffee with Margaret many times on work. They may be
deep thoughts about his attitude to May.
MARCH 17.

up, he joined a new flock. He
Held at Mr. McPherson's.
Mr. Toole, and Mrs. Pat Wilson.
noon until 2 o'clock. He and his.
He had 70 to 80 dinner

A fire broke out in a room.
the depot point of view. I

Franklin called

Bolu, However, and Boli

came in at 10:30 or 11.

FRIDAY, MARCH 20

up early, lovely day. Helped arrange
flowers, vegetables, etc. Wrote home to children.
Miss Campbell arrived at 10. Dressed in red

Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. Reit, Gates & Schrader,
also Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. Brown Holt & Mr. Ainsworth;
Mrs. Beckwith, Mrs. McCoo & Miss Bingham
Mrs. Penelope Brown. All went one after

Mrs. Johnson at the P.O. Lowl and F. hands
in Cushing may enjoy them.

all left by 3:30 (the last and with him.
with the Birkenshires: Roger, etc. At 5:30
Miss All Hall, Foster & Miss West. One good

on the eve to precede his with the Mackin.
left at 9 for GLim's Conference at Baltimore
He was to look by 11:30. Going to Washington

17.
FRI MARCH 21

isha weather. Planning reception for 1000 teachers all morning. Mrs. Willard called with Mrs. Pauller. Girls went to various meetings. Helped with decorations. Many go to meeting.

Ralph home with some papers. Cena from Wells. She was fine. We went up to dinner. Spoke with Mrs. Wells. All noted awhile after lunch. Home early with lots of little red tulips. and peonies.刪lined. Willard & Shelley came at 6:30. All arrived in evening. Mrs. Wells arriving. Came on c. o. w. and have A's in all of her classes. When we take the X dinner with us. Sirf movie at 8. Went to sold house for night. Meeting of mrs. women at 10:15. Returned home over 100 cars. Called up to 12 o'clock. All until by 12:45. And up - tired but a success. Picked up Ralph at 11:30. At home at 11:45.

SUN MAR 21

Cloudy and rainy. James & George went to church. Packed the car with the red Willard's. All ready in Placid. then took to Ralph until lunch. He and Henry now going to picture and dinner at the Roots. Sent McConnell & Tucker to Chapel Hill. Came over to see him also at 8:30. May ate lunch with Willar. Ralph at home at 10:30 and we talked about

Fri Mar 21
MARCH 19

Slept late this morn. and went to town at 9:30 and bought two bags of potatoes, and 3 lbs of ham. Went to the movies afternoon, and returned home at 9:30. Went to see the new movie "The Gay Nineties." Time to meet Ben Fried at 10:30, and we all went to the Educational Meeting.

SATURDAY, MARCH 22

Snowing, and raining. All morning. Four bells to town: Isabel, Selma, and I went to town. Word came to meet Ben Fried and Virginia P. at 1:30, and we all went. Dined with Mr. and Mrs. Fried. Left at 3:30.

Ralph took us to Mitchell's restaurant. We returned and helped until dinner. Time to go to movies, after work. May, Barbara, and Mama stayed home, May, Flu, and Mama played cards. We all went to the movies together again. We saw "The Gay Nineties."

After we got home, we played cards. We played until 9:00 this morning, and then cleaned up. Much cool weather. All to bed by 11:30.

SUN., MARCH 23

May 49 yrs. old today. Sisters lunch with beautiful ice cream made like a Wimpum. Went to Shattuck's to buy ice cream maker. Mary White's dress Co. also take a drive. We went to the movies, and then went to the zoo. We saw "The Gay Nineties."

With carded and more presents, a busy day with callers, telegrams, and phone calls. And we enjoyed it. The dog came in at eleven. Back rain on squaw. The days all started together, and talked a lot. We went to the movies at night, and saw "The Gay Nineties."
MARCH 28

1929

FRI, 29

19

went to a meeting at 9:30. majesty at 11:30 to see action. We met after business. We went to the park and took pictures of the city. We had coffee and cake, and nothing! We went to an educational meeting at 4 and at 5:30 to Teachers' Convention at 6. We went to 10:30 at 11:30. Home at 11:30.

SUN, MARCH 29

Cold, clear weather. All breakfasted in bed.

The Mitchell's paper, morning. May and I went to first Baptist church. At 2 we all went to chapel and attended the afternoon funeral at 3:30. Then rode about the beautiful country. On to headquarters to see the new office then to Raleigh. A good dinner, the McNair's called on, and stayed late. Ralph went to church. James held a date with Kay Longton. Very cold tonight. Read all papers on bed before returning. May be married tomorrow.

TUES, MARCH 30

Clear and warmer. Left by 10. Games all felt better. George to Raleigh. They are very interested. Banking still coming up. May preparing his speech for a joint session tomorrow at 92 by radio on the houses and much discussion. Geary's tax for income. Great deal of discussion. He is up to date. Uncle needs help to "crank up" for the after the speech. A direct disagreement with headquarters. In talking to the mayor and others to see the "birth of a nation." They went to the "kneel campers" now. Boys at Sagamore to file suit in defense of nation. A new editorial. In two weeks. There will be still more parts. We believe the press and parts. In speech 9, we believe we are in for a splendid week all.
Breakfast at nine. Did not leave the inn at 10:30. Made to 9 read balfour and write letters. After lunch we went to Peace Inst. at 3, Montrose. She was around town and to the mountains at 4. After dinner sat around and talked. Then to bed at 10:30. All tricked out.

From March 24

Another lovely day. Cook picked to Boston carrying on very well. All went to Capitol, called on Government, inspect building. Then to Hall of History, Supreme Court room. State Hospital and a ride about the city with Nana and young McBaye. Had lunch with

At 3:30 we took for the Prison Sewer store and Peace Institute. Saw Winnie and Agnes for Shelley. Invited her to dinner with Ralph tomorrow. Ralph went to dentists all right. Before a good dinner then to see Ruth Colleton in Song and a Son, which was greatly enjoyed. Dr. Brooks called all to bed by 11:30. Ralph to station to sell

19.

Cloudy all day. Went to Statehouse early. We listened to may make his magnificent speech against any sales tax in addition to a joint meeting of legislature of Capitol at noon. Much applause. Mrs. Demoss and the women crowd are very disappointed and excited over the Governor's country and patriotic language against them put up.

We are looking for instructions as to tomorrow's papers. Will be the morning paper's and organization with them. Came in exasperated and wet with precipitation. Want to be hurried in room and settled most of afternoon. We had the Senator, Judge and Senator Bellew and Judge Smith. Also for dinner John and Byrons for dinner. Ralph, George and various took off by train to ride. The Daily and others nothing can have the co-operation, many telegrams etc. He promised

19.
Beautiful day, Mary, Mother, Mr. and Mrs. Parks and myself left at 10:30 for Pinehurst. Arrived at 12:30 at Carolina Inn. Saw lots of people at Pinehurst. Then went to the Sunday Services. After a lovely lunch we drove around and then visited the Gifts. Left at 4; broke my cell phone and changed Finkle in a work. Came at 6:30; a good Supper and after reading Sunday papers to bed at 11.

[Letter from June 25]

Spring-like weather, up early, Shelly, Bill, Jett left at 9:30. Hated to see them. Luci, Papo, and many are leaving. Lunch and coffee were nice. Had breakfast cleaned at 10:30, stayed until 12. Bought new frames for papo's room and may for Jo's bedroom. Decided on color of outside paint for house. Breakfast until 11, then to dentist. After lunch turned colder after 3 p.m. cleared rooms, closets all afternoon. Had play-park look at progress, measured them.

Bought for mima: Legrand at Pearce's, Dr. Anderson at Henry's. Worked 2 hours. To see alum white in 'Players Argued.' Hit tennis at 3 at Pine by turn. Spoke to Miss McClelland, took home books. May meet a G. M. to work. Left twelve o'clock. Enjoyed them.

On Thursday, all with Mr. & Mrs. The household attended our morning prayer in Daniel's study. What we expected, but didn't expect his notes. Charlotte, Greensboro, Womans, Toastmasters, all most participable. The Quarter page and advice. All in all we are satisfied. With the action. The Farmer's meeting at football passed as a mean resolution. Declaring Maine's attitude was physically wrong. No one who didn't stay up to this dinner left. We held most of day. We had and talked. R. J. George took who. Worked and ordered to Burke. So glad & happy together. Can't wait for Sunday.
march 25 [25]

slept late and read again in bed. went to house cleaning and every-where — was doing washing etc. in a car and consisted of washing and laundry around yard, as the day was beauti-ful and spring-like. after lunch we planned to work first and visit the Ickharts. after dinner talked with Dick.

wednesday march 26

very much colder and a setting wind. Mr. Kelly or gramh who came at 9:30 and we inspected yard and shuffling his firm fort place. too cold to stay long. contractors came to open furnace chimney also estimate on adding third floor room for new room (bath) who came April 1st. wrote momma and sister, momma wrote they had nice trip home papa holding court in las vegas place there, as he is rich. letters from Isadela Sarah and miss more. clyde & belle now sister in in Thursday. she has been out for lunch. Ralph sent momma. called charles christensen from 9:00-9:30 over lunch. rested on house in afternoon. dressed at 6. Thomas and John boat went in town had dinner with us. left at 5. for mrs. ryan's a table bridge party for mrs. johnson's funeral. evening. home at 11. James.

thurs. march 26

women, nudge, ralph with rowland anyone else for shelly at 9:30. games and george to charlotte then to shelly. we will pack box the cats with our family. will stay at union hotel. we feel peculiar to have work and our home closed. a sad feeling not feeling as well. read in bed while monty was. told and often account to cleaning moving soon and taking a general spring cleaning. connie helping had sent 2000 more for sheep sheared. the promenade is -

takes even more. recipe paper punch for grandmothers returning. bring the grandmothers. i rested and had all afternoon. may go to pictures this afternoon.
up early and got in York to
a landscape gardener. Then at 10:
a visit to Mr. Hagen's house. Later
visited Mr. Dyer and his two
sons. The weather was cool.
Mr. Dyer came in for lunch. At 2 went
to Beauty Palace, at 5 appointment with
the tree expert and the congressman. Also
had a look at the new Shelburne and Mr. Wale's

MARCH 27

Sunny and clear, windy day. Slept
Planned tea for Margaret, Niles and guests
in morn. afternoon. Will ask summer meeting
for coffee until sick. Brisk cooking, announced
several phone calls. Settled from house. All well
6. So came a few films. The sun has
about completed in the morn. noon. Busy
all afternoon phoning to inquire and change
new furnaces. At 12:30 may go and
self rode in State College "St. Pat" for the
parade. A furlong walked, drove a back.
Juice took a car drive. All back at
6. We talked late.

May Jr. slept on 3rd floor. Came down about
7:30. off to school. Mighty limey before rain and
abandoned until eleven. Too much wind
blew my room. She has maina's "shining
papers fall in". House passing general sales etc.
with 58. To 59th Senate will file. This is the president
my mother apologized for the money. He says I
didn't get. Others, you are one. If I do anything in
a sales. boy then safe goodness, they are great. The
paper said he was referring to the statement. May
emphasize speedily and being made wrong
on the tax subject, map has central men in
conference all afternoon and morning. May go to
monthly and out with after several. Sue told to be
early for punishment; am composing and thinking of their
and don't feel food et cetera.
Another Saturday; early but cold.

3rd. Went out hunting at 10. Ben got 3 hares. Figured, could have camps for many, camp in shelter. Figured, clean up pantry and at home.

3rd. Called to Parke in. Groomed Mrs. Anderson, a guest. Messes Riley and Messes Lefevre and Mr. and Mrs. Taylor and Mr. E. P. Hinds guests. Took 35 calling cards from 4 to 6. Made Rush to Jefet Walsh. Am at light tea for drinking. We all packed for early dinner - taking to Sally.

MARCH 26

I was late at 2 and made in bed. Ralph and Jane off to Shelby at 10:30.

Ralph goes to work. Felt见面 very sunny. Went to Fox and found city street again.

Has a wonderful character. Smith's Script to my married tea - 80 of them ordered. All arrangements. Started out in yard sorry.

No more expansion. 2 hour on.

At five went to Mr. Sergeant's tea for Mass. Went to about 40 people. Enjoyed ourselves. Walked a little with Line all day. This Beckat only dinner a to see the grocery store at 7.

12:30 we went to supper. Hollywood affair! Microphone used to introduce to audience people. May greet the radio audience. Talk in the forest, decorated the theatre with the sounds of noses. Each voice with a nose. Theatre filled. We didn't put failure. The Type Taylor is fine performer. He does many voices. Back at 10:30. Was "good" until 11:30. All apple and candy. Made out of town. No vans.

Tuesday, March 28

May 4th, many Egge's. Walt, Robert, and Bob at 9:30. Mrs. Shelby arriving at 2:30. Beautiful day, and fine trip. Dougwood and red brick adobe in the woods. Home folks well and glad to see us. She yard is lovely with tulips, azaleas, jonquils, etc. Unpacked. Made little cake and彦 all hungry. Salted til late and then ran to covered benches.

Saturday, March 29

Beautiful day. Missom, a guest and friends, making complete plans for tea. Miss Amos, Miss Abbot with the court. Mrs. Sturman, Miss Abbot with the court. Mrs. Sturman and Miss Goodrich came at night. Wrote to the all man and Miss Abbot. Miss Sturman after the dance. Anna Reid, the last hour. 4:30

Miss Reid at Miss Goodrich, daughter of Mrs. Harry Goodrich, and Miss Gagnon, called. Served tea. She looked like her dab. We had a late dinner late. She forgot to come at night. Tossed to join her and went to game. Played to find a card. The Marlin.

all rested late. May go to S.S. then to Pearson with games and some. Pants and to washed some of Ruth's clothes and packed for him. After lunch went for high point on hill. The boys and Miss Reid killed a large rife. Dinner menus made, and I finished talking about there. Skilled and reading phone. May Jones and

19th went to see a picture. Walt Rogers on "a commit yeake" at State Theatre from 9 to 11. Didn't like for them to do this this night! Didn't ask them later as I went to bed about eleven. Sat in library and played for James to go to a business school the next four months. Left the boys decided on their life. No longer, but already
MARCH 22

Friday

A beautiful day. A few calls. Went
up to town and bought some furniture. Back
at lunch time. Helped make five
flowers for Bridge club which met
at 8:30. She made tables lovely refresh-ments
and 5:30 we returned. At dinner
Alice came after dinner. I left at eleven.

MARCH 30

Warm Spring. Left at 9 a.m. for Paris.
At 7:30, French church service called
me to church. Had lunch with the
Chambers. At 7:30, Judge Buff read all
papers after church. They rested until lunch.

Went evening on the Hunt Club hunt.

The men were: John Andrews, Crawford Buff,
S. W. Bolling, W. Brookes, and J. E. C.
I returned home at 7:30.

After dinner I worked on calling list
of the Club. May reach of Papas.

Went to church tonight. Fell well at home.

Ralph all right. Took Wood and
in morning went
from 10:30. 1 P.M. 2:30 as to talk.

Robert took Ralph and Howard down to Grandview of
9:30 catching train to WV. Went back helped finish
the packages. Tried to sell one sold. Will
at 1:30, did a lot of errands. Returned to
Wallace negocio. Offered

MARCH 30

Today Mr.

Read all day one by

Huntington's book. He died Wednesday of 03.
Mr. Hesper had dinner back to Washington. 100 today
after several days spent in a hospital with 75 seas.
Jr. returned from Pasta Rice trip today.

Sugar and sodas. Went to Washington.

Sunday at 10:30. Standing light all

Went in for coffee. Out in

We may send and school.

Looked over for something to buy. A day and night

I may not try to read it.
Saturday, MARCH 28


Mon., March 31

Strengthened E. Have all my clothes. Slept from 10 to 12. Helped round the house. Washed the dishes. Played cards, sang songs, and ate dinner. I write that god save and go on and on.

All came breakfast. Sing us a song. It all seemed to have a nice time. Served dinner, cut the meat, and gave out the rolls. Mrs. Griffin and her niece at 3 p.m. Dismissed me at 8 p.m. for the game. Dined at the Warm W.

We had a big enough dinner for all. Feeding at 8 p.m. with all invitees. Showered off at 11 p.m. to E's supper. Went to Core to speak of no money. Went to the theater. And spoke to a man at a meeting. With the meal and a little more. We left the meeting. I was

5 & W. Said to me, James wrote home at 1:30. A large chair was kicked home in the bed at 12:30.

Cold and raining. May 10th after 10:45. Rain and wind. We will come to play with May at house. Signed general sales for Ed. I got sleeping. Emitted a song and a request for a song. Got absinthe at the store. To marriage. May of with a rake. Cold.
1929

MARCH 29

Beautiful Easter morning; all the family went to the dedication of the new Baptist church. Gave a cook James. While a few games for us were played, Papa took the collection. A huge crowd present at 1500 people. The church building is nearly finished. We had a huge dinner. James and a church girl left Sat for church Hill. May and I visit with Mr. Mccormick in afternoon. Sarah Garden and Bill Warren & Gaston came over. Do Turner, after church.

24th April 1

Another go to a funeral. Had a day. Went half a Sunday night. Sang part of evening. Sat and sang songs all night. Home very early. A few got half a day. Went to church. Went to church and said prayer. Sat down to look at something and antique. Bought a small antique.

2nd for La Salle. Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Town on the 4th. Goodbye. We are going to stay here. All going to the movies. She to stay room at most feet 2.

Monday April 2nd

March 30

Good time at school this week. Having a great time. April Fooling. Mama, Sis, and I with Walt driving spent the day in Charlotte shopping. Got some pretty new lamplights and one lovely dress, 3 milions for us! My soul. Home at 6:15.

Mama is on a perfect lift of planer for Raleigh.

Rose in bed until nine. Real Sisters and I have letters. Norfolk guest called at 9:30 but didn't see. Mrs. and Mrs. met by hurry called and

expected me out! Orig 1 with

Mrs. Wise. Wrote three letters.

Dinner at Sun. Walt and

me, Miss C. and Rich. with Mrs. Stotz. Beautiful.

Flowers and 8 guests. - Modern.


played contract until 4 or 5. April 3rd.

Yesterday, got on transport and made air journey from New York to Richmond in 4 1/2 hrs. More and others welcomed 10 passenger machines to city. Raleigh by a daily stop. Great Quake of Virginia on Nov. 600. Many people escaped the danger. S infant of Colonel John W. Work. Came and Rose. Knapp and long house. We went to the next park and sat in the field and enjoyed Easter bough. Peace and tranquility. Put up tent.
Sun. April 2

MARCH 31

Went to a B.M. concert in evening for first time since I have been in New York. Went to see Miss Wise and her mother. We had a nice evening, with dinner at their house. Mother insisted on going out, as I was unused to seeing new things. Went to see Miss Wise and her mother. We had a nice evening, with dinner at their house. Mother insisted on going out, as I was unused to seeing new things.

Sat. April 3

Went to see Miss Wise and her mother. We had a nice evening, with dinner at their house. Mother insisted on going out, as I was unused to seeing new things.

Tues. April 3

Miss Wise called on relatives, May 19th. To bed at twelve, wrote letters, and went to sleep. Woke up at six, and went to a B.M. concert in evening for first time since I have been in New York. Went to see Miss Wise and her mother. We had a nice evening, with dinner at their house. Mother insisted on going out, as I was unused to seeing new things.

Wed. April 3

Miss Wise called on relatives, May 19th. To bed at twelve, wrote letters, and went to sleep. Woke up at six, and went to a B.M. concert in evening for first time since I have been in New York. Went to see Miss Wise and her mother. We had a nice evening, with dinner at their house. Mother insisted on going out, as I was unused to seeing new things.

Tues. April 3

Miss Wise called on relatives, May 19th. To bed at twelve, wrote letters, and went to sleep. Woke up at six, and went to a B.M. concert in evening for first time since I have been in New York. Went to see Miss Wise and her mother. We had a nice evening, with dinner at their house. Mother insisted on going out, as I was unused to seeing new things.

Wed. April 3

Miss Wise called on relatives, May 19th. To bed at twelve, wrote letters, and went to sleep. Woke up at six, and went to a B.M. concert in evening for first time since I have been in New York. Went to see Miss Wise and her mother. We had a nice evening, with dinner at their house. Mother insisted on going out, as I was unused to seeing new things.
MEMORANDA

Busy all morning, leaving at 10 a.m., reached Mr. Long's house about 12:30, after dinner. Walt Douglass May 9, and set off in trolley to Charlotte arriving at 2:30 p.m.自我 transferred to new luncheon club. Mme. arrived at the mansion at 5:30.

The car is beatiful, in all respects, may. James, Budd Burrow & Ed. Mccunie, came in at 6, and all had dinner together.

Busy, got Tom R Glass come in for an hour. M. Mett against the night may not rain, only little. Slept in my room. Believe he was worse tonight, too. Siberia and 9 in pocket, 25 fed off, dinner.
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Fri. April 4

Sick with a temperature. In my bed. Sold all, made about $10. Tem. Wise and all went to dinner at The Mett and cleaned the guests. Miss, Taggart. Mr. Nickins and I left for Smithfield. I decided to look for best house. Saw a handsome yard for sale. Went to Mr. Taggart's and inspected others. Saw some that were hard to sell. In Smithfield town over a long chat with them. Took to Mr. C. G. He it was about, in a letter. 3 old papers, May and 8 feet.

19

Additional notes:

April 4

At 10:45, May and I had pictures made in front of a new car. I then went to Oxford William Burdett to bridge part at 11. She first and later, he came back at 3. A couple of the old men from dinner, May 15 went to Black and White Ball at auditorium. Home by 11:30

Sat. April 5

We early stirring about helping Uncle David with plumbing. Mrs. May and I overworking just rooms. First sleep last night with May, fewo...eh, and writing. Fate keeps a lot of time, housekeeping bored with spring.

Saturday, walked to the front and four around the tulips and Easter lilies from President's Cove. Rose, John and Jerry golf from church on first. Mrs. Edna Steinberg from Mass. The 4:00 train in Winston arrived at two. They had just a dinner "spoke to them and went to golf. We ate falafel in library. Unpacked things, the house and at five went for a ride to all places of interest. Stopped at Judge Berg's house to dinner. Home by 6:30. The 5:15 dinner, went down at nine to see Capitol lights— a wonderful thing. Then to trip to country. Shot many people, bought a lot of gifts. Ted and package. Kennedy also came to dinner here to May 13. We talked on everything until 11:30

May 5

South Sunday— a day of rest and faith. Lunch in the rain and went to all the stores. Fig. at dinner and everyone who went with us. Early a red cross. Rosemary House for lunch and the Rosen Williams for supper. Had a big big fire and talked until then. To bed by eleven. Down in early. All fixed out.
APRIL 21st

Stayed up last night. 9:30 heard home all well arranged mail and helped Eva to put things primitive chang to dress shows for 8:30 very much clutter Col. Olds came at 12:30 with about 75 school children to inspect mansion familiar lunch may went home with Betsy cleaned shirt.

Sun. April 6

Rainy day. all slept late then had breakfast around 9:30 all woke in bed. we came down at 11:30 all talked in one bedroom where we assembled before going to look at our papers they wrote letters and mansion paper. during a "cleaning still we walked about the house walk army James came in at 12:30 to speak to all. suffer 4 write here gum came and taking treatment on Sunday we all ate at 2:30 pm to all Greens and left at 3:30 pleasantly having had a nice time.

Mary left a little letter for George 4 us to catch train to 9th. with Charlotte they 4 James Sarah Quin 4 4 Jones 4 went with them at 8:30 George left after leaving all came up at 9:30 in sunken paper and to bed. May 4 still write I was.

Dinner noon and went to bed. all slept and had breakfast in bed. assembled in room at dinner talked awhile had lunch at 12:30 and off to 1st and Caroline. went through the hospital and all admired work in Duke and walk chapel 4th. back at 6:30. had dinner and Rosemary left at 8:30. James John wrote and on to dance. still painting. we all came to our rooms by 10:30. may belated wish would arrive in morning 57 to 57.
APRIL 3

Another beautiful day, went for a walk in the forest and then wrote letters. Finished up early and went shopping for ice cream. Returned home and had a small tea party with friends. We played games and talked until late at night. Eventually, everyone went to bed.

MAN APRIL 7

Sunday was windy and rainy, up at eight with some surprise change. Bed-ridden, may be, and too ill to do anything. Read a little, worked on a project, and did some quick writing. The weather was not very pleasant.

We went out for a walk to the park. James slept until eleven. He looked a lot older and was quite a bit greener. Several blankets were used, and we put away our umbrellas. We had a nice time at the park.
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Went out for a walk in the evening. The sun was setting, and the sky was warm and pleasant. We walked along the river, and the air was fresh.

Went to bed at 10:30 PM. We were very tired after all the walking.

Mr. and Mrs. had a stormy night. They were not very pleased with the weather. The wind was strong, and the rain was pouring down. They were not very happy, but they tried to keep calm and talk.

April 9th

We had a very nice day. The sun was shining, and the air was fresh. We went for a walk in the park, and the children enjoyed themselves.

Mrs. Coburn called on the phone, and we discussed some important matters. We had a pleasant conversation, and she promised to visit us soon.

Mrs. Coburn came to see us, and we talked about some business matters. She was very pleased with our progress, and we discussed some important issues.
COLD AND CLEAR. MAY JR. WENT TO SCHOOL
AND THEN BACK TO COUCH. SETTLES AT HOME.
ANSWERED TELEPHONE FROM MOTHER. COME
FRI. MORNING, HAVING LICE TIME, HAS BEEN OUT TO SCOT FAIR AND FINN STAYED
IN BED UNTIL ELEVEN. READ BOOK
TIL NINE. TOOK LUNCH WITH COFFEE AND BLANKET.
READ ALL PAPERS. JAMES WIFE AND I
ONLY HERE FOR LUNCH. CARLSON LADY CAME
AT 2:30. READ MASS FOR ALL EVENING.
WIFE WENT TO VISITING OUT OF TOWN.
ESTERMANN DOCTOR AT 9:45. TRENCHER 9:45 TILL 10.
HAD 9:45 TILL 10. READ IN TELL
UNTIL 12:30. JAMES CAME IN while
WRITING A LETTER. BACK AND TO BED. MAY
GONE BACK TO APRIL 13.

SPRING LIKE WEATHER. AFTER THE RAINY SPELL. SUNNY LEFT
9:30. THE CLOCKS BELL. FOR SEEING THE. ALL WENT TO
BUDD AFT. AFTER RAINING GOOD AND RESTED UNTIL
MINUTES LATE. MAY, 11:30. WENT TO BED. WITHhurst MR.
JUNE WENT TO SCHOOL AT NINE LUNCHED AT 12
GROUP BACK UNTIL 3:30. DINNER NOT IN TELL.
SCHOOLS DEFEATED TUSCALOOSA LUNCHING FOR 26 TO 27
QUITE. THEY ARE ALL IN THE AIR AGAIN AS TO WHAT
TO DO. FIRST TIME AMBULET DINNER AND
OTHERS TO SEE. MAY. WE ARE BE BACK FERA.
SPEAK OF U.S. HONOR MACHINE WILL BE IN CHICAGO.
WENT TO SISTER AND RALPH THEN TO BED. HAVING
felt rather list down today for some reason
FROM TERRIGAL SAVINGS VACATION 1951.
WED. APRIL 9

Women and lovely outdoors. Mary read our lessons to me. Cough seems better.
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19

Miss pianist and 1 st awhile answered some letters. Coffee, miss Wise and self turned all to and left dinner until dinner. At 3:30 started calling man of nineteen. wen and came from beauty shop. Saw long friends and...
April

19

Up early; glorious day. To Kangart made a short visit, met Mr. Ate in my room. Read some; had lessons before leaving.

19

... and cold about done. Unexpected parties: took upstairs, used moor.

19

... at 11:30 took gown dress to Josephetta; waited there awhile. Then to store, purchased two walking sticks; bone hat; flowers; stockings. Went by one station. Walked thru market and paper

19

... at seven, Geo. and Jane had two buys to spend night at the next to Templeld Exposition and State Show at State College. Saw James in his room, 7-9 Thorne at Wakes forest and get lovely dog work. Uncle Davd + 3 put in vase. Whole Male, several. May be the

19

... at 6:30. Both took until 10:30. Phone & had time at home. Hosted a a male staying with 80 in. April 10. PM Spring rain up at 9 and took picture taken with good arrow 7Y. W. C. A. for coffee work: Marie, Mrs. Rich and 2 daughters. Also called Mrs. Oliver, Mr. Parker, S. Richardson + Mr. Ate. I had lunch. Married and 9 took a ride park. Got books to read.

19

... at dinner. Talked late. Read until one!
April 19

Up at 7:20. Took 7 for a walk. It's nice to be out. Supplied newspaper and drove out to the country. Walked in town and back to the office. Stopped at the bank. Dinnt at 6:30. At 8:30, went to a movie. Came home at 10:30.
APRIL 8

Raining morning and a busy one. Miss Taggart and I wrote 350 invitations for the party Thursday off 4 to 6 o'clock, with 4 phone calls and interruptions! We with rooms. Were dressed up to Mary and Miss Adams lovely tie at Sir Walter Hotel on our and Miss Adams tomorrow's house. Came home at 6:30 and far to the theatre. The Rev. Mr. Cook's and Mr. Carter Johnson.

Sat. April 12

Sunny weather. Papa wrote me last Ten. Left plane as much letter. Hated to have them leave me. Long called at me to know if wine coming. Went to Park hot today! Miss B and O'Plunk, club affairs can be on here. All paper's most good so happy myself. Wrote Sister R. & Paul.

Before lunch, went to 26 house. After Robert and Robert. Sacked played 96t, May 91, and. Robert had racket.

I rested all afternoon, racket after dinner and talked late with May. April 13, 3pm.

Beautiful day but colder. Made racket point night also more. Mr. Telephone call for Robert at 2 disturbed me, so not much sleep. James and Soapy came in at 12. Went up the country 8

8:30. Bailey with May. All rested after lunch. Made racket in the whole. Two, then all walked across street to eat at one place on Shamokin then for a 16 mile ride in country. Seeing the red beds and the woods on all its beauty.

Sat. no library and talked after dinner. Went to library with 9 or 10. Sold all home affairs late—abed as we have the opportunity!
all left in two cars for Clinton, at 9:30 o'clock, arriving at 1:30. A beautiful trip. Boarded the R.A. ship, Capt. Jos. A. Nelson. He has a grand sea food dinner and cruised along the N. C. coast until we reached Monticello. Had a good dinner. The boat most unfit for sail. The ladies in one state room and the men divided into three. We walked up and down the deck we sat until 11—then to bed.

FEB. APRIL 13

Warm and beautiful again. Therometer went to 92° yesterday. No one went to church. Have toothache since 4:30 to 7:30.

Went on Robert to 10 & then to 11:40.

Took his wife, at Prince. Took small fortune out and had it treated. Fell fine and went to S.S. 9 stay on bed until twelve. After lunch reached Sunday papers. Mr. Bob & May went for ride. I rest still don't feel so good. Came up at 9:30. Game of billiards with John, Oliver & George. At 11, John, Oliver & George went at that. For another age & another date.

11th. Game & George went at that. For another age & another date.

Another name, like Amy, made and many more heard. Thursday, Frank & a lady figure on all mornings. Miss H. went to town. They got well and the first school at three. Mr. Ford from Chicago, 85 yrs. old, came with Miss Emmerick to call. At five morning and up took the miss George and two Jack, having to ride. Made for a good cold, no didn't feel like going. She sat on porch, watching the children play. She forgot me for a "machine gun" for a daffodil and made him happy. The excitement tonight as Senate on leaving town—heard disfranchise all Ik. Will enactment for awhile. Thanked all fall to Raleigh state. We had dinner at 12, followed by a Senate meeting calling names.

April 13—Miss.
April 19

Mr & Mrs Ruthless. The first white child born in American soil and the origin of grape vine of the early colonists. The estate of a Mr. Hay to the inlet to fish until 2 and back to the boat to a goblet lunch. Then cruised along to one of the kilns being burnt, moored and on to her home. City at one that night. Had a wonderful time on deck with a glorious moon!

May 4

Summer has come it seems! Mr. Taggart here for awhile. Up a causes of Mr. Ellon from home. Miss Bickley a pretty lady so having a course of medicine. Read all papers. Fall the more popular. Are making fight on combination as George Parker for Supreme Court Bench. Third floor inspection painters finished the house outside. Read S.E. Post before lunch. Weather & Shelley pitched up last night. The 20th Century World is fast become on 23rd as conflicting dates with responsibility. Write for to come on 3 of July at 2:30 want to have a Style S to try different dress. Then to M. Shop until 6. May go want to blind institute for swimming lesson. Miss Wise & L.M. take "happy go lucky" at State.

April 18

Very bad. Papa called while some sat on lawn. We are happy.
APRIL 14

Left home with City at 9:30, arriving in
Denver at one o'clock. Beautiful weather
and our whole trip delightful. We had a great lunch for the Charles
Cook's and left at 3:30. Papa and mamma
were arriving at the Friday. Talked a lot
with Papas all afternoon. Returned to
papa's with Papas all after theon. Spent the
afternoon at home. The

April 15

Up for chit chat by 8:30. Fred Morgan
with me. Beautiful day, nature of
1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th. In jubilee.
Arrived at our hotel at 7:00.

1907 at 9:00 until after lunch. Purchased
book and 2 afternoon dresses and hat,
also they for my Jr. niece to be
given. Spent to park, called Mr. Charters
who was connecting with May
and was in love for May + Mrs.

19th tennis in brown at Social
empire. Met a handsome guy
haired. Pictures taken in

So if and met Lord & Friends. went
church at right of church and may met and

41st splendid old ladies spoke
the air. For a lot of + a lot of
had 2 sisters Sept. by Conference and
Mrs. May. Visited the 3rd Sundays
for Mass at 11:30. The Queens day. Papa is with
spend me. E.G. Crown lunches with me. All dinner to be
in the church with Cones and Sisters and made for +

and spent it at the 3rd. Could + have a lady
and spent it at the 3rd with Papa + have a lady
Bad rain day. Was busy all morning getting photos together for the reception.

Tuesday and I had most of afternoon off at Wright and Shelton and Sister Finn had called to say they'd arrived. The rest of the group were to go to Frank Boll at Country Club as we were having a great farewell party.

Wore white coat. Sa. It was far too early in the morning for that.

Wed. April 11

I got up at 7.30. Breakfast at 8.30. Found my room all with its goods. To the goods and
did not arrive till 9. I arrived in Philadelphia by one.

Wrote beautiful card and drove

Arrived home from train. Wrote thank you cards.

So much for whale in Charlotte!

Good accumulation of mail and paper. Wrote and had plans for the meeting Tuesday. Mr. Taylor

came after dinner. May go new A's

in his new t. Other work at present gone.

Wrote and talked plans cards.

Phone with news of "Jean" and marley. Phone news of "Jean" until eleven thirty.

Almost midnight. Tired. Anger (Am. much earlier.

Went to bed.

Grand to be well, after such a long and

nauseating illness. Full of them tonight.

Wrote and signed him by Adah and "Talk"

Monday need to deal with radio. Stag gave

news is that house didn't concern with Stone

in big from hell, and it broke now the two

speakers are appointments conference committee.

What came, went, and still will come together.

Sister from Sister will well. Write the and can

be called after dinner

in train to a late in conference. We all need

our breaths and

until around 19.
APRIL 16

Still raining - finished up vacation in Waukegan & went to see Kenneth Grant for lunch at 12 left at 4 for home.

April 17

After doing laundry, breakfasted, and showered, I dressed and left the house at 9:45. Rained hard the night before so the streets were slushy.

April 17

The little girls arrived at 10:45, had a good time. !

April 17

After dinner and our washing, Alice sent a lovely telegram to Ann and Ruth. They

April 17

at 2:30 Rainsford and Law entered.

April 17

Alice sent them a lovely telegram from out East the same day.
APRIL, 14

Tom at 10 o'clock. Thos. and Sarah went all. Mrs. Couch & H. G. arrived at 5 and 6. Busy all day fixing for Eva etc. May & I read in bed. She had a lovely distance for guests. Chatted after dinner until 9.30 when May slept for N.Y. We all went to bed around 12.45 party.

[Boxed text: Fri April 18]

A realsummoning[?] day with meetings between. Late breakfast. Gine, James and Tom played in Tom's room. Golf came up to lunch time. Sister Mrs. West and I looked the house and grounds. She took them all the changes. Was delighted with it all. Phronsie was so good about their coming to Shelly tonight in time for supper, after lunch they left, taking Mrs. D. with them on sail up together! All happy in returning home to dinner at Shelly.

We heard from the ladies. Col. Gates called with fun for school children. Aunning
man came and selected them. Rear Admiral came. Dinner at 5:30. We had

Col. Gates called after dinner. Packed and
while and to bed. Phronsie played the children
took about 10 until ten. Church & car trouble

Wore our red shoes. May's still has 101%. Told

"old time tales" to May go. We can't see eyes so has
to be armed. Madge and I read our library
books most of afternoon and night. Began painting
after church. James slept until one. Then to Sarah
Church's dance Revue at State Theatre. Were new suit
made from Ganns and Haas. A lovely thing. May out "
talked lots. No company tonight. May for mutual in sleep.
April 15

Beautiful clear day. The N.Y. folks went to town and took in the art show. I helped dexter by my leg from 4 to 6. The mansion looks different, and all kinds of flowers in the rest. They had a flower show and all plants were purple.

The cooks, carpenters, lumbermen, etc., came from New Jersey. I stayed in same room with R.C. from the 14th. Over 325 called on us in one day. I met many old friends and everybody seemed happy.

Packed all last things, gave it all to one woman and left for New York. Spent 100 for shipping. Left May 12th, for Pullman. We didn't leave until 3. Came home at 2:30, and ate a good lunch.

We had a good dinner, and all seemed well. We were happy to be together. Shopped all afternoon for Sunday.

Sunday was a rainy day. I slept until lunch, and then after only 90 and feeling rested, went to work for lunch. We didn't until late in the morning. We listened to good music on the radio. We had 7 rooms made up and an old maid, all dressed and with some people. Uncle and aunt arrived at 4 and came to ask me in. They arrived at 2 that afternoon. It was a pleasant evening. It is now 12:15, and there is a number of friends here. We have had a busy day.
APRIL 16

Fri. 19

Pub. ch. went to Chapel Hill and met girl. The business left at 10 P.M. Home and lay down at 9. Stayed at home until dinner, cleaned up, and arrived at 2. Left May 30. All back for lunch. P.E. a Raphael Caribe at 3:30. William Wells came to last night. So house full of people. Had Frank Turner to the mystery "Song of the River" at 10 for J. J. C. left at 10 to New York. Everybody tried to go to see by telephone.

Sun. April 20

Easter!

Beautiful Easter morning. P.E. No. 2. Game may want it. Went to first Baptist. In Spires decorations. Good music and 45 addition to choir. Music splendid and for us on adjustment. Sung portions: Christmas. St. Sophia at 3 to 8; off at 3. Lunch before we left. All adsed open in gallery. Map went to Mr. McCarty's and to the Wickers. After supper read papers.

Teddie called. Tedd evangelical. Afterwards gone over to Mr. Gates to wash hands. Matches gave away with Steve and George. P.E. in 1st floor in library and took his books. This from cafe. 11 & 9 today is

Cotton and cloudy; April showers occasionally. Mordaunt went to dentist. May 26 up and about at 9. Home all day. Morna made and 9 to town at 3:30. Morna bought a dress at Burden's, and Ada saw. Both enjoyed and enjoyed the beautiful gardens with much wintering, basking, and thinking. Maryland 3 to se,"Mississippi Gals," at 8. Wonderful airplane fiction election day for city. Old regime at least...
Beautiful day. Mrs. Quest all left at 10.

April 17

Went over to St. Mary's. Papa and Mrs. Quest to Chapel Hill. Papa and Mrs. Quest to St. Mary's.

A dark night. All green and a loud sound. The boys going on to a dance at St. Mary's College. We went to bed at eleven.

Mon. April 21

All slept late. At 10:30 Sam Garmire and George were down. They came over from Paris. We had a good time together. We packed after dinner. Left for Raleigh in State car.

Write to be on the 15th. June and Tom followed in the car with all baggage. Hated to leave. So early. Left early this A.M. Arrived at Raleigh. We had a nice dinner. All hungry. Odes and George Peter came and addressed us. They in Raleigh.

Feb. 4th. Rainy and cool. Rain. Mail early. We all went late and read mail in bed. Miss Wise having lunch floor cleaner. Bessie Marshall called but didn't see her. We tried to lean for luncheon. Artistry Committee still conferring. Made and sat on porch outside. Called Mrs. Sako of the old lady's home called. We rode with Mary, for an hour or so. Raleigh is lovely now. Wrote Aunt and Uncle and Aunt this morning. Had dinner here on my trip and banded to Clare tomorrow night. Mama and I started packing. Went to see good, however, for a trip. May want to hotel at the time. Want to winter club meeting. Came up today late. Miss Wise returned. H.P.O. spent most time.
April 18

Papa, Ma, Uncle Jim, Uncle Peter left.

Apr. 22

Up at five o'clock to wake Gene Sitter, Tom Ken and Mrs. Wetherbee. Lizzie & I
then got a nice breakfast and all of us
for New York by 5:30. Returned to Felt

but no more sleep may be. Came in
at 7 to read his lessons. Very pleasant
and excited over new - 500 movie ma
chine we purchased in N.Y. which
arrived today. Up at mine all the day
and place of mine. Tea + Topper's club to
Meet with me at one. Met hundreds
with us after we had a business
session. Used Vatican car and
green floor car there. To be in the
Good Friday. Col Walker Taylor & Wil
son lectured on Mazzini at 3:30. All
left by five. Read paper of a new
article. Quiet, nice for dinner. The
Shelley gave me. Papers finished.

April 27. With April showers and
Teacher, took Miss Graham to Cape Hill. Miss Wire from
a boy of girls for Sister. Went to paint. Shop on
3. May myself. A nice night. By 15 p.m.
Bob took us to the box at night. greeted
me. Bob took us to dinner. A nice night.

Sune. 2.
APRIL 19

Wed. April 23
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I, so cold, moved

are black papers stayed

neatly all for a week, fixing

of the Peace League girls to call, tiped

a call to, and two calls, came and

you seem to have a good time,

dining, etc. Jimmy Webb had one of

my friends in by dinner

Tagga +

and Dad d'vint. went to Storm at 11:30

sight + 24 charged. 80 below. Scott

and with me. Talk to them until

Dr. Karp +

may. 9 went to see

Green ball game. played to

儀 trick dish. Picture taken, very good

have been in P. V. 6 to 4. Gene

dinner at 6:30. D. Hal. 7

in Ireland the cartoonist, gutter + Beet

that we stayed u. 11, read them to bed.

The boys of the best Easter. 99 arrived. 12

message right in. Y. Y. Smith + Mr.

at 9:30 Gene met us. All had more than 7

of compartment. ate on train. found all well and glad

to see me. All had wonderfully passed and all the

at Union last night in N Y. Y. Smith + Mr.
JULY 23

APRIL 20

I got up late. So we read and 

Miss Brooks luncheon in my honor. Mrs. Sharp and Miss White called before we started. The luncheon was lovely in 

the President of the college, of the State. Back 

at four. Guests called and Clyde 

and the King and the Duke tea later.

36° this morning. A sick 

of disease for evening woman, acompañed 

to Liberty. Pears are not the light 

Since dinner. Back at 11:30, arranged 

in my room. Called writing to parties. 

Miss Fisk and Mr. W. Snell on the 24th. I left 

at the magnificent Branch and asked to come 

for me. Arrived at Frazer's time to 

town for dinner yard. E. 

and lunch and contract dirigent. Diner shown 6:45. Presented at 5:48. Girls and Elly were 

after dinner. I said at date. Soon at 

10:30. George and she left at 12 p.m. 

April 24. I'm 

wonderful. I slept all night. No 36°. Now men 

they ride all night an the crowd must 

at 8:30. We thought they do much thing. She doesn't care. We think she is very smart and pretty. I'm fine and give 

seven dinner with the Department and 

to the city. She stood with many. We went 

to see John Valla at Gold Graves in perfection. We 

was Paris and London. Was in Philadelphia. Home by 11:30
April 21

Another meeting this morning. Papa and Rose & drove up at 3:30. We talked "how are you," all afternoon. Then party for dinner. May in a lot of letters. Invited to have all evening. Rose to movies. Shopped home the afternoon.

[In April 25]

Went to Supreme Court to see a & watch the presentation of the picture. To Library of Virginia for lunch. At 2:30, lunch at one, turned to Washington. Left at 2:15, arrived 5.

April 25

Saw a movie, the dinner and walked. Rose & I went to "Little Women." Not so many people. I went alone at 4:30 to 7:30. I am feeling like getting out now. Both need a little rest.
APRIL 22

19. Early dinner and I left at one for Richmond. Reached the train on the 1 at 5:30. Mr. and Mrs. Haynes are charming, but as soon as we arrived our attention was called to a beautiful dinner party at 7:30 with 12 guests. I left at 11:30 in a rig for home. After a chat to bed.

Sat. April 26


April 26. Sumner and Edith still returning out all day. Left late. They played with and at least half all day. Had a lot of my paper. Mammy of at least until nine in morning. She and sister went the house systematically, having nice meals. We eat it living room, using the good dinner cloths as all are tired.

Mar. 27. April 25th up early. Toiled all day in the fields at Swanns. Mama bought milk milk and 2 loaves, later shop. Did a lot of work for Susan. Went to Alice and her parents. Walked in town and looking at lovely winders. Back to Shelly to change them all to Shelly family members.
Fri. 26

APRIL 23

a beautiful day. The governor, Mr. Byrk, Mr., Rev. Bishop Freeman & Wm. Jr., N.C., and myself left at 9 o'clock for N. Y. took a short drive, there met with gun salute, bands, sailors etc. Got in at 5:00, Benmar's barge and sailed up river to Harlem landing. Were met by committee from the m's club, walked around at their lovely club house, then rode 20 miles to the Cate, where exercises took place. May, Gov. Byrk and Senator Greetings. Back to Carleton's Hotel at Sunset. Took tea at 5, and spent the night there.

Sun April 27

Set 19.

APRIL 24

19. We were delightfully surprised to see the ocean. We arrived home at 9:30 with the "puppy" that Mr. Byrde gave us. Virginia led us by the historic places and beautiful gardens and homes. I hope we will appreciate N.C. better next time we leave it. Arrived at 12:30.

19. Time to receive 120 boys and girls here at present memorial service. Dinah was at the helm as all went well! We talked about our trip afterwards. Papa had gone to bed before. Mary J. didn't feel well, still no djk. came in. Back early.


19. Back to hotel at 1:30. The A.T. train arrives & departs. Gastonia & Con. were with us. Sat on the train to P. B. until 4:30. Stayed a spell, then we packed. Conference over by 5 and all left soon after.

19. Bought J. C. Bostick's, news reporter, with me to Shelby. Man a had a grand supper. Tacked until eleven.

April 25

Sewn all night and all morning. Everybody slept late. No one went to church. Read all the papers and read "funnies" to Mary. After lunch, arrived home about 5:30 p.m. Stayed till night. Edith, Will, & William came in at 8:00. Stayed till eleven. Edmund leave to Shreveport and Bell to Broke Forest all in Jack by 11:30.

April 29

Mary, Rose, Edna and I left Shreveport at 10:30. Went by work and Star & Lee. Saw Steve Park. See 10:30 a.m.

Had lunch in Winston & Peru & Lee. Saw Ralph. Have, Jim, Fred & Balmour, Clay Whiting & others. Stayed there on horse. Dr. Raleigh at 5:30. Found all well. Figured him pitch the while I truck on the road as seen no women need the ride. The Taylors cast off dinner. I left them caught up "paper reading" looked over new whale in daily of made plans for next week. To Jack, and to be at

April 29

Went to William with a little [April 29, week] all at station at very sudden. Had a worried woman but didn't shuck much. Grandma holding up fine at 20 yrs. Sister's bet to see to all so did not go anywhere. Wished to be at St. Francisville, Aunt Ema was all distressed and brought over some. Take a foot and bed.
April 25

Busy all morning writing letters, etc. Mama and I drove to Mrs. Fay's for luncheon at one o'clock. Returned at 3:30 to Cleveland County girls. Madame and Miss Codd arrived to assist entertaining the Seneca Club officers and other guests at the mansion. The house was decorated beautifully and about 95 called. The mansion was filled with lovely flowers.

William came in unexpectedly and stayed until eleven o'clock.

April 29

Beautiful Spring day. Stayed in bed late. Reading, papa's letter. Planted for spring with Miss Wise. Talked to mother. Read and painted a room. Finished at 1:30. To Beauty Hall at 2:30. Wrote several letters and notes to Miss Wise and Miss. Read from Suster and Ralph. Baby had fallen from bed but was not hurt. Home for 5:30. Had a nurse on me. Giving medicine. Planned trip: Fr. and Harry for four near Pit. Talked with Miss Wise. Needed not to talk in Katie's ear. Met Mrs. Webster. talked with Miss Wise. 9 p.m. About all was well.

April 30

Saw family at 4:30. Flowers were lovely and cheerful. Saw a lot of friends. Kyle and Madeleine spent night at Dix. Will write Alice. Made my way to Statesville. A young woman made me supper with his and in the kitchen. Went dark. Never ate much. Tired and sat down. Thought of my dear mother and the sorrow she has been through...
went to Beauty Shop at 9:30. Set with Mrs. Helen
H. Carroll at 10:30. To Charlotte to attend federation. Went to clubs. A beautiful
trip, arriving at 5:30. Papa was at hotel
Charlotte. We attended "opening night" at the
women's club. I was pleasant and responsive.
Arrived home till 11 then to hotel a little later.
Drove 500 women in attending. No one wrote me.

Thurs., May 1

Busy all morning giving instructions for week-end. A visit from uncle of
Miss Josephine Nord for St. John Shiley.
Miss Eugene Reid & Eugene H. of Raleigh
visited with me. May 1 at
Bar association luncheon, talked to
him for over an hour. May came in
and I walked in the heat. May came in
and I walked in the heat. Papa was at 5:30 we
were out to Pinchot for State Bar
Annual. May golfed. Unpacked then went to mama, papa, Miggie & the kids.
Drove to hotel in hotel. Speaking to meeting.
people. Backed at 7 for evening. Had a
dance with the Knox & Rogers. A great
Dinner with direct & maids at 5. We dined out &
adjourned at 11. A dance followed, chatted with
friends until after 3.

19
Web. May 12

APRIL 28

Up at 9:30 and in conversational hall by 10:30. Saw and spoke to hundreds of friends there and was cheered called listening.

Had fine coffee sent me at one o'clock attended luncheon given in my honor by Charlotte Women's Club at 12:30. Very nice. Very nice affair. Mrs. Reilly toasted me personally. I responded.

About eight Shelby women present. After the recess served at the tea at Myers Park Club. Wore chocolates. Lunch at 5:30 with Papa to Shelby. Mother had supper for us. Felt peculiar without one of our usual treatments. sheets them at 9:30 everybody well and home locked sweet.

Friday, May 16

Real May weather. Wore summer clothes. Dinner in theater at 9:30. Thank very much for a good speech at 10:30. All praised him national known to T. J. Cattle in Norfolk.

12. Threw women plant abstract. Passed after lunch. Talked and so on quite hop to all at 4:30. Bought Papa and Nana Brooks to the Pyongyang hotel. Came on Thursday night. Three much improved with it and the weather.

At 4:00 dinner and talked until 12. Caught up in diary last night and am now on rhythm well too and not down. Much. Work with legislative today about our Root Survey. Have to send to week-end. May and I talked last. Read all papers and sister and helped, opened up packages. Posted all morning. Few friends around. Read all day. Back at 11:30.
APRIL 30

19. Went uptown at 10 o'clock. "Everybody." By 12 o'clock lunch. Had lunch down at the U.S. While we left at 1 for Raleigh. Papa and Roosevelt left at twelve. We stopped in Charlotte for some supplies. Sister and Mark came with me, clothing here at six. Showed Mark the mansion and had a good dinner. May at a banquet. Cold and raging. No cut by the old teleh till dark.

Still summer weather. All breakfasted in bed. Read papers. Papa, mama. The Pythians and I went to Baptist church. Mark may stayed at home. May for S.S. Heath a China missionary and speak. Mrs. Remmick arrived. After dinner, walked the Pythians and Dr. Miller to the Berkeley Heights and to the Cathedral of Peace. St. John’s, the Garcelles, Geo. Stevens, Harry Beattie, and Caloway, who are invited to the dinner on the 5th. The Perry, Geo. Stevens, and Caloway.

May 4th.

Much colder. Few in mama’s room. She and I keep writing letters and reading all morning. Games the children. He would have dinner tomorrow from the State silver unwrapped. I’d put up in dining room, men worked all day. On the march. All other furniture and expensive silver present to the Talcott Bank of New York. Then to see Mrs. Wright. Home before seven. One big town. May in church. We then the Senate is a problem made several tonight.

May 13th.

Much colder. Few in mama’s room. She and I keep writing letters and reading all morning. Games the children. He would have dinner tomorrow from the State silver unwrapped. I’d put up in dining room, men worked all day on the march. All other furniture and expensive silver present to the Talcott Bank of New York. Then to see Mrs. Wright. Home before seven. One big town. May in church. We then the Senate is a problem made several tonight.
Sat. May 4

MEMORANDA

all slept late this morning up for a ride at 11. The day beautiful and warm. Enjoyed the sunlight. Broke to a good lunch, then to midday at 2:30 and on to the May Day exercises at Peter Drut at 5:30. Found the time when we got back. Sister happy, William Wells here two for dinner. All went to State Theatre and saw the opening talkie and a good picture. May to an outdoor banquet by State College Annual boys. Back at 11 and half-ate till 12.

May 5

Up early. The sun set the left at nice.

Bones restless all night. No more 9:30 I fixed up a plate with farmhouse bread, and in upon plates with farmhouse bread. The sun rose and a fair wind still after us as we rode.

By the time we got to Cape Fair we were all tired. Not so well either. May 5, 7. Very cloudy. Heat feels grow hot. Stayed in bed reading, sent all refusals tonight. Report recommending William, Tax the 6 months. McCormick School Law. The whole time last night about 10 o'clock. Much excitement and speculation about what will happen next! That whole day all day with conferences with various Senators and Representatives. Decided to speak to Congress on point of the same tonight at 8:30, advocating acceptance of the same instead but opposing. The people on all sides. May and Government people on all sides. Morning, Ellen, Gilman and others crowded into her hotel late. Estate Gilman and his son having called this afternoon. They go out and planned for an oul Affair. Sette from Ralph & Sick.
MAY 5

From the morning. 9. Copy memos, and Mark
with a red ink by 8:30, leaving at 9:30 for
Staten Island to see them there
with 5 a.m. gun. Leave at 3 o'clock.
Stone work and had lunch with us. We
all walked around the grounds. After the
children left, Mary packed bread then
at 5 we restless in the house, and
their guest Mrs. Johnson at Patterson to music.
Thorne Phillips at 6:30. Called at judge +
Mrs. Buck Harris sent me an after
forsome at our dinner. All May little
may not call his callers. Began to rain
at nine. We read and talked until 2

Went out swimming. Up and out
Weing to 3 & Centuries. Besy arranged
flowers in all rooms. Thorne colored
made the lower floor a brown &
promises red & white roses & irises.

It's Monday arrived at 12. Sent James
To sir Walter after the aunt Edmund
Leslie & mrs. Smith at 12:30. The
at & will luncheon for men & for
the 19 women and 3 men! All went
to women, then a to lunch, toured
mission afternoon at all grip
impressed. 20 in nice &

At 4 to 5 back & rested to

thinking. The work done.

Thursday's Children: 15 of them present
Prince entertainment. Serrot refer
at 11 then all to captive is back
Told them to look
MAY 2

Balmy morning after the rain last night, but May 1st for a raincoat. Wrote letter &
Mrs. Pink with all morning. Heard mam
mode of James Wells. He sailed Sat.
3 months with some other col. &
left for New York thus night. He the
will be most beneficial to him.
29 and 9 went all here Victoria M.
Stopped at the Secretary after dinner. Then
began on our scrap book. The mulls
allowed they would drive for dinner.
Twins at 15 as my a 9 go to my
Cathedral dinner at the Polytechnic Schol
school by George E. arrived at 6. The
mulls all here and we joined them
until after dinner

WED. MAY 7

all down by nine for breakfast. I
took no meat & went to the picture made
at 11 to "Religious Times." Aline left for
Picnic at 10:35. We visited Prison
all enjoyed. Lunched at 1:30. All
and a great row at 3:30 & left at 5.
met with Ethel & 5 for 7 when I came out.
called at the "P." I planned to
Cleveland County Fire's Police receive
Grad. Anthony in the Funk Public
at 6. Left at 9:45 to 40 for a meeting
of Men's with May at 10:00. Made
how to the Calvert 3 Park for dinner for 12
30. Mrs. Pink had a table. We talked

May 6 * Medi. 1/1931

All 1st good. Late the
morning. Cecil in a cloud.
Uncle received and Miss Wise
proposed silver service in new
cabinet and we look like
Jiffa’s! Very lovely display.
Had library rugs cleaned
and de-mothed after lunch
by a greengrocer firm. Rain
until a storm most of
afternoon, very dark.
Fist back to Mrs. Daniel’s over
radio and “Animos & Anti”
Mr. D. says the goon set
last night & speech before
the General Assembly accept
ing the principle of the
Mission Bill, but that the
Terms only made the
lines tighten, and were
determined to not yield!
Either must agree or
adjourn by India. as the vote of the markar
forces at a jaunty
which also man-about
reigns ballot loops that
2nd Partench Republican
who in contesting Senator
Bailey's seat, may be
counted again by a
Congressional Committee. Surely
no governor has had so much to deal with
as may!
made a 19 to ones of
barnes to see gone home
and Lawrence Tibbet in "New
morn" Extremely good.
may rooms advance conference
with 15 present hopes they
can settle things!
Permin tonight. Warm
man. 9 out and
dreams. Taft left to James Frenken
St. To J. until Sunday.
MAY 3

19. Up at 8:30 to go to Wells for meeting. Went to Peace at 9. The men left town early. Returned to Peace and talked until lunch time. Rained and sun was quite dark. Left at 1:00. Headed for St. Paul and took a map and started on scrap book. No red all afternoon and up to ten went white. May want to speak at first. Raced meet. Got good radio talk at noon and all other speakers talked of George Parker's defeat for Supreme Justice of U.S. in 40th. All will Americans.

May 8

Still sunny. Went out 10:30, reading of mail and papers. All filled with George Parker's defeat for Supreme Justice of U.S. in 40th. All with Americans.

19. To Ellen B. Dunbar's tea from 5 to 7:30. Over 500 called. Very hot and crowded so tore to bed. At 7:30 men in evening called. May James and May. James exchanged old Ford for new white which will run. Very proud of it. coged plenty to bed. Wrote letter to the and to bed. Londons, all very tired. Swore instructed not to accept Bales etc. and promise what will happen. May 3:00. Went into ball game today to meet. We set for ball. Bob. James and John came here for dinner. John spent night. Breakfast and then went to see. Joan went to state 8:30. May 30 to see.
June 7th 1931

Thursday

Cloth, much warmer. Middle and G to Seaview
Shop and Taylors at eleven. Bought two dresses.
I black and 2 white ones
A smart looking hat. I
have my pram with
complete things. Bought in N.Y.
Returned at 2 and had
lunch. Wrote sixteen and 9
Ralph. To beauty shop at
3:30. Terrible thunder and
rain storm all afternoon - much lightning.

I'm tired here with
mutter. After dinner
mutter to bed early had
not take last night.

Mama next Friday.
Legislators still seem to twist in the belly that "big gun and big w——" were the causes. Most of the legislators not knowing what to do! Sunday strong, many of them returned him proudly and set him apologizing. He has become "the white" so far in the news. Observer editorially caught up with a lot. I cleaned up, writing letters tonight. All tried but again no to let my silence. Goodnight, deary!
May 4

In need to go to wash and get mail from home, and at 11:30 went to State flower Garden meeting at Sir Walter. Saw a lot of friends and enjoyed Mrs. Schueller lecture. Stopped in at hotel for lunch. Had a sandwich at 3:30 and rode around town to movies, at night.

May 9

Stayed in bed until eleven felt so much better today. Read mail in bed. Helped Lizzie assort all linens. Sent boxes of clothes and shoes to Aunt Edna and Sabina. Boy of Cleveland cloth mill made cotton shirts to Ralph. Wrote Home after lunch talked with May. State affair in debt. Having can repair all State Institutions ask for 35,000 to increase in expenditures, materials and supplies, and to pay taxes. Made and packed arrangements to go.

Sunday there was a recital in various rooms for Peace Institute Senior classes and for about 50 called at five o'clock with Virginia and Virginia Camp, Shelly and St. Mary's. Ran for McBryar president and registered at nine in the morning. Mined in dinner room and ate at 11 at eleven. He and had 26 at Twelve Sat May 10th stayed in bed late. Made tea to have to strip for Monday morning. Getting ready to come to St. Paul. Mother, family, and my wife all got out to St. Paul to meet us. Went home to St. Paul and was there a happy day for them. We went to the theater.
May 8

Up late. Very cloudy this morning. Went to Jim's for the French party at eleven. Met his mother and beautiful flowers. Have at 12:30. Found Gene there. Left at 3, and went to Beauty Shop. Dined at 5, and went to Chapel Hill for dinner with Ethel and Mrs. Cheek. After we went to memorial hall to attend speeches of "topper" and the queen there. May made the address. I was "topper" as honorary member. Dramatic ceremony! Brought the ladies back to catch a train. On end at 12:30.

Set May 10

Evening very warm and moonless. Up by ten. Entertainment at eleven. Fitted dress. Finished quarterly's little dress. Sent dress to Mrs. Simms. Bought flash light and other toys also carby little-boxes, etc. to hear, go, etc. birthday party at four. Will be eight o'clock. How time flies! My body beginning to be a real boy now.

Had a talk with James when he returned.

M. Thursday at Wood's called.

State holiday. Confederate memorial day. Old soldiers and passing on map played got all morning! At 3, N. B. boy friends came to a cream and a beautiful cake with candles. Had table on lawn and all enjoyed his party. Many gifts. Judge Davis and his brother able to come.

Sent \\

Beautiful day. Complete wearisome news today with us! May is celebrating her birthday. S. S. and ate with family. Got his drink. And M. Hegre

time until after lunch. Went to Wilson visiting the John Comey. She is her 80th and in the kitchen. Came in time for supper. May to burned of at 10:30.
MAY 6

Up early, got up 6:00 o'clock for company. Write daily until home and one to Jack. We leave from him total as he sailed. Painters still here. Beautiful flowers to eat. Early dinner. Mr. + Mrs. McCarrey of N. Y. arrived at 4:15. Unpacked and dressed at 6. Toured the museum and had dinner at 7:15. We all went to movie to see and hear "Gentlemen Prefer blondes" - a good talkie. Went in to D. W.: at 11:30. Twelve o'clock.

SUN. MAY 11

Cook and cloud. Mother's Day! Sent a telegram + box of chocolates to my own mother. All my children sent me sweet messages at 15 cards. Special gift - child's letting a beautiful day. I read in a Volume "I Love" with 16 Curtis notes of the story from my "May James" and I went to First Baptist. Had a wonderful sermon by Dr. Tucker on the subject of a Negro. First part after lunch which they noticed. Johnny went to Wilson May and I visited mamma. Paul and I went to Mr. Bickels' party. At 6, went to St. John's. Stayed until 7. Took Taylor left for Selma to catch train to Mobile. Arrived home tonight. Miss Pierce + S. talked until 10.30. Carl Williamson Jr. all with more or less moves and P. took him home at 8. Read late. Cloud and cloud all day. Read most of day. Farmer back to freight at 9:30. Rain all day. Looking at clouds. Worked in garden. Read most of day.
Sat. 11

MAY 7

Second breakfast to guests in bed. A beautiful day. At 10:30 we went to Capitol to see Mary, left Mr. McCormac and the kids to Rebecca for candy, etc. for Mary's birthday at 12. Back at the mansion at 12 and at 12:30, Mrs. Thirgood clothes mom, Ralph, Hayes, and Winston also John McCormac for a visit. A good lunch was served at guest dinner. The Olds or school children arrived. May, Fred 19 boys out on parole to his seam on a birthday cake with lighter candles. He went to movies afterward. We all "toured" Raleigh, Al Olds, taking us to museum, Hall of History, Capital, etc. Got back at 5:30

Unwednesday or rest day until 6:30—everybody in Sunday (all had beautiful clothes) for dinner at Paul Sturman" of the "Pens" and others from there gave us a concert until 10:30.

Cook, clock, sun and some rain but not enough. Taggart made a basket, much milk was looked over and attended to. Mary Wise came in. Mary's coming down for his 8th. To his birthday. Read his lessons and to school. Cardly from "Hark" and tootes, still handing in the "shoot" all but one from moma. A "white" horse, also a brown-up! To Beauty. Shop plan to take to mum.

May 12, 1912

Mrs. 12p.m. sent letter to Mrs. Stedman and O'Neil. Ours are up to 10 days. The ladies and others and later to Mrs. Finley and Wither with love to 21 friends. Enclosed were letters and notes and love because they are lovely. Moe 12th, Mrs. Wither's birthday.
MAY 8

Breakfast sent to the ladies the men up & eating with may in upstairs hall. They accompanied him to Presbyterian church while he made a Mother's Day speech. We were up and ready to drive over to Rough at 11:15, took in donors colony and back to church at 1:35. We sat on side porch until four and all left for their homes. I wrote letters and read all school papers. May in bed with all in parents. Supper by ourselves. I went to Mr. B. Buck's. When Mother & I set out, he called both truck and after 3 stumbles.

Tues May 13

May 12 a dream at 6:30 with head stone & fever 100+ & began to drink & put to bed. Too much party eats!

Lucy went out at 5. Miss Wenton & Miss Smith called. The girls called for & all. boys went out. Girls came to skunk & came to 3:30. The Westen's called & were called

Lucy called at 6:50 to Mr. & Mrs. S. The boys called & were called & were called. It was a very good dinner and a good place to be. It was a very good day and a good place to be.
Another beautiful day. Spent morning in answering correspondence. Mr. & Mrs. Geo. Ewart of Chicago had lunch here. He is Pres. of Montgomery Ward Co. We all took in Tiffany Hall at 3, where Mayor made a speech. Back at 4:30 dressed and ready to receive 150 girls from St. Mary's. They had a good time dancing, singing etc., at 9:30. With Charlotte and Mr. Taylor had dinner with them. All took in "Pavilion Melody" at the Palace.

Wed., May 14

Stormy night. Stayed out m. 2 until 5 A.M. had a good night. Slept well from 12 to 5.

19

Wrote at 11:30 from home. Read articles in magazine. Great need for non-sectarian song in Religious work and on social occasions. Began to write general letters. Taught piano in the morning. Read magazine most of afternoon. Wise Deed magazine. Read two pamphlets. Stop work out of Adriam, Ben's pictures. June." God's help tonight. Been busy working with St. Ninth. Read and took to bed at 9 after dinner, also Miss Wise. 200 miles. To be in Dell." Saturday, May 14

19

Good night. Can't in more from 1:00. Miss Smith gave me a check and a letter from S. S. sixteen. Lettter from St. S. on 13, "How is it?" My fater's health not great turned the feet. Raft. Better now. Read the paper today. Read letter from

MAY 9

19

19

19
May 13, 1931

Costin, may I ask you dear,

us leave to you.

It's from Sister. An as it as was Johnson was a great man.

House rejected Senate Conference's bill to accept principle.

McFadden saw it get put in.

from a small chal lone day rather in a surprising way. To all up and gone again. We have the defeat in attitude here except for New York. He is so stubborn as Rep. Angus McFadden! It shows the government. Senate accepting House majority vote on the McFadden law.

Elise Bailey went somewhow.

now thank of alive- much noted. "Truly"
MAY 10

June 14

Stayed in bed late reading papers a few minutes. Wrote in my diary and finished at 12:30

MAY 10

19

For Mrs. Kate Burr Johnson's luncheon at one, punched out with 12 present place linen. Wished it flowers and elegant luncheon. At 4 o'clock I went to Old Portuguese Club at Mr. Carroll's mansion having a nice time. After dinner I was with Hugh Chatham and talked with them till 11.

THURSDAY MAY 15

Clear, beautiful day after the rain. May 19th still running Easter. New crop, no proportion acid. Put 17 on strict diet, at 10:30 went to Ratliff's Theatre. Concert school at state theatre. Pleased me to

dear and of good habits and voted a lovely cake. At 5 1/2 went to lady Mcclellan's for party. Hurry daughter of Justice Geo. Connors who married in June. Then from 6:30 to 7:30 was honored with others at Deahl's Bo's

premieres smoking for her party. The

drapes lovely in long colorful dresses and hats. May have pink hat for dinner. May have with high 8

flower again. Bath & breakfast. Went to all the pictures. May came in at 7 o'clock this

Wednesday. Was all day at office. To

dinner. Arranged to go to Sandy

beach. Have a nice and nice, get

right to the city. May 19th cool.
1929
May 11

May 11

May 16

May 16

May 16

May 16

May 16

May 16

May 16

May 16

May 16

May 16

May 16

May 16

May 16

May 16

May 16

May 16

May 16

May 16
May 12

got up at 7. Wrote a Letter to Mrs. Peck. Washed and got ready for a 10 o'clock train. Panned all afternoon. Came up to the State at 9 and left at 9:15. "No Carolina". Sat at table from 4:15 P.M. at 7:30. Must send to Dr. Peck & to Dr. J. F. II

Sat. May 17

Up early. Warms - talk with Mr. Jr. still runs high temp at no entry by him all week. He says it will take several dox to help. Write to Dr. C. to send to Sest. Read paper for a little while with James and new paper. Lunch. Went to Dr. Pink and dressed at home before going out. Dr. W. was here. Mrs. S. was in Washington. Out with peck and may or better on my return. Playing with his cat and dog. Went to Peter's. Kisses us in 5. Wrote a letter and thanked and enjoyed ourselves until 11:30. Miss Ford for first time since last fall. Bubble and hill dance in result. Wrote letter well. From May 18th cabinet met and had about 11:30, but fell in late at 12:30 and ate light lunch. Came and George got at 12 P.M. May 19th word goes happy to get out and all hated to leave our home. Smoke, Mrs. Poole and left at 5:30. May still busy with various men calling. Write home from phone at 9:30. Made much better, good results from medicine. Still well, hoping to come home. Would love to hear from you. Write as you will think.
MAY 13

19

Went to Mayflower and took the jit to Long Island, and we climbed up and down the five cars awhile to the station as we left at 1:15 on the "Century," the observation car with telephones, binoculars, stereographs, etc. It is a beautiful trip down the Hudson River to Albany, and from there to Buffalo, Cincinnati and Chicago. Set well, and arrived at nine.

19

Stayed late; cooler and cloudy. No rain.

19

Handy with his pictures in basket. Special post office. They leave for Asheville today, where Papa finds court tomorrow. Write them.

19

Dinner ready to May Jr. and then all rushed.

19

May came in to play with Annie. Auntie and Miss best place is lovely now.

19

Called on the Drakes and Pers I think not at home. Late dinner. May read N.Y. Times.

19

Wrote letter to Harriet, Andrew and Alice.

19

Billy Drake called & May & I stayed a while. Saw the Herbert Carrell & Sams. Talked of the World in the other peak late. Stay in hotel.

19

Went home came at 7.70. Capt. [illegible]

19

Went for Washington attending some office. We got Cipps in before wife was out and George stayed at hotel. Left many all day for Hugh's sister and sister's. A letter saying little had come. They were going to West Point yesterday. Bobby asked here map for movie. Spent evening in trying to visit friends. Piano and piano."
two handsome boys and a neat, new, old flower-decked car waited and at Hotel Stephens the largest hotel in the 3500 room city. Miss Juliette Walker of the Chicago Daily Journal called and gave us our schedule for the day. She's charming, unperturbed first then cool and jaded to downtown district & shops along Wabash
taleo. Sara's back to market boys etc! Lunched with her, and 6 other newspaper people at Both & Bres to Wrigley's Field to see game. So cold left in 60 degree. Weather at 4:30 dropped 40. Dined in evening. Both dined and
to W.M.A. Studio where may appraiser and
our radio at 7:15, then to theatre to see Old Spanner in "One Hundred Year Splendid Play." Jones, Georgia, and Junius' daughter called bringing 4 knives. Terribly
cold and stormy all night. Lacked
Michigan on a Grandpapa!

Mon. May 19

Darting at 9:30, we got to Hotel at 10:40
of 17 guns for the firemen, 15
majors present. Pat & Simon called for me we went
to the State" Cole's O.T.C.

afternoon, Ed & Mary the Pajottas all to "Rogers Men"
May 15

Up at 9, with breakfast served in sitting room. R.P. by. Telephone from home telling of Shelley's victory at baseball. At 10:30 Mr. Edman & Pat Spahn both, former we both called in their Studebaker and spoke as running a right away until lunch time. Went to Steak Yards and drove along the Lake Shore Drive which is beautiful until we reached Evanston. Here we ate lunch and called on Mr. Spencer's apartment. He met his wife who joined us and we went to meet Mrs. Howard Winston's for 6 o'clock dinner. All live near each other. 

Mrs. Winstons are wealthy, have a lovely home & arrived and elegant meal. We drove back to Chicago at 10 and we left at 10:45.

June 20

Read in my book in the rear of all. Wrote letters. Wrote from here. Left Asheville. Cleaned up correspondence. Left lunch made my hat & coat. I read in his book. He with Dr. sent to him Dr. Made him rest an hour. He is 81 yrs. old. Josie and May played minstrel golf, then sat out on balcony.

Dr. Spahn dinner at seven. Col. Baker came at 6. Josie left for 8th Point at eight. They had to speak at 8:30 at Mr. Brooks. Other came up. We to Red with Tim, Mr. Mac to bed. My 4th of July toasted later. Three years ago today sundown make the spectacular flight across Atlantic in 37 1/2 hrs!
Sunday May 19, 1929

... 

... Money doesn't get me until 7:30 by that time. Had work on last night. An interesting letter from Jack. Never much letter sent. Plans to see someone and take care of things for a day or two. Rushed and was still cleaning up everything. Even then it ran into you and all. Write them the plan now. Must not write others. Home journal most of afternoon made any use tomorrow. Went together with Senator George and Mr. Parkin. They ate dinner and to bed all gone later.
Retired at 10:30, washed, went to my room in Ashfield. May 4th and I stayed there, listened to radio—vaccine worm and he played until 9:30. Cleaned out all "his things" in various drawers. Bathed and got his lessons before dinner. House and Senate adjourned until tomorrow. Did not get anywhere yet. Revenue bill passed, a little slumber, wrote in diary, then decided to take 2 of my map and a little not feeling so good to bed by 11:30.
A beautiful trip. 2d day through mountains of Penn. got in coach until we reached Harrisburg, where we dined. Arrived in Wash't at 6:45, saw a movie. Back to station at 10, ate something and left at 11:45 for Philadelphia. Spent time in book store. Got coffee to drink at 11:45. Sent up to Mrs. Mead at 11:40. "Dad" had his breakfast at 8:30. Had conference with Taaffe. May had splendid picture of himself taken in R.I. Some today. Write 2 now. Mama miss.

May 16

We read many papers. Much interested in Methodist Conference. Stop eating and politics. J. E. Row - A Penn. announced by Senate to judge on Supremes Court. N.C. appointed new judge for Park's defeat. Davis is lead in ground for Republican Senatorial race in Penn., at Philadelphia with many to ride with and a visit to Mrs. at Capitol. After lunch, all ride to a show. At 8 for her Jean and 9:30 to ride at 5. Went to Baker for cake from 5:30 to 6:30. Serve on lawn and in heartful flower garden. After dinner we sat and talked until after 11. Had it. 3:30 a.m. Weds. May 11

Copyright (r) 1931 from 5 to 9:30. Mrs. Fabian, Busbee arrived at eleven. Wrote about Ed Kingery death on Monday. At Armstrong's, Paul Douglas having cake for lunch after. Grady and 10 yr. old son. Heard them for lunch at 5. Going to Shelly tomorrow. Planned "movie at 9:30 that rounds may 13th. I will come Sat. Tried out tonight and didn't. Mrs. Carter must stage in bed.
February 5, 1939

Cold, rainy, and dark. I was in bed with eleven letters from Mom and Mama. Mama wrote, but stay quiet and take my medicine. They seem to be getting better. Went and got a shot. Wrote them both. Sister and folks. May go with sister's family. St. Bernard and Judy Rank. Want to Beauty Shop at 3 for a Perm and hair at 6:45. Nice, quick service and a good
May 20. A few pictures after dinner, then Bailey came later to me - I heard many lessons, wrote home the planets about morning. May 20 morning, March 19. I showed a few pictures at Charlotte Central. I was there with Sono's Richardson Conference there. They came in at 11:45. I saw Julian Miller and another from Charlotte would be there before - one and then left lights and went downtown. Windy too much.

May 21.
MAY 17

19th. Up, breakfasted and read "Pillow Talks" still too many turns! After breakfast we read all mail and papers. May at 11 and Min. football game at 1 p.m. until lunch time. We decided now to go to Mama's in her office.

19th. Mama writes her letters all day. Got letters from Van and had time to do some planning for Eva and May. We then went to Waif's and club as we had our first meal alone. We have to have all meals in separate tables so dining-room is being painted. We sat and talked and at eleven to bed.

TUESDAY May 22

Up early, good morning. Read paper, letters from Mama and Sister in bed. Min. midnight till a walk with G. first walk in. Decided to lunch with Andrews, but O'Connor called at 11:30.


19th. Lunch with the Clarks. Also the McCanns and Wood. At Parkman's. Home then to stadium to see Ruth St. Lewis and the Barnshaws. Dinner most terrifically. A perfect night with dancing and singing. Made a visit with "Ruth" fancywork. Home and to bed by 11:30.
MAY 18

Stayed in my room most of the day reading books fixed and getting ready for lunch upstairs with us. Read all afternoon. Sam fell in with my idea for dinner, a board meeting at 11 o'clock.

Mar. May 23

Another perfect day. Up about 6 and had breakfast with the maj. until mail came then he read papers while S answered mail. Was out until 2 P.M. planned dinner party for 5:30.

19. Close Friday evening the 19th went out some invitations to eighteen. Clyde 

19. Clyde came in for lunch. Then George came after me in Mac. All left but 4 or 5 Col. Olds there with about forty. I may possibly receive wrist watch and base ball from my a. m. Hodge at Col's. He is more than happy. P. R. and S. R. James showed us "other" movies at the Century Club and he talks on the $35 machine that was given me while in K. After dinner James brought me 4 lots to see that we could get. H. and K. are leaving that to bed. I got up at 2 A.M. and midnight she.
MAY 19

Mr. and Mrs. Eds. finished up. Rec. book Clyde at home for lunch at 3:30 and bought suite to make room. Then visited Mrs. J. E. Harris & Betty

and Sobie Harris who has been sick as long. Home in time for dinner. Had a fine meal at 6. Called at 9 and went home until 10. Telephoned home for dinner.

Sat. May 24

weather. Miss Gillis all morning. At ten took train to the Game up & Mrs. J. W. Chamberlain—dentists. First change, Buckman day at four to pull a bad tooth. Bought paper for us to wear. Shopped at Tally's. Wrote a note for Grandpa and wrote much for chapter of story, his first. Mrs. Peter Miller was here in the evening. After lunch notice there was rain at five. Had to call James. Had class last night and they were late. He left until 9:30 and I went to nine o'clock at State Theater on The Publicist. Left 3 new cuts. Went for a walk until 11. Bed at twelve.

Sun. May 25

Still cool but sunshine always and 9 walked all around the yard and flower garden. Was at work and spent some time selling frogs. At three, Jack went for Sophie, myself, and Mrs. E. started for Railroad. Mrs. Miller & James were there for a time. Took a fine ride to Shanty at 6:30. Left Mrs. E. there to be picked up. 9 at 7:30. Cleaned house and made beds and talked to Mrs. M. 11:30 time to bed.

and Mrs. Fred has been to Camp Hill. We all were told from our trip made wonderful time. Put out 4 new horses and had all the way.
MAY 20

Another lovely day. Went to the garden office at eleven to see other next "done-on" quintess. Swore a splendid river to bring to get up present. Back at lunch table. Friend Clay Williams and me, just haven't been here for lunch. About 1:15.

All etc. after. Painters. Mr. Fred Hark, Josie and Ed arrived at 7:30. Festive 4 and had dinner at 6:45. All went to movies except Max and Mr. Mac.

Sum May 20

much cooler, no trip to church. Read a book until the play. Spent much more of the time.

19


Mon. May 21

Engaged 4 and in our beds until late. Began an article about 9, talked until 10 and came home at 11. To Beauty Shop, 3 went to Taylor's for a print for the Miller Rebecca. Din, saw Gay match, at 5:30 Bess and I went to see Birdie. Spent two hours with him and Marjorie in their lovely garden. Came in at 6:00 and on to the bird show. Balloon from Charlotte 5:30. At 10:15 went on to Elizabeth in the interest of the children at 12. Teaching music cut until 1:30. My first work of other money. Elizabeth andMovies came up to speak. Sat with Natalie, the first Mrs. William Smith and Mrs. Mitchell in the lobby. A good show came to end. All enjoyed the whole day, but rest for today.
MAY 21

Twin day. Took the folks to town over the city to the Governor Hotel at 11:15 to see Shelby with the state championship in Widow Hall. Leave by four o'clock. Ralph "Bum" Harris figer and the Griffith came over to spend the night. Shelby talks went on into the night. We "Shelly" until after 11.

A breakfast suit fell for the police. First of a moment. Was a change. In yard telling me all. The invitations for 4th and parties this week after dinner. Mary and I went to dentist. Had one badly tooth filled. "Lady of Scandal." Stoped on way home. At 9 p.m. Got in once more to rest for a try. Bed a few were playing. Mary & I. Had a try. Bed a few were playing. Mary & I. Had a try. Bed a few played with us. A great night.

Sat. May 25

Tuesday and off to the Park West Conv. Wednesday. Twice and to the 11:30 much warmer. Thurs. May 25. Bess left at 5:30 with the Miller's for Sammamish. We moved more things across into mamma's room for summer. Much with guests stayed in bed until lunch then to school. Setters gone by the noon and moved. Mamma still up and going. People busy with parties. Whole day things. Bess returned at 6:30. Mary and Mary, go to call some Bess and 9 to legislative again. Had a regular meeting speaking to all legislators and many friends. Sad by Sheridan, Hildale, Anna Fehrenbacher, The 21 girls, Kaysers, the Eleven Songs, and others. The Thompson brought his home. All and there all talk. February until twelve.
MAY 22
Ralph & his guests left at 9:30. Another summer day. Sat for lunch. Heard all day. Papa, Edna & I went to Baptist church, Mrs. Hill had a conference with May. Joe & Mr. Mac. held a paper. A good lunch & beautiful flowers in June. We all took a ride to the sandbox later on. Ruth Well & friends called at 11:30 & had Dr. Williams here. Sat at dinner & went to the pool at 9:45.

May 27
Two ladies called & spent time writing. Left for lunch, ate at home. Catherine no cross of Atlanta. Mrs. Hall's niece. Mary Henry Common a leader. Ruth & Elizabeth. Mrs. Presentation went to Parker, 3rd & 4th grade. Mama helped in kitchen. Nice lunch at one thirty. Dr. Smith with Dr. Smith at two thirty. Dr. Smith with

May 28
At 2:30, Auntie & Uncle took the canoe to Leisure Lake & went on a picnic. Attended Josephine for the first time for a year. About 40 people &

and 2 boys called. We went to see "H.Solid"
at noon. Too hot. Week ends of

Sunday at 11:30. Was caught things at gift shop. Tried to swim & at 3:30 went to Smith and found. Friend's twins at 10. Made a happy meeting! After dinner all went downtown for a last night of @ 11:00. At 10, made lunch in a hotel. After dinner, they went downtown. The play, "The Man Who Never Was" open. Another great success. The theatre was packed.
MAY 23

10.  I was at the store. The man at the desk asked about town. All
    in time for lunch. Back at home to 10
    movies. Ruth and Grace came to 5 and
    slept over. After dinner went to the store. Papa and Ma stayed.
    Went to the next bed. Back at 11 o'clock.

William wrote him a card.

Wed May 28

Up at 7:30. Went to campus. Downtown by 9:00. Selected meats, candy, etc. for
    tea of people's also flowers at fellows.

7:30 dinner at home. Drew at 10.40 and held on till 11.

10.  Read a paper at school with Mrs.

    3.  In the library and did some reading.

    7:30 dinner with Mr. T. and Mrs. T.

    9:30 to 11. Read a paper at school with Mrs. T.

    10.  Read a paper at school with Mrs. T.

    11.  Read a paper at school with Mrs. T.
May 24

Bright weather. Left about 9:30. Told to meet my father at F.W. He returned but found me about 1:30 at telephone. All students straight having up after prayers. Beginning to put in ministers' calls in rooms. Dr. H. not until Sarah came. Told to stay awhile. I called and called on my neighbor. Went to Dr. D. at 2:30. After dinner to May 29. Worked quite a little. I received up at eight o'clock. Had breakfast with Stella's guests at eleven. They came at ten. Willie McNair & D. came to see them. Finished plans and orders before leaving for P. B. Bridge. No if but due to Bell's and Ella's kindness. Played quite a while. Most went full party. Sue attended. Elias gave because dinner. Much of the china & glass were all right! Baked at 4. Papa came in unexpectedly. Both rushed to tea.ཙ落到实处. I had a few calls for tea at 6. Also a few calls.

May 27. Fifteen boys and bracket as usual. The ice is fine & jingle fif. First! Baked at 11. Papa came in unexpectedly. Both rushed to tea. We had a few calls for tea at 6. Also a few calls.
MAY 25

19

Up early and had dinner at nine to get ready for vacation. Terrible rain and thunder at twelve. Finished by one. Glad that's over. Rained and stormed all afternoon. Read all papers and helped to clean furniture. Work was finished up Sunday.

May 28

19

A little up past 7.20 bed at 11.

May 30

19

By 8:30, Paul and I talked and went to the rail. He and I stayed for dinner at 9:30 for home. Mrs. Grove at home. Mrs. Grove, Lot at home.

19

Dear Mr. Grove at 9:18.

[Handwritten text continues]
May 30

Good day and some rain. Read some more and had some tea and bread with some jam. Did a bit of cleaning and put away some clothes. Read some papers. Got all clothes ready for packing. We had a bath and had a good time. Packed up to take to Raleigh for graduation. Set off to take to Raleigh. Went to Confederate Reunion Monday and a whole lot of people and lunch and cleaning up all the hats and jackets. I arrived home at 7:30. Stood up in the cold and overeating. Everybody is well. House looking well. Clowned everywhere and had a good time. See the whole family eat around and talked and good to be at home again.

May 31

Very cold today. Storm heat on last night. Popped out a short time and got about 4:20. Went to all home for a noon meal and a drink. Went to Blanche's and saw Mr. Wells for a while. From Ena for milk and two eggs. In town some fish for lunch at 12:30. Return's here. Messed with some writing. Mrs. Wise visit. Went to see Mr. Wilder. Mrs. Wise visit. Messed with some writing. Wrote to some friends. Milk has fever. Mama was a good about cleaning the beach and the "Memorial" park. Took a bath at 1:30 and to the beach. The next minute of cloud cars in the air and wrote the good friend's home.
Sat. n. 7

In the early morn. I awoke to the sound of my morn. bells and went to the barber shop at 8:30 th. m. by 11:30 I was

shaved and bowled with Rex and then came home for lunch and also to see my old friend who had been in a hospital for

6:30 yo. day. He and George went to the f. and I stayed out with Uncle Yale, walking and to

walk. Mama says at 9 to meet 7 or was not ready and then came a

after supper the family on porch in moonlight.

and we nothing much of it all. Have to go and had a 101 fever.
MAY 27

Friday 31st

19

19

20

Sun June 1

Frank, Lee's wife and I went to meet Frank's father and mother at the home of their friends. We went to the restaurant for lunch and then to the park where we saw the torch parade. In the evening, we went to the opera, 'The Magic Flute.'
MAY 28

Segreti and I went uptown for lunch at

le Belgio. began morning to feel like summer again. looked for lake but after dinner we rode over the city taking map of who allows and I well. Saw all

of the singers. called on George Blotin

chien dinner after afternoon. set out

on tour until bed time,

19 Segreti late. not much dining. arranged all my

bed and luggage. got things together and

packed. left town about 8:30 a.m. to dinner

at 12:45 to thend on top back at

Park and the Slope. 5 p.m. at Bryn Mawr

gave me a pack and we left for

Norwich Sat. at 2:30 arrived at 5:30,

to be at 4:15. had some

dinner. the 7:30 to Brand and

Boston and for 6 o'clock. Worked at

and 2:15 a.m. to

19/12. Wed. Very warm all day. A. B. Bud and

another nester, and myself waited in the

craft for a meal. Miss M. to a nice

lunch at 3:15 and to go to the

lunch at 5:15. Visited Miss E. and Dr.

Shaffer trying to write some articles. Missus Supper

Paul Wills at Bryn Mawr cafe. We

talked late on cook prevaricating. Wills fire a

knife not a Kip's hat or compu up on a Tuesdays. More Dr. Wills and

some to hear it be
May 30

Coke raining most of day. Left up last night and left around. Went to States Room and gave all her things to Wash. Changed furniture, curtains, etc. Finished up about dinner time. Pack all things ready for Charlotte in the morning. Read and talked to family most of evening. So went to bed at dinner.

Wed. May 4

Up early. Beautiful day and getting summat like. Started for Duke at 8.45 o'clock, wearing white puffed suit, may in white linen. Went to Mt. Vernon. Meets home. Met the Cokeys & Coleman College M.E. & Secretary of University and Mrs. Ray Syman. Will leave, who was principal commencement speaker, may 1st. He was in parade car. 4.55. We joined them at and in No. 232 across the Aurora Park & Shill. 

May 2 made fire balls. Marched in main dining hall with me. Brought to the Wilbur George's. 150 all for Wilbur the Wilbur's (George's place). 45 first. Home by 5.15. At 7.30 the Willbur's & M. R. + N. 11 came home. We dined. Mrs. P. made & served us at 7.45.

To happy listening to the Wilbur's + the R. learned at 9.45. Ours a little. M. House came Sat. + + 10.45 may be happy in bed with Mabel, but in air. Good night. Many blessings. Good night. We will sleep but much with White night. May 4 to Miller electric & rice good. Terrible was and rain storm at 4.15. Sat. wrote at night on the writing desk. Good night. Sat at night.
MAY 31

19

10 To crystals by 10:00 a.m. Arrived at the time to begin unloading the train and then a walk to the Nation Cannons for a beautiful luncheon. Next to our President and his wife Charlotte Halleck to our house and the nation of our house.

10 More to do. No rush let it be a badge than can wear! Just all the staff under the sun and some of the staff. I knew to dress the old people some a chapter.

10 Talk to my mother and why me at P.M. is.

10 Ryder's hotel care. At 5:30 went to the new and an appeal to tea, take to our dinner and a speech on leaving, people talk by 7 for open and night. Over good of the Vets at 12 or more. These people present

10 We sat on stage and where the best to the reserve. We made the address at came to the A.C. A closing procession and up by 7:30 have a good

10 Up by 8:30. Have a quick + 6:00 to hear a 6:00

10 At 9:00 all things to 9:00. We left for their tour. At 9:30 to the university, 3:00 and 6:15

10 What the general's. The college preserved. May the degrees of Mr. of faces. All people + 50

10 Have a good + 6:00 to hear a 1:00. On the train + 50

10 Draw a walk at 7:30. Save the faces.
We are having a change in life because of meeting — with Mrs. King's dadie at Court 104 May at 9:30 a.m. Back to bed at 3 and wake up at 5:45 to go to the handsome 3 b's. We were invited 4:45 then to go and all the visitors take us to the museum about 600 called and only 6 vet are to come off — an 11:00 — to help make the day a success. @ 11:30 took the Presentation of the Sorority 200 late to 12:00. PM at 7:00 and to bed.

June 5th

Papa has a severe cold at night, take no medicine. The doctor was a doctor. Don't feel as well as usual, rest not to eat much. Stomach was stoned. Wrote home to Miss. Seated and ate a little of the lunch. mechanics after rain. Storm from 8-10 pm. gentlemen of college dined in. Mr. W. Dally called at 8:30, stayed until 10.00. He is the most celebrated. Wrote Senator Simon's tomorrow. Read and to bed at 11:00.

June 7th

[Inscribed:] 1932. The ate in a hotel, 6th and 7th and 8th. We ate all night. Father and two boys ate in a hotel. Missing letters working on their desk. Clyde & B. left at 7 to spend day with friends. Girls 7:15 clock and William arrived from Taylors at 12. Told. To this hour at 4 all went to Duke and chapel. Hill men called. One personal Dr. Winston. Vera business and sister in business called after dinner. Clyde & B. came in at 8:30. Bed storm lifts out awhile and all looked at our portrait and admired Ralph to see Virginia by now. Was in the room and talked until 12:30. We Taylor came to the May Taylors came too. Spent time here. All well.
Thursday, June 2

Slept a little late. Went to headquarters at 11:30. For breakfast at 1:30. Beautiful day. Mrs. Hebarman, the General's wife, was there. Back to hotel at 3:30, then to house at 4:30. Spoke to the Stonewall Jackson Chapter. Unfinished at Mrs. Hebarman's and received thank you card.


Playing cards and cook. Had little returns most of the day. Read little returns most of the day. All papers! Ball at 8:15. Arrived later than stage. A brilliant affair and the Vets had a great time. Left at 12:30 and to bed.

Rainy day and cool. Ached a little from riding some.

July 9, 1935

To Chapel Hill at 9:30. Parker took 3 students long here for the night. All of us to N.C. for commencement. 386 graduates. May deliver diploma and make some talk. Wonderful address by Charles Graham. Sat with Mrs. Graham and Miss Patterson. Spoke and talked to many friends. Left at 12:30. A good day and read. The quire. Wrestler, football, etc.

Roger and friends to N.C. Baden, James, Mrs. Groves.
Saturday - April 14th

Up by 6 o'clock. Coffee and toast ready. Left house at 7:15 for Raleigh to stop at my Winston Hatred to leave out dear folks. Mary and I arrived at 9:45. Left to stay with Mr. Moore. We arrived here at 11:20. Mr. Moore took us to dinner. We sat on furs and had good game in bed with a back spanned Buck. Mrs. Moore and Mr. Moore moved in next room and 8:30 for the steam.
Busy all day and out playing. Went home at five. Paul all of us read some paper with map on side part. He feels blue and sits down. People came in and I think from Woodbury first school. Tired out and a little thin looking. Had been having a lot of time at column student dances, dancing deep. I course he a to his boxing at part of afternoon. After dinner Mr. Field came, I served out desk and watch medicine. Don't.
most beautiful wedding all the week.

Friday June 7th

JUNE 16

19

Early this morning I got up the final preparations for the Reunion. I up and packed all before left for the ground at 10. We rode in the five cars in the 5 mile long parade which took til 11. We went to the main street and ate at a "F" cafe

19

p.m. We had 2100 Cadet Corps on horseback and we reviewed them. We then met at 3 at the residence of our first students for a good dinner. Arrived at 7, found my car packed and ready to leave for lunch at 12.30. About 4.30 we

19

Sat. June 7th

election day! Have been all day. Went to vote in bed and returned, had a nice ride home. My mom, dad, and sister voted. Wasn't feeling well. Had a special with mom and dad. They had a nice trip home. Mom got a nice flower arrangement from Mr. White. He was a very nice fellow. He helped me with flowers and arrangements. Was a good driver.

19

Ridley came in at 6 o'clock from Work and had a nice trip. He is a schoolmate of mine. We went to the movies to the dance. The band was terrible. Listened in with my for about an hour and a half and then went home.
JUNE 8

19

Saw beautiful bay but explored. Came and spent morning. Read all
more. Left 5-15 P.M. 4 P.M. Explore.

9

Robert took last of 10:30, then to breakfast.

9

Took a ride at 5:30. To girl and dance. Girls after dinner

9

came off and one. Everybody had

9

left for state college. 10:30. We took

9

car to four. We saw there. He at six, 10;

9

to a hotel and the hotel

9

in Prince and a

9

(place) saw Mary and a

9

at home with us. She and

9

and took
dance.
from me

storm +

lost and t. ake up my
+ Bernice Ceale to Beech-

it at 8:00 a.m. The

vines left at 10:30 for

Vienna. I go by sea.

a fair journey from

Vienna to a

at a true & brought him

to prin genie

packed up to

wife left one

made to Lemberg &

plane yesterday at

class. Enrolled another

+ noon. Go in trap

and so now for more

Poor health or frequent

loss, the cause at this

now - with this May 10

now, I
Dear [Name],

I hope this letter finds you well. I am writing to update you on the projects that I have been working on. So far, everything is going according to plan. I have been able to complete most of the tasks ahead of schedule, and I expect to finish all of the work by the end of the week. I will keep you updated on any changes or delays.

In the meantime, I have been spending some time outside, enjoying the warm weather. I have been hiking in the mountains, and it has been a great way to clear my mind and recharge. I have also been reading some books and catching up on some movies. It has been a relaxing way to pass the time.

I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Best regards,

[Your Name]
June 4th

Good morning. Rose and I went to church today, and I left at 10:45. We had Mrs. Tappert at noon, who made a wonderful meal. I worked on the report and on a chart. Russell played the piano.

Went to the Upham's for dinner. Left at 2:40 and went to the Cathedral for Mass. Stayed until 5.

Wrote a letter. Left at 6:40.

Went to the office at 8:30. Left at 10:00 for 11:30 Mass. To me, it was a complete waste of time.

Went to the New Testament Church, and then to the House of Commerce. It was a perfect day.

After dinner, Rose and I went to George's to visit them. We came home to bed. Hard work and all of it. Had movies she and I at 12:40. Had a nice time. Had fun.
JUNE 5

19

I woke up + found us at 9:30, not much drinking. Rose at 10:30, we ate + had breakfast + rode horse to Aunt + Miss Choate's. Miss at the Botanica apartment. We ate at 12:30. It was a Globe concert in the park. We had to walk. We found a car and a horse.

19

We left the inn 363 Grad. May 30th 11:15. We were into hall. We walked down to all and made a reading 10 minutes to 11. We all landed at Raleigh. Had Ena to pack. Baggage out at 5:30. We took off to take in Mr. Joseph J. Kent. Keith's room and to bed. We got hotel. We were guests.

19

Keith's room and to bed. We got hotel. We were guests.


19

10:46. Left a great time. Miss Wire and Mr. Nate to the State, planing tea for Business + Professional Women (300) Friday night week-end next fall. Miss Meleanca. A.S. Brooks + a firm group. Have a dinner and a musical following. Have some airs to look always lovely a blue when men dance.
stayed in bed late most of the morning, so we all had breakfast at
papier. The trip went until 12:30 then up and to town. Rep a great
dance last night at the pet hill. James rested well after his medicine	
he took. Letter from to and Alice. Church & first
wet in my own barn tug.
The 9th May, 19, went to
chicken pet and playing in
his club-house, my dad
and we trim in
the garden with all the
vegetables, flowers, mums and had the children's. Here for do. I met your
chapel drill at 9 tonight in
dances. Good night, dear. Love to
your mum, call a game up. Bed
JUNE 6

June 11, 2

up by 10. Read all paper and letters in bed. Frank, Kate, Sarita, and Edith. Mrs. Newborn arrived at 10:30. I told them to get up early so we could have breakfast. Came in at 3 left my bag with my hand. Went to Wash. Edith told them to go to Beauty Shop. I told them to put a child in one corner. I went to pretty nice store as I was in a hurry. Jenny gave me 14. William got Baby block. I ordered pie for Ralph's Brunch. Ours was 2 ut knives for Edith and Ruth Mr. Boyfriend. For dinner took a car to last dance at 8:30. Came home to drive over. James and Sarah left later. May house with Patricia, Miss Brown. Cutie. 5 letters from Max Jr. Read newspaper articles. In bed until 2.
JUNE 7

Dearest Abe,

We did not start until eleven. Had excellent sea-food breakfast, then to the deck (a most restful and peaceful trip up the wide and windless river) Capt. Allison had a daughter of piece abroad. Passed an in afternoon and to an deck later with the President.

Met us at the dock and went to Virginia Ave. Hotel, met all the boys and ladies. At the meeting I had to sing. The President was a little mad this time, after we had a slight lesson and Clay the floor at 6 or 7, at 10 or 11, and carry on the next day. Pap +

June 13. Fri.

I had to have my fingers for tennis at 1:30.

Mrs. Allison is left. She has gone to New York, and Miss Babcock is staying.

Mr. Allison and our musical artist tomorrow will call at 8:30, Mrs. Washington and wife and 9 to 10 and to lunch.

Better than usual. Some music tonight!
Saw a doctor, and read some
from our plans, etc. Some left us for
good and bad, I was absent, and spent
sent one Sunday. We talked
and read until eleven
downstairs. I was in
bed until ten. Better
well. [Em. June 20, 1931]
JUNE 8

Up by 9 o'clock. People & may had been
past early. Several of us went out to
walk with the cars & were charmed
with it. Cycled back & then went
with the J. T. Wells. A lovely afternoon.
We had dinner at the Hotel.

JUNE 14, SAT.

Up early. Helped arrange for piano music etc. for musical trio.
Home lovely with irises in bloom & many
flowers in full bloom. The Brock & Gifford
arrived in at 5:30. Talked a bit &
then all went in dining room. Had the best of
very good dinner. Guests began to arrive
at 9. Over 75 R. M. H. evening. Had a
very pleasant time. Also Mrs. & Mr. D.

Blanche sat & chatted, fragment, details.
Not all day. Read in late letter from mom and Margaret too. Envelope one from Alice about Ruth condition. Ralph slept 11. Had 12:30 dinner may play golf at 1:30. Ralph got Ed town, brought rum, sport shoes, pants, and coat. Read most of afternoon after morning and cleaning out all clothes, etc. Went home. Dr. fed the dinner. Thunder but not rain. Much cooler. Had electric fans brought down. Sent Galia's daughter, sisters, and Shug tuition. Addie death at 1 in Canada. Talked to Ber in phone, no particulars. She has led a hard life sad for all, so it's drop dead.
Friday 15th

June 9

Call up by eight for breakfast
and at ten Raleigh went by mine
and I do not think it would be wise at

19

we had it before crossed the
beauti ful

19

till the paper telling him this

Read in the bath and from

19

other's accumulation, familiar

19

with the necessary ones or two others

19

Miss Tarrat. See Weather. Willie and

19

with Washington 10 till 3.30 PM

19

at 3:30. Had dinner with Beatrice also

19

7:30. Ida had an affair did

19

movies and talked

19

until 10 PM

June 15 Thursday

9:30. We found them

19

eleven, to find the house and yard

19

a until lunch time. Made back

19

and the lift by 3:30. Special letters

19

ten months & $37.50. All well. Our

19

three weeks are in Shelby. This week-end

19

rested outside and with papers at

19

Julia Jenkins & 3 children came up

19

and had dinner with us at lunch,

19

fooled in front of lift at nine.

19

In morning stayed until eleven with

19

Mrs. Bots福德 from McDonald & Turner

19

husband is probably

19

to bed at eleven and by 8 o'clock.
Sun Jan 14

We had salt all day.

In the evening, "Specials" arrived. All well.

Wrote in the evening. Twice in company for dinner. Was back from dinner at about 7:30.

The still-still-still giving Baby a kiss.

Ed and Woodruff to come by for a half an hour later. May to visit.

We all went to see them and others. May to visit.

Wrote on the road home. 11:45 p.m. Came home with Alice.

From Bayard. Wasn't at the Hotel.

Boyd came after supper and we sat until after eleven. In the interest in political talk all to bed by 11:45.
JUNE 10

Everybody up by quarter past ten. School not in session yet. School not in session yet. Got to Shelley at 9:15. Walt to leave school Saturday. Pyne left papers at 9:40. Shelley at 10:05. hustled out of bed and felt a great deal better. After work, walked down to the store to get some pie. Mrs. Pyne and baby came in from Jaffrey. Still feeling fine. Had a good dinner and rode to the old farm. Paid Mr. Wood $3.40 and booked for a visit. We all talked until eleven. Kept on to call on Ken girls and called. All in bed by 11:30.

June 16 - Mon.

Slept late. Special at 7 a.m. at 99° temperature. Keep cool in bed. Overeat is the worse. Took a little ride with Mr. Wise and Mrs. Wise after noon. Read papers after noon. Dislike the weather. Good weather at home. Some fruit came out of the store._expired.

Wrote letters. Went to Work on a cold day in the store. Read until twelve. Read until ten. Worked all night.
June 15

Good brave too. Up at 8 to meet Rhea Amity. Ralph and lunch until 3 school. Ralph ate at two. Ralph down town during morning. Getting post office. Searle out this morning gave me wire. Came a thunder and grines. Letter from Ralph. Write to him and Patsie. Ralph to movies after lunch. Read the magazine. Trine all after eleven. Hoover starting on 3:00 o'clock. speech. Make tour into Indiana. Ill. and then what he and Coolidge will declare the leading man now. 12:30 Bake donuts. Hayek in session. With Budget Com. all do. Came in at 6:30. Will from friend saying. Which visit bingo. Warren at Kefaton for 2 days. Brought on the main. It's among. Some good. Try me and electrical storm. Read an or up and Ralph came up at dinner.
Sunday June 16

19

From the pool about 6 pm. It was much
good, but a little overcast. Every
9:30. Ralph and Russell went to
and church kept hay. Sat an
from about all the papers. Mrs.
and read a good many as I was there. Sister
so to Kettist and to see girl. Russell
Gallagher with Sister and May Jr.
in bed all afternoon. Temp at 84 and
sent the Hay 9 am and was more
as I lay in by 10:30.

June 17

Rainning off and on all day. Read all papers
and letters in bed. Many wrote May Jr. up
at movies but rather cut his wrist
by ear, having two stitches taken. Dressed
and inspected all rooms. Mrs. and
Mrs. Layton, the Gibson, Davs & Mr.
From Miss' Jame. Misses arrived at 1:30.

19

In entertaining lunch was in the first and
delicious salmon fish with potatoes
and from isagen. Zoned the house and
all left by four. May and I read papers
on porch. Miss Steele, Miss Wace & I worked
over linen. Mrs. Brookes sent me 2 books
by today's mail. Made a lovely fruit tea
with Earl and at 9:45.

Mrs. Firth called. I went to meet and
Mrs. Firth called. I went to meet and
Mrs. Firth called. I went to meet and
Mrs. Firth called. I went to meet and
June 16, 1947

A call came at last night to go and visit a dentist. I was in for instruct-
ion. As we were leaving, I heard a voice say, "I
need to make a phone call." At 11:30, we got on the car phone and de-
moted. My bed was a little too soft. My back was out of line. I
had read papers in my
night in a 9 written home.

Dr. of "Born to Love" Ta was in. A To was in. I
So, to do this. After our
so, they had been Wednesday
up. Help! I am 9 to see
him in the "morning shall meet."
For the love of action, committee line
late. A call, and we did while
people had. We will come
in on 9:15.
June 12

May 19, 1926, just asked in house. Stayed and returned with him most of the day. Rode into town to see Ralph R. and Russell G. sold our morning newspaper. Had dinner at night in Morrison's and sister 8368 at 9:30. At 10:30, ate in candlelight. Sister 8368 came to move a piano for a visit. To bed at 11.

June 18—Wed

May and Mrs. Davis up at seven. Sec. O. M. Hyde drove to the Davis at 7:15 came for breakfast about half past eight at my house. All left at 8:30. Left California for a trip to inspect motion pictures. Left for Paramount motion picture picture. Received a 10-karat gold watch for a fine visit last week. Will return at 6 p.m. and have dinner at 7 p.m.

June 28

Wed, June 17

Not as pleasant as it late, several phone calls, one from Rogers directing wanting to meet Gold Sunday and pull from wisdom thus. I well to a family consultation about it.

A game at Kirsten. He came in at 1:30 on time for lunch. Jesse Washburn here today. Mary Brown with Mr. Fred; Mr. Games; Capt O'Berry, and others all do. Rested outside Jameson, and talked to him in his room. Ralph to dentist. Other Broun, Kate Graham, Miss Stevens, and Paul Santins called them back to Chapel Hill. Ralph to night ball game, game to movies; Frank3 Henderson with Frank; letters from him. Aunt Edna and

Read 2½.
JUNE 13

Tuesday 18

Warm morning. May Jr. better, out of pocket. Nettie and Mrs. Mitchell called about eleven. We went to the nurse's house at sight. Very hot.

Papa and Russell went swimming. Mrs. 9.45. Mrs. N. 9.45 to Washington, D.C. Miss M. 9.45 to lunch. Miss M. and Mrs. N. went swimming.

Went to movies. Mr. R. and Papa 6 to 9. Mrs. N. and Mrs. A. came at 6 to a dinner party. Mrs. N. and Mrs. A. left at 9.

Aunt and Cousin called after dinner. Miss M. left for Washington, D.C. Miss M. and Miss N. 9.45 to lunch.

Carolyn's breakfasted in bed at ten. No one down before twelve. Read all papers and letters. After lunch Carolyn and I talked in library until four. Then Lord after mom. People upstairs and rested until dinner time. Sat in May's room until after he arrived. Belle Cameron called after dinner.

James Soapy Merrill called and went to movies. May 7.30. Miss N. and I talked on phone to the eleven children. By 12 Bond shoved and went to bed early. Miss 9.45.

Admiral Richard Ballin's boat arrived today. Ed to N.Y. for South.

In the afternoon, I rode for an hour.

Very warm all day. Read in bed. Sat at desk.

19

June 19-24th

All stayed in bed late. May to office at 10.
Wednesday 19th

JUNE 14

Another hot day. I went up to find Ralph and Russell left at 12:45
for No. 17. left for from the...at 3:30. Alice & I went to the fom...
Papa to Maryland ton in the
party for Mrs. Atchinson. 
Papa to build a truck again. After
Ella came up and de
told Bobby Bratton. I called her. I died
to call her up on the phone. We were

June 20th

Went up again. Rested late. Julia
news called for Marjorie at eleven a.m.
they arrived at noon. Until lunch

June 21st

We came by to see a little way to look for

June 22nd

The day was the largest. The largest...
a day with the little. We left for the full

June 23rd

Meet us at Nashville a
also not through the thick crowd. We

June 24th

"And to all that is ahead
back to the East Carolina. Ourboro
here in the 2 acres home. I helped

June 25th

 Viện 2000

June 26th

Meet us at Nashville a

June 27th

Meet us at Nashville a

June 28th

Meet us at Nashville a
JUNE 15

1929.

June 21 (Sat.)

Slept until 10:30. Our uncle discovered makes us still sleepy! He and Uncle Jack in bed first were left at 11:30. They came back. We who had early lunch. He went for golf all two. Adorable proofs of our lovely June arrived this morning. Uncle report a nice trip. Had dinner with the finest 8-10 year. Had diner on to hotel at from Rocky Mt. for our dance there at old Atlantic Hotel. Mr. Bunt called with soap from a prisoner. Patched and asked. Read all papers. May 9 to see Will Rogers in "So This is London." A laugh all the way, through. June 6th they called up at eleven. Said, they were going tomorrow off for Skad's. I didn't think from her mother very ill. Will snow from them there leaving here tomorrow afternoon.

June 26 (Mon.)

Hot today, but a breeze. Ralph very much tired. All three kept stayed in bed late. George Sr. Clayton came in at 12:30. Had lunch. Took Geo. With to Smithy leaving at 2, all of them report a good trip. Read bridge rule and tutorial book. In English. Have a book and 3 sets in poems and talked with many. Saying after dinner there was a storm and the men could not make plans. Later radio. Ralph telephoned to Dr. Loomis. All to look by 11:30 tomorrow. Unfinished.
SUNDAY 22nd

JUNE 17

Very in day. Day in Mr. Humphreys dress.

Couldnt go to David Roberts party.

11:30 it was rainy. Sent Robert.

Talked to Mary over phone.

Auntie and Alice begin stormy.

William Webb came home. We left.

June 23rd

Waked at 6 a.m. Up dressed at 7 a.m. Robert to

new mail from Paris and is left in State.

Can to Charlotte nice trip. Letter to Ella.

Spoke to her family and in Paris found your mail.

and so to station. Train arrived at 10:10.

Mummy left me to try to see her sick mother.

Beautiful rice and precious little things.

Slept most of the night.

Went to see and gave them home.

Papers about "Allingham & Ames" lady very

ahnving yesterdays on her birthday. Put

up in small carriage and called awhile.

Trilling and fun made all night.

Very little sleep for anyone.

Mrs. and daughter.

also called little bass and Annister

and all 3 of her. Many at the 9 o'clock 20

put her to bed. all went very hot day.

June 24th - Well met friends.

Sent letter from home. All well. May go to a puppy

and look like all mail.

unlooked house.

I talked to Miss Shelley plans given. After lunch.

at Mrs. House at four. The Pons, Sanders and

Mrs. Ed Pong at Washington. Mrs. Mrs. Sanders or

Smithfield are dinner. Then all to Hall.

ended until 12:30. Piedmont

Risen at children's party. Joanna at Such a

thing was a surprise once more.

[Note: The handwriting is legible but the content is not transcribed accurately due to the style and script of the writing.]
JUNE 18

Woke at Constantinople. We are having a great big Neman and no one to clean it. After dinner we went to a hotel near the Bosphorus. Back at 6:30. Charlie, Winnie, and Velma and Mrs. Reynolds called. Others came over till bed time.

June 24 - Tues.

Hard, hot, sleepless night for all with Queen.

Poor darling, half sick and lonesome for "mummy" too, and it of course and all that argument. At ten the feeding the hour we lay for "mummy"! A hot day, tomatoes, but pork and beef team with peas. Rice for a change. Late yesterday. May and Reepes okay and glad to see us.

All we can do is keep cool. 100° most of afternoon. Kept busy on yard and a bit dining. Played for her that Rose and I carouse. Billie, Ginnie, and Walter, sat on porch a bit and after supper a bit talked. To bed at 10:30.

June 25 - Thurs.

Fierce bridge all day. May in conference with many committees most of morning and afternoon.

Read new magazine this week and I want to see pictures tonight. Decide to go home so may left for Brummell to catch train to H.Y. tomorrow afternoon at 5:25. Came in from movies at eleven and packed all my things.

Wife left for Shelley at home. Will have no use for except want. Papers fell 4.35 hr. transatlantic flight of 4:00 and
JUNE 19

19

Cooker. Packed plates & went. At
6:30 went over to Build. Spar
hole familiar too Men. Bob
reached part. We went up with
a double deck. 6 cards. Back at 3.

Rain. Rested with Nita &
Sister & mo.

19

Nade June 25

Another most beautiful hot day! Baby
still half sick and won't eat very much.
Ieps us all anything & Dray talked
to may over phone. Says it's worthly not
there two. Many Ann speeches & full
keet bumps. She is a lovely broked
child. Jamily is as best on two am nd
he can go as nice. Mrs. Mitchell & the
case. We went to pictures after supper.
Managed y spoke to Alice. We for hot &
the train
Home by 11
and sat on porch &
called till Baby quieter.

June 26. Fm.

19

Albert & fez & Ed. Luke be of Tenn. called.
Busy

packing. Beirut shop at eleven,
day out. With Loretta & Fiser left at 3:30
for Greenville, where meet the train at 5:45
for N. J. to spend a week. We came on to
Pelh - a beautiful ride. paint in moonlight
arriving at mine. Mr. is happy to see me.
also Minnie, wedge and the boys. Ralph and
friend business for the store. passed & saw Anthony
came to talk to get your Stenian out guest.
Big dinner report. By all. Case in
of three already. wave franchise and I
headed late than the hour. Somewhat tired. A
very warm night.
Sunday, June 20

JUNE 20

19

I made plans for a Western trip. Jack and I went to the Doctors. We arrived at 9:30 AM.

25

At 10:30, I met with Ralph and George at 12:15. We had lunch together.

26

Still hot. At 10:30, I met with Jack and Rose at 11:30. We sold some of their shares.

27

I met with Jack and Rose at 11:30. They had lunch with us. We then went to the movies together.
June 21
Cooked, and slept late. Had a good cal. Sat on porch, and went to packing some part of 10:30. Was present with some of my decoy hunters. Left at 11:15 to pack. Returned to our old pose. Played a little. We had a trip up to the farm, and at 3:30 I got in. My wife and I witted with list of the Basle. Left at 4.

June 22
John and I went to Carolyn or in at 6. All the boys were home by 12. Red local.

June 27
Last week a wind so strong and rain. Now that I'll we are here

Scott and I are not in at the

Scott took a roomment. We got a letter.
Thursday 27th

JUNE 22

19

 Slept until 2, then had breakfast. Left at 9:30. We all went down to hear may speak to the Bankers. On our way out we stopped at the Baptist Church, to listen to a church service. After lunch went out and played. After dinner went to make a little tour of the College. Went to bed at 9:30. (to return)

20

 Went out at 6:30 and went to a dinner party at a lovely Baltimore forest country club given by Or - 11:30. I went up at the garage first to refresh my haggard eyes. At 11:30 A.M., we went to the forest hills, high charming place, at the farm of Mr. Ghent.

19

 Had a very lovely time until 10:30. Went to the foreign tour. Left at 5:30, at 4:30 we called on Miss Sheldry. Returned at 7:00. Arrived at hospital at 8:00. Met Mr. Walker's birthday. We all had a lovely time. Went out to a party. Went to the forest hills. Returned at 9:30. (to return)

19

 Left on 24th. Left for Chicago at 2:30. Boat left on time. We all are to be in Chicago. Left for a party. Have lunch at the Forest Hills. Returned home. (to return)
June 23.

Wonderful and exciting day! at 29.30 little Gwenn came. Pa and Ma were very excited and I was thrilled. We had some lunch and went through the day and Pa took Gwenn to the hospital at 3:30. I was so happy all day and well. Gave me three tablets and a pulse of my own. I was so happy. I asked Pa to call on the little family. Baby weighed 6 lbs, 15 oz.

It was at 1:30. The waiting room was so crowded, I had to go to the floor. Left the house at 9:00. Many phones and the grape maze. All slept well. I am tired of 8:45, tried to fly and sleep.

June 21.


June 30.

Rained some last night and today. Ralph went to Fort and got into lines. Wrote a letter to Harriet yesterday. Thought he would be home. Finished reading a book. Ralph and 3 took Gwenn and Baby Andrews to the hospital. I stopped to see the doctor. Called at all the hospitals to see Pa, Ma, and sister.
JUNE 24

Saturday 29

Beautiful day, Margaret now & baby had
been in for 20 yrs. nurse, Mr. Brainard
had 76 yrs. Dr. Mitchell (father & 1st) are Ruth's doctors. Went over early
and stayed until 10:30. Well Hatch & Her
2 girls came up and after the holi

headache. One fell & stuck in fa

also. Contrived at 2:30 and 3 of

been with Mrs. fan Hudson. Subject
talked too much! left at

3 felt worse other went to Mass. Roads
perfect at 3:30. Prevented

hurt in c rosa. Back to horse to

chamber and stay until 9. She

baby slept well, much colder, we feel well.

Potluck at dinner left at 7:30 for Hudson Park

for them early this morn. Map & Jeff

day with Benita and. Joe. Both play "Johnson

curse." Read new magazines after dinner

Went to Green for after non while nurse

B. Sister went to Congreg. with

in car. At night. Vincie & I

blue & Amsterdam. For way 5 & Jan

United was at 11/2. James came in at eleven

from Helena in for A. George spent night here

Very warm again, met a lady on occasionally name and

3 to Goffin at 9:30 with Apple & riding. Visited Vinny and

Mrs. Burgans, both well. They came in at 2. Apple and

games meeting him at Grotonia. At the telephone.

Babe came thaw all rented awhile. After a good banter.

May and E came are with my how, who I run a lot to

Kathy and George Benton. May be happy all day

riding a bike & playing.
Worn day at the hospital at 11 a.m. and stayed until 12:30. Rather anxious about the baby and for a while was nervous for fear. But gradually calmed down. Dr. had 2 doctors and Sister and asked if he could come to see them. At 1:30, June and I went to the Coal Raleigh at 1:30 and up to 9:30, with Mother. Baby was much better and more cheerful. Dr. brought some more medication at 10:30. He was the best; my mind and I had a little rain early. All slept late. Breakfast given at 9 a.m. and felt better. Slept from 10 to 2 in carriage. Came up at 11. Told us the Raleigh would have set there at 2:30. Mother became tired when staying with him. I talk with her every other phone with him. Invited Mother, John and Louise to go to Raleigh tomorrow with no paper, May 31 with 12 p.m. at one window. Before dinner I made a little after. Mrs. Davis at 6. Started for the Lees until the call. Lea, John and others called her paper at 9. All left on porch. Sister and Nell are going to a play. Bakery tonight. Hotel to have Mary F. back. Well tonight Friday. Not anywhere. Many heat prostrates everywhere. May need to do little and stay cool. May 31st the rest to all their friends. Leach and E. Howard called, also Tom Kerr. May I? Don't to the Park woods after supper. The trees, forest trees, a nice night. Tokyo in about 11:30.
JUNE 26

Monday and Tuesday July 1st + 2nd

Hot day. Not much rain. Found I had title
for "Whale Toy". We all went to hospital
early and had a meat lunch
me. Boyle Ralph's sheet etc and
sent me. Went back to hospital at 1
and 1/2 until 2. Sixth and 5th
day down to 1 1/2. 10:00 to 11:00
to the theater came home. Left at 2:30
for Gastonia to catch train for
Baltimore. Got left + stayed there with
Belle & mother until 7:30. Plane
left & reached Baltimore. Left there in train
at 6, went to hang in had
breakfast and left at 130 via car

with Mary & John a a new thing
Pettenburg & Richmond. Fred Miller
and Martha of agricultural may for a
150 at 6 by 6. Conditions at attractive
little hotel. Sealed suite and no room
with a church. For a monument
at 6:30 done and G. Summum - T
woods piece and bridge. Had a N C
now where that evening + to bed at 12:00

Went 1st back + left at 7 o'clock for
Fitchburg arriving at 12 o'clock. Both car sick

T G way, Alice & Uncle Niles there arriving
from Fitchburg at 10:30. All rested + had lunch
gether. Showed girls over house. Mary & Uncle Bet
Left. On Thursday kitchen elected he walk
forest, all dressed for dinner. Others Clyde there
Saw Reynold. So the picture at 9 then may
on Swan + and a form at eleven. Spoke
to lot of people. To bed by 12. 17 dark
Thursday - July 4th

JUNE 28

left Manchester, arrived 1 o'clock and spent morn. in the beauty of the
Seawardh Falls. Went to railroad station, the trip fine.

For the next two weeks, saw the scenery and the natural
beauty of the Carolinas. Weather all along
sunny, warm and delightful. Returned night at 4:30. Arrived and
spent the morn. There, then to bed.

Sun. July 5, 1937

left Raleigh at 7:30. Packed and left for Raleigh.
arrived at 10:30. Had a good time.

Ran for morning paper. Left at noon.

Page 19

friday July 4th

had a good time.

to S.S. William, my dear Margarette 

Greenville drove up at 10:30. But visited at

at 12:30 we had one of our friends.

Decided to come for Raleigh.

lunch, then to Bob. and spent the

here to meet us. Miss Wise coming in late. Had

Dinner! Unpacked, read. Sunday papers.
Today, cold and cloudy most of the day. Mamie and I went to see Mr. Anthony, Miss E. Rees, and Cousin Helen Pattle. Then we came to Bob McDowell's farm with Ralph May 9 and drove along the river. We rested awhile & Shelley celebrated the 4th quietly. She went home singing out of tune & loudly. Mr. Rees went riding very happy over his pony road. Studley came over and played with Benjamin play with him constantly. Rainned all afternoon. May 9 evening and I went for a ride out to farms etc. Mary stopped to see the Mitchells. James still at some time. People out calling Bob had to have hot soup some evening. We talked to him until eleven, then to bed.
Friday July 5th

JUNE 29

Pretty day. Started drive, getting warm. As we reached Raleigh, arrived at 12:30. Servants there awaiting us. Cooked over roast baked lunch at 1:30, then all rested in afternoon. Ralph and Roosevelt arrived at 5:30.

Shelley. Helped pack suit cases. Wrote note for Woodbury. Gave letter to Mr. Morgenstern. Will do summer school work tomorrow. Letter from Japan will be written from Newport. On her way to Paris.

Sat. July 5th

All slept late. Old Red Billy downstairs. Baby is making a very bad servant. Very quiet. Miss Wingate baby 9 went to Jefferson at 2:30. Mrs. Burgis luggage 8:00 for 4:00 arrival. 9:00 to Robert Morris. To be here in 4 o'clock usual. James going to negro for golf tournament each day.

Hot and muggy. Rained in afternoon. Not feeling so good as day around. Read and rested. Wrote home to sister and paid bills. Made and arranged Sunday's suits. Cleaned out deck, caught up with daisy. Ralph started with his math tutch at 4 this afternoon. Went to movies first. Read tonight. Mrs. Wingate and I sat on porch until 10 M. Quit fire late. Fred and I walked, fried oats with Mr. Pasquon, launching Post and gatley who flew around the world in 55 days. George minster invited to all here.
Saturday — July 1

Lept Raleigh at 9:30 for Shelly with
mama and papa. May and Jeff
alone again. Left drive. Had
lunch at Charlotte at Samuel Hotel
ran for rent of the Roberts Hotel.
Home at 4. First house known the whole
with Bray Jr. He at home alone
but stayed by himself and needed
some food to eat. He then went to
hospital. Such a great mimo in
the body. Look! She
really pretty and adorable looking
to get back and see my children!

May go to bed and then to
to hospital. Came to the
my Two
niece Sarah Gardiner and Bell Ward
and came then to call. Though

Sun. July 2

no rain and 98° temperature! Sat around
and tried to stay cool. Alice and Uncle Ed
and children in from California yesterday. Bored
for awhile last night. This afternoon,
lay down all afternoon. Rote and Carl left
for h. y. at ten o’clock. Will travel all
right! We went to bed about eleven.
Just got to sleep almost

July 3

Came up by 10:30, feeling better. Amongst
more family and sister. Pappa and I heard poppers in May’s room. Going letter
from madam at Shelly. Left for a
May’s shirt. Wrote to all family
and paid many visits.
Mr. Hunt. Miss Tappan & others
came all returned over 2090 cut as well. The 107
those at my house. No one out to St. James. Came in from Shelly
and stayed in.

July 4

Took the train to Fort at 5. Ralph at 5:40.
Sunday July 7th

MEMORANDA

Day before yesterday was at church and stayed for dinner. No one to church.

19

Mon. July 7th

A real hot spell the whole country is having. Went and had dinner at a friend's house. Went to church with Alice and came home in the afternoon.

F giornale. Syrinx came back from a trip to Great Falls and brought with him some new wagons. Made a visit to the new wagons. Made a visit to the new wagons.
JULY 1

Monday July 8th

Lovely day. Helped get Sister to ward gifts to be home and went to shop till at 11 bringing back bazaar and all flowers, clothes, etc. The was very beautiful and can't hardly wait to come home again! Sherry decorated a house on this occasion. Stayed awhile with May & got dinner. A storm at 4:30. Peter and I went for Sister baby and nurse. Went to have the car fixed. Sister's car wouldn't work. Went to shop. To the doctor at 5:30. Soon got up toFolded & [redacted].

July 9. Up early. Sister met morning at 15:40. Baby and all glad to see her. Ella finishing Ironing. Had coffee and eggs in most bountiful. Sherry & Sister to bed & slept at 3. We got in just w/ the Codell's today. The Clinton Codells are returning as Casey Morris do.

July 9. Went to dessert & dinner. Morton's & Carol. Catherine took dinner with Sister for a while. First to movie with Sister. Wolfin. I feeling no good. Mr. Charlie going home for the day. Read in my room most of day. Rather to listen to records and type & do office. Some books. Answered all our invitations to meet at Lakeville with the.
Tuesday, 9th

JULY 2


May go in boat down tone to see private

bucket off duty. Want to man a bell +

Mrs. Mills' party at 4:00. Weather to

see baby. Bell story brought me home.

Beautiful party. Saw a lot of friends.

Telephone call James landing in Philadelphia.

Bell adorable. For cosy months and

kindred played with diaries. Peaceful

events of murder in S.C. Everyone

interested in his case. Clyde was one

leading lawyer's, everybody well.

So happy for us at home alone.

we stop for today's noon meeting.

[Blank Page]

19 Papa took mother back home, baby and J to

Mrs. Smith's at 8.30. Ella helped pack. Mother and I,

and we went to Hanover for lunch. A second

trip arriving at 10. Mrs. Smith left me and baby

for two, got a boat in "Bon Air" cottage.

After feeling, got railroad right away.

Papa took me out for mother. She asked for

tea, has 4 the day. No more coming.

lunch doesn't try to walk. Diet has

sodium. We unpacked and left.

Went to town, spent all

afternoon. Met many nice

people. Did not walk

at all.

Dinner and a half rain during afternoon. Jones

to town at dinner. Piano to listen at 1:30. We

tried soup with us, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor and J.

M. and Gill had it.

The state

through 235, 200 today to meet its deficit.
JULY 3

19

Wendy, the dog, is doing fine.

19

Games arrive. Fun.

19

May go out. Went to dentist. Had a

19

wine clean up and go for a feeling.

19


19

Back and forth. Baby girl + Annie Pope.

19

The storm is off. Now. Mary has

19

a minor fever + Maybe Wright. Kate +

19

All her all come to see us. The figure

19

not going good morning. Part may go to

19

bed. Robert King sent out to be electricity

19

appealed. Very much a cold. Tonight to

19

forest & helped with the job.

Thurs. July 10

19

... all well & well. To leave

19

... all in the house for baby Diana

19

... keep it their daily routine.

19

... all in the same sort of action.

19

... until 2 o'clock.

19

... after noon lunch took a ride

19

... with baby in one. 5 and simpler

19

... at 6. Back in.

19

... at 7. Called to Shelly at

19

... all well. A. A. came from safety.

19

... we will eat. Fat here waiting.

19

... as simple. All two off happy.

Sat. July 11

... feeling fairly as sent for Pat Haywood. She

19

... is staying in bed a few days, a

19

... last. Both the pictures, may a

19

... Ralph. To Parsons. saw and talked to

19

... who had just arrived.

19

... three Paton boys to spend night

19

... the horses which 1 was and slept not

... Real cool and dry.
JULY 4
School settled for Tan. Letter from Winnie.

19 Sister + Mr. & Mrs. Callen. Letter from Winnie.

19 Nap + paper bag + day in Charlotte

19 Mattress put back in sister's room.

Papa has to come in after the court. Everyone

19 mamma hot to set for many weeks to come. to tomorrow.

Paper + Rockefeller will take me. Sister's

present.

Fri. July 8

19 It got cooler. Woke up. A very sick day. 6

19 We have the fruit - all the fruit. Mrs. Smith,

19 Talked to May and Papa at 7:30.

much warmer today. Ralph and friends called. Ralph 

9 all up late. Ralph and friends called. Ralph +

9 with home.HAVE TO DRY THE MOIST 

9 felt bag. Read about 10 p.m. instead of

9 woke up. Called on Miss Smart + mother.

9 Miss Smith. About 1:30, Miss Brice.

9 some at 1:30.
JULY 5

19

Talked to Mrs. Thrup about a trip next week, gave paper to play a record with. Came from Green to New London. Went at 3:30 for Morehead with some old folks. Read a book and put on a paper. Returned the worn and rented one. Bought a map for a friend. Needed another one.

SAT. JULY 12

19

But I was gained 10 lbs. during the week. This is the last day we have at R. C. Eastern trip. Mrs. Dr. Potts

Very sultry and humid. Sister gets 13.

[Handwritten notes about weather and activities]
JULY 6

19

Papa suggested we go back to Shelby today instead of Sunday. We packed for lunch, and they left after lunch. We and I got all my things together for my trip, after which I phoned Nettie and Papa said he arrived Sunday. Bed at eleven.

Beautiful day, Mrs. Potts wasn't at all busy. Away with the papers, flew about all day. Good weather and acted like a different day! After lunch Kyle took us to Harvin camp. Kyle & Jack took us to Camp Princedale to see Kyle, J., and Jack. Enjoyed the trip. Rode at 6 in line for start. Very cold enough for sweaters, suits today. I wore red shirt and blue trousers under a white shirt and jacket. Enjoyed the trip.

Wornet today. [Tuesday, July 14] Stayed in bed until 5:30, dressed & down on pond lying in curious distance to "Worms" and bunny. When rain and bugs came in, all made much ado about me being able to be down and to - shock they were etc. All talked in silence and I read from book and got the papers until it rained some more. Miss Williams is in all papers about me coming to the State employed who make under $50 a month. Much discussion in about politics - who is to be war and what it is all about. Read until fall asleep.
JULY 7

Beautiful day but very hot. After breakfast and midday siesta we packed up.

We departed to the General Conference at New London. Ann, Mary, and I drove to Providence and got in after two auto runs. Raced out to watch the ferry at 6:40. Had a dinner and supper service where I read paper on the message. We got back at 1:30 and had a good supper.

JULY 14

Only went out as usual. Decided to go for a swim tomorrow as Valley will carry out as usual. Played in the water for quite a bit. Played with one of the boys. The water was quite cold. We had a good time. I feel a lot better now. I'm a great improvement.

JULY 14 [15, 1931]

Very, very warm all day. Felt fine this morning, went for a swim at 5:30, did feel my good later. Left off noon and medicine but will take some. May be meeting of University Consolidation Committee. Very pleased with cooperation. Felt fine about all the new departures which has a splendid chairman. Met President Nash for dinner. He and some to Rhode Island to visit the Stimson girls. May go to spend the week in the

WINES.
JULY 9

19

another gorgeous day. After a nice
19

10 o'clock ride that 

19

10-21 a.m. 21 queen anne

19

10-3 P.M. 27 queen anne

19

10-15 we ate eggs and toast lunch at

19

10-30 with Elizabeth and Tom in a little dining room attached to the house. We spent an hour & a half there and at 7 we went over to the Country.

19

10-3 P.M. We left 7 P.M. and

19

10-3 P.M. through for the night at Hart a

19

10-3 P.M. to hotel, for Rics.

19

10-3 P.M. She's a little cold. I was just

19

10-3 P.M. I was just about to go to bed, Sat around and talk, then

19

10-3 P.M. I packed the rest of the

19

10-3 P.M. Funny day. Very warm. Pte. till 4 p.m. 110 feet above sea level. Very

19

10-3 P.M. North only 20 miles. It+

19

10-3 P.M. destination was not in place. lunch was

19

10-3 P.M. Some fried fish. No lemon ice cream.

19

10-3 P.M.
July 10

We only breakfast and another perfect day at Byrd. After breakfast I went to look at all the children and may stand with others for letters and plan a week's work for Boston while Taylor and I cruised in. We went straight to hotel to hear some speeches at 10:30. H. & Byrd introduced a sort of a mock debate, which gave a S.O.S. and immediate and caused much discussion and talked on yacht rest and on yacht with Taylor. We had to leave hotel, cause was 3 orders about all your letters. All written at dinner, a

To-day Dr. S. left at 12 for Raleigh for my friends, Twigg & have Cary in the field. We stopped an hour in Charlotte to shop for more Dr. Rankin on us part of way in Raleigh by 6:30. All voted and decided to dinner others came. Said to Dr. Rankin to dinner. May talk about Park at 10. I ate home myself. Sir & myself Ray all day here until 11:30.

Better, only 99.4 fever, but today I had an electrical storm on after much rain. To eat we needed. We & S. & with me ate. The death of Rev. H. & left./
JULY 11

They had lunch on yacht at one, and spent awhile there before we came back. Took a sail with my brother and we drove over the city, had dinner at Bridgeman's, and returned awhile. We went to the boat at 11:45. To be in July was farewell.

May 27, 18

May 28, 18

June 8, 18

We left for the North City arrived at 9 in time to receive a red flag. Red flag was raised with a salute. Scott at 10 met the boat of the State at 3:10 and took a sail with my brother.

July 19

There was a very hot day, and I couldn't get up early.
JULY 12

19

Tueyay - 198

12:30 in my apt. and left until 4:30. We never got to the theatre although we...
JULY 13

Spent a splendid Saturday at home and hospital! Was up at nine and had breakfast. Chauffeur took us in N.Y. at 10:30. Dinner at 2. Had quips, chatted, two weeks to Rogers. After dinner, then to Ziegfeld to see new show (called "Showy Girl"") all stars. Back to Vanderbilt at 8:30, wrote note to court.

July 19

Went to 6:45 and catch train to Albany. Miss Taylor left us the day before. Mr. Taylor left us the day before. I was not well. We had a good time. The climate was very nice. We enjoyed it and took a trip.

Sun. July 20

Very hot, 96° and a few others. We are not too close. All breakfasted in bed. We did not get up until 6:30 last night and 2:00 at 2:00. Went to see 

July 21

Restless night. Dr. and nurse came to immigrate watch at 9:30 - painful but oh, such a relief!

July 22

Tremendous, continuous electrical and rain storm from 4 to 8:30, almost England. To bed at 7:30. Miss Wise went to her room, wrote home, listened to radio (moved in my room today).
Sunday 7th

JULY 14

The morning in
Sea and about 85° & clear. Plant
writing as look a still gaundled.
also held everything & shape and
order after writing & Fields in
compact script & read mail and all
like: c. paper's. May return after
today paper & a letter. Missouri
rede. Before having dinner, and a
steady drizzle all day & a little
but good. Read most of the
... wrote home. May deliver with
his mail and newspapers. Had a place
... to - some places. Ques to, keen all
ome well. Wished they were with us
tonight. So lost at work, still raining.

Mon. July 14

[In pencil]

... paper's I was anxious to
... at the Branch. etc. Has re
clear things, Scooted new
old men & not so well but a
... very warm but a
... very well. Tom Go
... and other at dinner &
... to receive us, he got r. Wonder
... put at deal to be fed; people. Went to

Wed. July 22

[In pencil]

... this morning; good night and all
symptoms better. & Specials from maybe and may be
waiting to come if needed. Write there. Miss
Wise gone downtown. spent morning. Written
George to radio. Papers tell about department now &
with Will Graham and Col. Harbison. Seems Mrs.
administration so full of some sort of trouble!
Went to house, night out there, go over plans.
JULY 15

We left late. Came home and read all papers.

JULY 23

Went to Borders. My wife and I arrived today. My wife and I arrived today.
JULY 16

Up early and breakfasted early. I had a conference with persons about tea getting for the 4th, which I will write more about in detail later on. I went to speak at the 4th celebration in the hall, 7th of July, and I spoke on the United States.

130 back to the much earlier. I am a bit peeved as I come away from a good many odd figures which are there, and one likes to talk with them.

19 - Robert left to go away - a pleasant person today - very happy around.

19 - 8:30. Up, we were up at 7:30. Cleaned and served by our little maid. Saunaged up to prison and to park. Saw young Jack's studio where his models busts are kept and I do not like it.
July 18

Thursday 5th

Up early and had breakfast down stairs with the family. Sent breakfast upstairs to Dillie and Catherine. W.C. and I helped decorate house for informal reception this afternoon from 5 to 6:30 for newly formed counties. At dinner the folks went driving and I stayed home and helped with serving. Then I helped with glasses, Minor juice, etc. for party. 

Flew balloons at 1:30. C. + F. went to lie down after lunch. At my clothes, etc. mamma at 9 took her and read. All made ready at 5 to receive guests. A storm and rain delayed their arrival. When they did arrive they came to the tunes of 750! Estelle Smith, the home demonstrator and Mrs. McPherson are doing the woman's work. The women in the house were served pineapple cream and cake were served, and all seemed to have a splendid time.

At 7:30 Mr. and Mrs. E. and Mr. and Mrs. LaRue left which left us and E. and I drove to meal and when we returned to meal we were joined by Mrs. Catherine and a date. The first lady at teas and all to rest of dinner.

Today, 9:30, called at Mr. R. Read, examined mine and tea. Ma and I started to "pull tree sitters" but came down at dinner table. Charlie Bruce dropped about 3. Read fruit with Spade. Kept it in motion. For dinner, Mrs. Smith sent fried chicken and wise. About 11:30, John joined us from Wrightsville. All got on deck in coats and jackets then hurried away and some having to walk but after that walked to deck at 5. Then returned to bed.
JULY 19

Frieda was in town all week & had 8:30 breakfast as usual for Miss Julie at 9. Had to see them before I left & will see them next week. We all slept me & the others in the office while committees were busy getting things together for trip to Roaring Gap. Sat at Stella's

Will leave at 5 for Winston-Salem. Nice drive over. Sat night with Bob & Mildred Kehoe. Lovely home and dinner for us. The Hugh chathams & Alec James. Sat and talked until nearly twelve. Fine folks and interesting...

SAT JULY 20, 1930

Still hot and dry. Looked over desk and rearranged things a bit. We are trying to keep cool. Am reading a book. Went out last night. Many visited and spoke dates. Ralph & Ben went. Risa went and met me for lunch.

7th date. Read and talked in lunch. All went to Atlantic Hotel last night for awhile. Talked to Mr. Warren, judge, Mr. Bailey and many others. Took Cora, Sunny Warren and Cora and waited around to create and make it. 12 o'clock saw a "rough" recite and an artistic dance. The Evangeline's were with us. Many spectators and announcers. At 7:30 this morning went to school and train. May spoke on "Unofficial Comment" asserting that what would be necessary for N.C. in this session was "General Unification." Had lunch with Miss Bishop. Glad to see Washington and Miss Fisher. Left at 5:30 pm for Ely.
JULY 20

Sunday.

So unpacked and had breakfast in Mildred's pretty bedroom, breakfast room, at 10 and went by to speak to Mrs. Blom at Cheltham, who has had an operation. She taught Ralph at the Returning Gap at 11:30, arrived at 1:30, had lunch before going to Rome to unpack and wait. Had played golf at 9, we dressed in swimming suits and then I was to meet Mrs. A. C. Brooks of Greenbriar to spend the week and with them. Had an elegant dinner the Alice Virginia guest also. At ten we to hostle and had a "whirling" tune of the dance until 12. Met all the Winston people and many others. Slept wonderfully at the Brook's.

Very hot and little breeze, all day. Morning to S.S. and also to church. Mrs. Willey came in at 10 for luncheon. Afternoon to play the To Boot people. Large numbers of Mussone people. About troop and 4 Jane Ehrendt and George - McCall. Good quide. At 7:30 or 8:00 we left the house at 11:30 being fireworks on beach. Ralph went with Simmons, Pat, and to coming to dinner for and we tried to notify them a ride on speed boat until 12:00. Return and later lunch to 1:30. All stayed at the villa; a little from home two.
after a country breakfast. My waffles and cantaloupe and home-baked biscuits were served late, we went to the community church, May spoke to all camp girls after services. Then to Ralph 

JULY 21

We went to Pelletier home, attracting a cottage with a charming view where drinks and sandwiches were served. The Bill, Fassett's, and Charlotte Thorndike and friends ate with the Penn library, all until 4:30, at one thirty to the brook for a wonderful swim dinner. C. Roberts on at 3, and a dinner was given for a visit they may play golf. I started and wrote home. 

We were ready at 6 to go to the tent room for a special party, where the Brookes had the famous big p. o. sale. Back to camp for gifts paid to hotel the 6 in linen.

MONDAY, JULY 22

Ralph and Mrs. Leary learning at 8:30. It was 80 degrees and after reading mail all finished writing and went to bed. Ralph and I stole into the Maine with singles until late. Ralph got to move and I was just, very, going.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 24

Feeling fine. The trip to Black Mountain uneventful, very hot, papers save a heat wave everywhere, stayed in room reading and writing until lunch. Helen and railroad and her husband, Bright, all arrived here talked until eleven. Bright had engagements. Bright with a buggy job very smart for 70.

Stock market down again. He pressed this to all
JULY 22

3:45 a.m. up in the morning while

and noticed the mourning while

may planted 9:30. Had lunch at 12:00.

We and slowly but five
guests. Sat on porch and talked
to friends, about five went to
the movies that. Have a beautiful cottage
commanding one of the loveliest views.

Had a good supper with Mrs.

Dick Stockton and Kenneth Mottastle
as guests, also. Sat on wide porch
in the moonlight with light wraps,
talked by home made candy and
played victrola. Back to hotel at 11:30.

Thursday, July 30

Another extremely warm day.Letter from mother tells

my gram painless. Recheck settled in it.

May go lunch and enjoying. Away all

and on coming. We expect Margaret Rose, Jane and

precious Gordon going tomorrow might from H. P.

Post no full of the usual in flight to the Orient

that Col. and Mrs. Sandburg are taking leaving

tomorrow, telling 13-month old son and fairly good

Towns are heard and politics quicken now. Some

arrests to San Francisco got dozen more candidates
to get. The State is torn against with

the tax bill and recent legislative laws.

Capt. Wing brought melons and apples. May well come
JULY 24

Rainy day. Stayed all morning, reading after lunch. Felt too sick to get outside, as very cold. No golf today. Read and talked. Then off to the Bob Galpin's. Dinner served to us at 5:30. Followed, Mrs. Brooks, and Mr. Salton. Plus Steve & Simon. Played golf after dinner. A lovely time. At hotel by 11:30.

Up by ten. Wrote home. Had 10 farms. 19
19

Not much sleep last night! Baby awake at 6:30. We all got to bed at three! Sutton and I have been talking and watching baby play. Gene and Mrs. Jones slept all morning. Glad to send morning paper. All children to movies.镕 restored then announced only. She is precious. Don't talk much yet. Had her hair cut. Having Peggy here for dinner & Tom Connor afterward. Need to pack. All to bed about 10:30. Started home on morning at 7:30. All together again.
Thursday, Aug. 12

JULY-25

Left at nine o'clock for Blue Hill. Stopped at home! Wanted to see Matt, J. and "our" new baby! Spent and 9 arrived in time for me to get a good vegetable dinner. Ed brought us all cute "soups" from Pa. that morning. Lillian Catherine and Aunt Edna in a real lift. "Uncle" John and Aunt Zina came in.

Went to Uncle Gaye and Aunt but came in at 61 this afternoon. By family once again. The only 2 pracnurs and nurses came. Home nurse left at 63 here. Been here 5 weeks. Talked to family all afternoons at swimming pool and stayed in hotel 3 rooms as much as possible. May get a lift and see the 21 splendid. I'm using all to Cleveland Springs for dance. Same hotel first dinner party this preceding. Catherine got in at 12:30 and to bed.

Fri. Aug. 11 -1930

A new month begins. So much after rain. Just heard about "fizzie's" "party" which took place last Friday. boy girl. all a surprise. Cleaned it this week and 20 a straight up all morning. 5 1/2. One 10 and 22. Came and stayed late. Have 32.50 for 25 at 7:3. For Shetty except may see Ra and Ra. Went with friends and brought some lady with figree. It was a lot of fun. Good morning. It will be last. Today. Talked all morning. All the rest of the
Up early and to baby's room to
bath her. Baby is adorable.
Talked to Mary over phone at
Roaring Gap. A little hot down here
in comparison with home. Stayed
at Roaring Gap at 11 o'clock. We
will take
out into Cullowhee, on a drive and
spend the day there. There is a
lunch
with Bess and Baby gained 3 lbs.
Papa rode the bike with Ma.

We had a lot of fun. The Smiths
is far away
with Paul and the car is at 10:30. They will come over.

Also went to
Green and got on Rich
litle on Rich.

in addition to 1.5 lbs.

Went for a walk. We went to a "Peak Garden"
and drove up at 11:30 from St. Stand at a
half hour and go to Stelley. We had to
say when
about their trip to San. The Smiths are
totally nervous about going. Baby gained 1 lb.

Mother came today. She is in Summit all day.

at home. She came here to take call on the

at 6:30, then lunch at 6:30, then many phone calls. Talked to

and people who came at 9:30 tonight. She

some time playing with Mary and people who came at 9:30 tonight. She

in the large yard. She has a perpetual motion
and is a fun person. She and Mitchell called. She

unfortunately went home and came walking with a car.
Sat. Aug 3rd - 1929

JULY 27

19

Full hot all day. Went to shop to change my clothes. Came home at dinner time. Went to see my folks. Took the girls to the circus. They were amazed. After supper went to Captain P.'s for a film. Talked and talked till late. Went home and bed. Today was the usual. State school to call on or see a girl. Went to town from 11 to 12.

20

The children slept late. I was up early with baby. Playing in yard and enjoyed myself as much as possible. Baby is amusing Ben Gold since his foot operations. Mary and Edith toured the Charleston Co. Farms today. Other also. Gene visiting Miss Smith up visiting James and while the sleep she rose up and watch baby. Mary and I went to see Bess at hospital. She is better but two thyroid trouble. Clyde came down of mine and made plans for paper portfolio present from Count Hume on Sunday. All sat up late. Ralph and Gene’s morning snipping on the couch and day names was talking about today's letter.
Sunday - Aug 4th

JULY 28

Everybody slept late and no one to church. Papa took Aunt Edna and Catherine to Kings Mt. at 9 o'clock to catch train for Athens, Ga. We all talked and read Sunday papers. At 3 Gene, Sister and I went to Taffy's to visit. Also help John arrange for his orders. Saw Winnie in the room and had a chat with her. Back at 6 o'clock had early supper and then to help's room to be with her. Set in Sister's room and talked late.

19

Busy morning. Miss Scott and Gene played tennis with Winnie and I. It was so warm and sunny, a dish in Ralph's room in the. Also separated boys' laundry. Pearlie & Mary playing with girls. Very warm today.

Sister, Gene & Miss Scott wrote cards.

Mrs. Scott sent 8 res, standing Tickets at the fairs. Bessie & Janie came at 11:15 they bought and we settled the affair with Edna & Olive. Gene & Miss Scott went out of town. So glad to be here. But looking forward to Wednesday. We all wish for our baby in the West.

Wed Aug 6th

This, Sister & I spent day in getting up & Mrs. Gurney. We missed the train at 5.7. Finally found one and took the train. Returned about 6:30 and a nice day. We took Miss Scott & Olive to the concert at 9. We took lunch at the home of the contractor. Mama sent two baskets as flowers for Judge and Mrs. Gurney. Then went to church and a white cloth custom.
JULY 29

Sunday, Aug. 5

Family day. Mary, James, Webb and I rode carline from Ramona Gap at 
twelve. The whole family together, and a big and hearty 
ull for the guests! Pap and Mr. Dougherty went to Ashville. James and I went 
for the piano. James played piano very well. We went over to be 
visited. Mr. Steel and Mr. T. were there. We had tea after 
carline. Afternoon rode in town.

July 25

We went to the Little Stock Special Train at 8:30 for 
back at 12. Sat a long time in the town. Got a new black and gold dress at Tally's, at 
that. It is a quiet street. Very hot morning. After dinner we went to movies to see of 
the special act at's name. I rode 
for a while. My uncle came in late.

July 26

All up early. Uncle Paul, Alice, Winnie, Mr. P. and 
another friend came at mine. They were dressed at 9:45. The crowd goes to see Clyde make a speech. Table appears to have no one about except Judge Wardlow. 
I met Judge Wardlow and the portrait in behalf of County. May see 
with the cold and uneventful— a splendid luck of a great man. All happy and proud 
of this day. Family had pictures made. They were in white dress, Charlotte Blenheim, Judge, Mrs. Johnson, his son. The Judge Schmidt, went out to 
see in the house. Mr. Smulcon became a person so 
up to speak to all after presentation. Mr. St. was here from Gretna. Charlotte Court and 
President's Pennies. I think they needs.
JULY 30

I went to town.

Wednesday. 9 am. A trip to Bedord.

After luncheon, spent the remaining
morning and afternoon at the home of
a friend. Served at 3 pm. Supper at
5.30. Broads and a

friend by train. At 5.30, broad and a
birthday.

Went to bed at eleven.

Wednesday

Sister, Jane, and John left for Shelley at 9.30.

Colder and cloudy. Stayed out in yard
with red. John and Pauline. Later, that
derby brought. Very warm. A

morning, saw a really splendid at
2.30. To 1000

lunch, with John boys. Who are taking a

course at State College. Also go can

o to mass this

afternoon and at noon. Yesterday also.

Since we are with Chair, Poe. We need 1 plate.

Imputed to target. Pool Hall 7 pm.

Today, called. It target. Pool Hall 7 pm.

All told over yesterday, and within that long.

whilst have known all the time to go and of the

so if are Mr. Mees. Very hot, all the family to

one thank you. The present. Yet day

them. Clyde. Threw the most country

pictures made with at

you, cooled. We are
given to part birthday party at hetting town. Sits

good with now through. Made shaped for. Set

outside a deck chair. HA is played "famous. All will

shoots in place. On front porch or chair to per

JULY 30
Wednesday, Aug 7

JULY 31

Wet, warm, and all packed for
the train home. 8:30 A.M. 4th of July
and I went out for
booth in the sun. 11:30 B.O. and got
to ladies. Arrived
the one o'clock
7:30 train of 16.1 well. We left
the next morning. 6:15
Treasure:

THURS. AUG. 7, 1930

Wet and warm with a wind from the east.
We got up at 5:30. Breakfast and
were at the train by 7:30. We left on the
7:30 train. We arrived at 9:30. We went
out to see the city. We took a ride in
the horse-drawn carriage. We went to the
Empire State Building. We stayed there all
day. We returned at 5:00. We had tea at
the hotel at 5:00. We returned to the
hotel at 6:00. We were on the train by 7:00.
We arrived at 9:00. We had dinner at the
hotel at 9:00. We returned to the hotel at
9:30. We went to bed early.
Thursday, Aug. 8th

Memoranda
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Left 9:30 a.m. to take train to West Point with
Mrs. L. S. Acheson. Had call on Mr. James Blount
and then went to Washington to talk to Mr.
F. S. Todd. Was to move to a new house.
Kept laundress on.

2nd of Aug.

Left at 9:30 for Cheriton, Va. with
Mrs. L. S. Acheson. Was to type an
accordance in May and
by 9:00 I had
ready to type
at University of Va. at the "Insti-
tution for Public Affairs". Hottest day yet. Had
lunch in Richmond at lovely old Jefferson
Hotel. Returned at 5:30. Went to Farmington County
Club. Beautiful place. Va. Is terribly dry and
hard hit with the drought. All the country's
planted cotton. Bought went in pool for
habit on terrace after elegant lunch served
in bistro. Talked to the Thoreys until late. He told
of his Russian experiences. Had a little "putting
before eating. To bed about eleven, hot and tired.

25th August

Arrived at 5:30. Went to Farmington County Club. Beautiful place. Va. is terribly dry and hard hit with the drought. All the country's planted cotton. Bought went in pool for habit on terrace after elegant lunch served in bistro. Talked to the Thoreys until late. He told of his Russian experiences. Had a little "putting before eating. To bed about eleven, hot and tired.
AUGUST 9

Above the attic is today the 6th. Feeding 12 p.m. Tape
may not. I'm sorry at 4 p.m. Pan's 9. I'm Spanish for
all 8. Baby out on porch,

Book to hospital to get
in. Came call at 1 p.m. Papas not
in. Went to Mrs. George Berens.

Came 4 p.m. Home called

Not much sleep top fli, attractive room held
out of servant's quarters. But small. Mrs. Maples
and Byrde called. Went to University auditorium
at 10 a.m. May 4th spoke. Tyed. Harry
Byrde speaking. All men lunched at club.

Olive at Mrs. Harry Tryman's, beautiful home
and lunch. Ate with Mrs. Byrde Sr., and Mrs.
Mr. Alderman. Back to club, dressed up dally
for 4 o'clock, to meet Byrde to hear Bishop O'Meara.
Called on May. The nominator
Tyed. Byrde to be next Pres. All is.

Both received great applause. A beautiful and

up埃及 at 5:30. With Byrde to Winchester.

Host supper at a nice time at a later. Turned
much colder. Ride delightful.

6:15 at the

Yanke home at 11:30. Not at my place.

No dog but gosh knew. Mother and sister shopped. Still
many hours and hot. She and me to church. Movie
Mr. and Mrs. Tr sampler's birthday. Men ate supper here.

That fellow, cotton dropped if a bell. Voice

AUGUST 9

Tired up.
Saturday - Aug 10

AUGUST 10

Very very warm & sunny. Went to Sunken Boat, Gene & Sister to Parnell. awhile. May
noon. Went to Hock. Came this
morning. Bridge took little map
= months in afternoon. Sister
to Hartshill. Gave party this morning
3. 4 & Mary played at wish. Beth &
and his family and 3 children of
Monty. Also, the 5:30. at Salisbury.
Gino & Bluff 2:45. reached.

Gin on 9:30. Picked lunch

Sun Aug 10

men up early to talk politics. Eddy &
party broke fast in bed. Each couple had a
suit of rooms. Mrs. Bryant coming as early
in bed were in this spacious house. Saw
the four children. All down by 11:30. Mr.
Sharlot, then at 10:30. Church & Mrs. Cannon (Prof. W.
Washington arrived at 12:30. Elegant lunch &
political talk on terrace all afternoon. They
left of 6, we watched a need of & to Win-
dish to see mother Bryant, the admiral and
Tom. all to club for a piece. The Admiral
showing visitors his polar flights. A wonderfully
fine day. Interesting, day for all. This day.

very cool. Time in library feels good. Felt very calm
comes to gather dance. Sat on bench with coats.
men & Sisters complain in room. Been all dinner.
Bill out. Butler back. some com. James had
4 teeth filled. Sister to see many Robin. Gene at
want to check hill tomorrow. Wanda, Kenny, Ken Ramsar
much better. All happy here.

19
Sunday Aug 11th

All up early. Papa and Mama Gene

Sister Baby left 8:15 for Saluda to see Dr. Smith arriving at 10. Found

the baby in good condition but

recommended putting on cow’s milk

Start 2 hours spent over the place

with him and back in Shelly by

one thirty on time for dinner

Horse out for the ride and enjoyed
tending the flowers. She kept her

3 + 6 readings. Rides upset her and
could not ride. We all are worried,

Of course. Bee and Arthur Bryan

came. All ate watermelon. Rained

good and turned cold. Mays J.

Burton batch O played in

nursery all afternoon. Put some

papers until late. Slept in room

with baby. Potte all night.

From Aug 11th

Left the Brydes at 10 o’clock on to Woodman, first

where people went. Sat met all the world.

with professors etc. About 12:30, inspected

the school favorably mentioned all spoke

right of people. After lunch left for Raleigh

arrived at 7 o’clock. Found all well. Beautiful

girl and cool night. A hotel looked like a

garden plot. Compared to present Va. Real

some little else of Gene’s farm. Also Mr. Post

took part operation total up with Mr. Hill

came out and white. Read all Black people’s

people to movies. All went led by 11:30. Twisted

up early with Mary Green. Rode the mile to market.

Sixth meant to dentist and beauty parlor. Played a

pretty afternoon. She and Braxton to movies and one

to see Advent Hour at Hospital. Gene and Ralph in

beauticians to Sheriff convention. Gene with Edith Smith

[Blank Page]
AUGUST 4

Belly sick today with a fever, sore throat. Confined with Dr. Smith over phone. Spent most of morning in her room. May get to go to her tomorrow to make her more comfortable in getting settled in her room to nurse her and stay at night, and help with getting up laundry.

Very cleaning. Get all meals and wash in readiness for her. Belly lasted all afternoon.

My whole thought is for her now!

Laid in bed until this. People came in and dor. also. Went home, Mrs. Wozn + sisters went and got silver in closets. Course again in morning all of us to spend 2 hrs. at house. Beauty shop at 3. packed from 5 to 6:30. movie at 8. Back with + others here on my return. Went late + to bed.

July 12


July 13

Woke up late. Much cooler. Time in library. All morning warmed up in afternoon. Bus to help gone at 6:30. Home at 7. Night in Richmond at mansion then on to Ft. J. In early in morning. Now we have to see their pretentious lady house! She has improved these two weeks and has been a joy to us all. May want to see the plans on the house and exercise. Ralph to movies, James still at champagne Rock. We and George went to a dance at other night's house. I cleared up sister's room.

Mrs. Johnson here awhile earlier. We talked a lot over the phone.
AUGUST 5

It's still running fevers. Phoned Dr. Smith again. The whole family spent the day in the warm sun. Miss and Mr. Goulet, Marie, Marion, John, and Catherine arrived at 4:30 from Detroit. At real hot night. All sat in porch until about 12:00. "Cat" had a date with "Shirley."

Becky went to Charlotte.

Wednesday Aug. 13

Beautiful cool morning, may go up by 6:30. Had rain out. Finished packing, read paper. Left at 9 for Shelby stopped in Kalamazoo for lunch. Bought beautiful cotton towels and sheets for the mansion. Home by 3:30 found all well. Beat packing, gave pass from his tongue. Up at 6:30. Made the round rest of day. The cool sick. Mama training a new one. U. S. for some of 8, all talked late at night. Message from family. Hope we will be happy tomorrow. Whole world will be. Father says, "Christ is on the cross." He seems to be cool. Being blanket at night. Stayed in bed all morning. Be back tomorrow. Setting up at 6:30. and 7 with little Ginni! Can walk after breakfast. Canon called all the lunch. Helped from Jame. His son he was at home on a house party. Miss to see the Mitchell's. Mr. being sick, George Planton and the late. Did George's called. George and I at talk late about "the hard times."

It is more serious than ever, all are more than ever. Cotton market terrible. Ralph out calling late. Virginia Jones has called. I am not to bed till 11:30.
Wed. Aug. 14

AUGUST 14

Baby had a good night. No

pains today. All happy. Papa went

to Raleigh at 8:30 and returned at

11:45. Talked to

Papa in Raleigh at 11:45.

Ride to Deaver's every morning at

6:30 and 7:30 in afternoon.

went to catch night train. To bed

early.

Thurs. Aug. 15

Told to Gene from N.C. last night at eleven.

They left Raleigh at 9, arriving there at ten all

very tired. I stayed and had until 11:30

reading. Went to Sister's for typewriter. After lunch

read all afternoon in library. Much warmer.

had two teeth filled yesterday. Made him

nervous. He is depressed about conditions

here. As all are. I read Addie Gardner

"enough for me" telling of the Gardner family very

interesting. B.C. the B.C. and B.C.

went to dinner. Met the Linn's and Mrs. McGee.

Sat. Aug. 17

Talked to Gene from N.C. last night at eleven.
THURS. Aug. 15th

AUGUST 1

Up at 6 to feed baby the baby, the dogs about well and all we are so happy. I enjoy bathtime and doing for her, after lunch slept in her room for an hour. Sister went up town for awhile. Special from mamma having left Raleigh.

While may entertained the else and their guests made to run early. May and I talked to our children until late— we get together as seldom.

Early, helping mister, mother left for Charlotte to Couple a week's vacation. At 10, one girl and I went to Mrs. Hughes bridge club. Met and spoke to all my neighbors. A till 13. The a good deal. Very cool house was warm, so became a wrap. In afternoon May and I went to Kings Inn and took boat for a ride. Enjoyed family walk with Sister, Ralph and others. I happen man upset so sent for Dr. Took medicine and went to bed early slept in fine room. Soon on the way.

Again, left, Ralph, Sarah out May sail. S.S. all say. May made a powerful speech. May all say. Dr. said. Sister from College from London read addie graham's memoirs. Must to tomorrow. Ralph played tennis. The Tom Craig's gone in called in afternoon Charlie and Wilma Burnes with two children came after so left them in my room. After they left at ten, we eat and enjoyed at Jaffa watermelons, then to bed at 10 pm.
AUGUST 8

Still sleeping in baby's room up at 3 and 6 lost night. The morning was foggy and rainy. Breakfast with Mom and Dad. Baby slept in my arms. Stayed down stairs and read papers and magazines. Pizza Gardner, Sarah and John called. We went over to see Mr. Mac after supper. Sister went to the Silver Tea in afternoon. To bed at 11.

Sat. Aug 16

Bennet left this day. We left now. Packed and left at 10 for a 3 hour drive to visit the Harmon's at their lovely 3 bedroom residence. They were at swimming pool. Walked about and enjoyed wonderful vistas, streams and white flowers and front lawns. In evening the bridges, Kitty and Ben got out came at our house. Had a grand time. Talked over the evening, for another splendid treat. Took a walk about in evening and had dinner talk and enjoyed each other's company.

[Mon. Aug. 17 [1931]

Warmest letter from mother five or six letters as yet again. Went to Beauty shop after lunch. Busy getting up laundry and packing. Joe Basso came, also the Army Nebbing called. Basso must of day and a half only.

[Wed. Aug. 18 [1931]

Read in bed. Finished packing for Ashville many or ate with airy oaks. Car being given to delayed come sisters until 4:30. We enjoyed the trip up. Heart Kitty and Ben goboott occupying a wonderful time Arocn forest. Mom and Rimmer. The cold
AUGUST 9

volent and raining today and awhile Bob McDonald and Ed Fitzgerald started at 6 at Ralph (in his Ford) who has been at Woodbury forest summer school for 61 weeks. telegram from 2 pm at lunch at a day hotel though weather was all ill-natured Baby fine and sleeps all morning after lunch sat on porch after he was out of Seph and Eugene went for dressings Mary arrived at 6:30 Everybody glad all that got a dog we went to Jenkins after out Bill & William went through & Ruth came in at 10 all to bed about 11:30

Sat. Aug 17

left late all packed except Mary we drove to a as & put our respects to Mrs. Toms parents whose Earl and Dushyno's were with us Bill was at Washington until 7 so we drove to Baltimore to pick up a country car & to pick up sugar from a real store at R. Kate & to Mrs. Jordan at Cates part of our clothes are still in residence &

Aug 17 &

gave Melvyn, Rhode & Burt Chirky hand clothes & home & estate. We do not wish please The girls are other word full hosts. Aug 18 to have an afternoon clothes Hat a lovely dinner and talked like drinking a glass of fruit together again will celebrate before hand with boy Thursday night. Very cool here.
August 10

19.

Sue, a q, 18+

Sleep late. Helped with baby. She

undergoing daly, May and Ralph

to Methodist church today. Read

all Sunday papers before lunch.

Saw some without me and

paper. They came in at 6:30 and

we talked about their trip until

bed time. Miss May, Ralph, May P. and

we went to prain. and

bought liquor. Watermelon. Baby

slept most of afternoon. After

we had a tea in library. Miss

worked over the rest of the ruturnal in

her sewing with her dress, etc.

From Aug. 18

Self at 9:30 for Saturday night. Papa gave us

music in the hall. Had an extra give us

back on Ist. Dad is also give us for

winter. Will go to Shelley at 1:30. To see

in town city at 3:30. Then to McKinley &

went for birthday gifts for Ben and Mary.

Next week nothing called. Sick and

we went to movies. Also sat in library and

read late. Wrote letters to Lida does the much

the men up early for food. We got together on

one bed and ate out fruit, talked late that

brunch at eleven. Mary called on the figures.

Men returned for one attack, lunch then

and afterward. Miss Stillwater, Beadle's did

bring some gorgeous flowers. Instruct us to the

temple. Will also to State. Start them by 6

lots of vegetables for Kitty then to Dr. at Mrs.

McGraw's for groceries with the Mr. groceries and the

meals. Work at A. B. and B. B. and Jean

breakfast we. Favoring again and much with

Kitty fare for splendid dinner. All not about.
AUGUST 13

Welcome to Paris, Sept. 21 and went to Charlotte of mine formed to improve that meeting and talk about the Red Army's coming to be at all. Today's operations to be at least.

9 a.m. and then the show continued. Sister and another examination put a glass into for good and reported...in came we went out to lunch. We stood home. Here at the meeting. It was fun. In at 4.30. Left for Stanley to do for the show. Stay in Charlotte. May is a hard job to come with. Still at C.

19

Rich Aug. 21

Oh, and the nurse. It was fun. In at 4.30 left for Stanley to do for the show. Stay in Charlotte. May is a hard job to come with. Still at C.
AUGUST 14

Some time after noon, we went to Charlotte West in the car to visit her in the hospital. She was so much better, painted her face, and said she was very happy to see all the family and friends. She shared a good lunch.

Even for the last time, we visited for a while. She gave me a note which I will read later. Part of it reads:

"I saw a small, brown or black, a brown dog at 5 o'clock. It was a nice surprise."

After dinner, Papa and James to Bryan City to see Mr. Shaw of Aluminum. W. James bought a job for the winter.

Papa, Codner, and I went to see Dr. Shaw of Aluminum. We visited at school. While we were there, Aunt Edna, Sister, Mr. Shaw's wife, and a few other people arrived. They said they would go to Rutland tonight at 12. We talked with them. Took a ride with them.

Took a ride with Bob. The weather was not so good, but we decided to go out. Bob and I went for a walk in the rain. We met Bob's father and Mr. Shaw. We had a nice evening."

1922

With the rain, all that lay already in the lake was lost. It was a lovely ride on the lake. We went to Rutland. We enjoyed Betty's garden. We visited with Aunt Edna and friends. We had a wonderful time. We made delightful drinks. We spent the evening.
AUGUST 15

Papa went to Salisbury. Ex. 23rd.

Went to nurse to see Mrs. Moore. She is still in bed. Sister and I stayed in for Christmas. Went to see sister and came early.

With ice and fires, shine not feeling well. Took cold in neck, stayed in bed. Took B. two other stitches out, feel better. All well on porch in sunshine after dinner. Came in from walk. Went out with N. to ride in Stoddard car. Mrs. Ward called on Sister after supper. Sat around and talked.

Up early, May out of bed. High temperature at 8:30. A midday trip to Canton. Hated to say goodbye to our party. Stopped by to see the Daniels at Lake worth, arriving at Clyde's and Bumiers at twelve o'clock. Mrs. Reuben Pickett, Mrs. Champion, Clyde's and the Crittis. Clyde's boss men were present for lunch. Had such a nice time and enjoyable luncheon. After they left, May and I went to see Bumier's wife, her home. She left word that she was not coming up but she managed to haul all her stuff at 9:30 and home by 10:30. Found all mail overnight. Sold the all about our trip.
Sat. August 24th

AUGUST 16

19

Went to see Dr. for treatment.

Cool place - no faults.

Mum full to time

Tax lunch at 10 past 11

4 pm in the park - May and

Jane played golf. Then we went

To see Mr. S 3 pm.

To Mrs. C 3 pm.

At 4 pm the game was

in

at 3 from Clara, Ben & I

To get to SS with heart warming

with every step - it was

sun and porch at 3 from Clara, Ben & I

Up to houseware for 3 to 6 pm

at 7.30 grand ad

House & Park until 11.

References, Mrs. Bostick + Tanen, Gardiner

Mix well warm here. The food is very old and

mixed weather, also, until today all out we push

in sunshine, talking and walking. Poor me

wrote went to cemetery. She and I went to see Bess

Holly about find fields. Pass returned from hospital

yesterday. Mother and pull in better. Want of cemetery

am and tomorrow come at 2 pm. Many did to have

his might be a man visit tomorrow. Often called yet

supplies much political work coming on
AUGUST 17

Sunday Aug. 25

Good morning. We ate breakfast and finished some friends for lunch at 1 p.m. Luncheon at 2 p.m. A cold forecast for the day.

Went to the Springs for work and a trip in the morning. Edwin Rodale came from New York. All went well.

After lunch, all was ready for lunch. At 4 p.m., all left for Weston Scaird. Made 3 Delta to speak tomorrow to America. At 9 p.m., all was quiet. Edwin Rodale left the Weston Scaird.

The town after dinner. Stayed in bed until noon.ながら

Went up with Edwin Rodale for lunch. We met some friends at 12:30. His mother was very generous. We had a good time. After lunch, we took a ride to a nursery plant to see some cut trees. We discussed about this condition.
AUGUST 19

Sun. Aug. 29th.

Write Aug. 30th.

Sister a lovely note to me. For a little help. Got a card from Ed. at 8. Spent a lot of time with her. Had a meal. At 7, Teeth were a little tender. Sister packed all we had to move at 8. Saw pretty at 11. "Papa" 9-19.

Jim at 103 of 6.

May and I packed for a call. 9:30 to Roswell. Saw Killen. Left at 9. Arrived in about five fifteen. Sister and Mr. Rutland were there. We went to a very nice and comfortable. Her children sent to Grandfather Taylor's house. P. going to a friend's. May spoke at 7:30 to a small gathering of visitors. Protested people in smoke hit, peak. Bratton drove us. We took the train at 9:30. All packed in 900, went 7. Biltmore gave club for Jr. 9:30 to 10. Saw many friends. The great ice. It snowed heavily in the evening. It was very bad weather. Had a hard time. Had to stop for a few miles.
Wed Aug 28 - 192

AUGUST 20

Dear Mom & Dad

Believe it or not, rain show not been much of a factor. Aunt Edna is up in the city and I was able to call her this morning. They were both well but not here. Dad is up in the city as well. We may be up to see the show. Robert recent moved into a new apartment and is very happy about it. He called me this morning and my sister as well.

B. on a train.

* * *

Dad up at 5:00. Got a letter from Mom and Dad.

B. up at 5:30. Dad up at 5:30 as well. He found some papers and went to see them. Aunt Edna is up in the city. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

Back to bed for an 8:30 breakfast. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

B. up at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

B. up at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

* * *

I left at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

* * *

B. up at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

* * *

B. up at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

* * *

B. up at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

* * *

B. up at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

* * *

B. up at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

* * *

B. up at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

* * *

B. up at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

* * *

B. up at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

* * *

B. up at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

* * *

B. up at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

* * *

B. up at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

* * *

B. up at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.

* * *

B. up at 8:30. Ralph and "Beggar" are also up.
AUGUST 21

19


19

Warming day. Satin called from Washington. W. C. last night. Arthur there at 9:30. Went to dentist first thing, then to church. Went to a fall party put on by St. Mark's. Home, then back for us. Packled thanks for Sister and got off. Around 11:30. 3 or 4 called. Some had a red solo, a red tooth pulled, had to see the doc was after. Talk on ranger late.

Aug 29

Saw B. Rock at 9:30, Mr. Shelly at 12. Beat the heat and trips down and 9 enjoyed tennis with the Blakemore. Miss Charlie mentions letter to another, many friends, many posters, the Pittys, Jones, Tow's, etc. and others, letters from Rome. met our faces of you, Ben + Bill at all with Aunt. Read all posters. May and Faith to see Mr. McNulty. James + fed to S.S. tennis. Outside and plans over with family games at the home next week. Sept. 15. Went out with wife. Stay there my wife with him. Have a good stay there. She is writing now. Mrs. Tow's and Mr. Tow's called.
Fri. Aug. 20

AUGUST 22

[Text is difficult to read and unclear due to handwriting and aging of the paper.]

19. Went to a Concert and a 35th anniversary of a woman, Mary Scudder. Went out at 7:30 with Aunt and Uncle. Met with Grandma.
Sat. Aug. 31

AUGUST 23

19 We drove over to Father's farm

19 Sent to Dick to call the

23 James went to church. Papa took

23 Had an ice cream with some neighbors.

23 At 3:30, I went for a ride and

23 Found it rather tiring.

23 My hat fell over my ears.

23 About 5:30, my

23 We were able to start

Sun. Aug. 31

Beautiful day. All went to church.

19 Sat down and read paper. Packed part

19 of supper last night. Others tonight. Will

19 lead the Pledge and morning. Talked to

19 about our work. Ruth and Edith left

19 and went to lunch and on to actress.

19 After lunch, Mrs. Schenck and Bee Suttle

19 called to see Ely girl.

19 After supper we went to Mitchell

19 and saw Mrs. Cutler and Miss Fisher. Miss

19 Fisher without my name. May I call

19owing on checks all day. Both to State farm

19 We went to movies after supper

19 movie after supper.

19 Boy all day. Three and more

Aug. Sept 12th

Sun. Sept 12th

Up early & usual 7 am. Fed Queen at 7. Drank milk back to sleep until 8:30 am. Sonja is a great nurse but I need help & wish I could have help. Phone Sonja Peter at 8 am. & went to church with him. Met noodles & left for church. Mrs. Burgess, my 2 boys Wilma &

Walter had come in at 7 am &

Mrs. Tymer & Mr. Lyman later. Sonja filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,

Sonja filled the empty milk, & filled the empty milk,
Sept 2

Sept 25th 8:30 pm Raleigh. My car was filled with luggage and Ralph's school things. May just do and eat. Arrived at 1:30. Didn't have time to lunch with her. They greeted at 2 and we unpacked. Pajamas and had some good tea and milk.

Read an operation. Signed a rent paper and mail. Tried Ralph out. His new shoes. May and friends got to go to May 8th band concert after 4 pm. About 5:30 pm, May went to Raleigh and got rode out and house in much better condition.

And I went to turk State College. All had a good J gum dinner. Wrote to mama and caught up in davy while May stayed at home. Took for a walk. Ralph sat and rode out.

Aug 25

1930

One - fold day. School begun. Went with the boys at 8:30. Met Miss Howard and new teacher. John came. Got new and to Supreme Court. Came to be at presentation of Miss. W. C. Hole lecture. Splendid likeness fighting by Mrs. Rann. Chapel Hill. Knew her. Made speech. Speech by Henry Taylor. E. Lewis Burnelle and Charlie and Jim Murphy. T. & Mrs. T. C. Bynum. They called there and all were here. The Thistle with all else. 10:30 to bed. W. C. stole over 4:30 a.m. with C. T.
AUGUST 26

19

I received a beautiful day. I went to school at 8.30. None of the children were here! Back and a long note about our summer vacation with Mrs. Tastan while we were busy with some men.

19

I took inventory all of the blankets, etc., in all amounts. Signed all of the documents. From Washington came orders for the clothing. Have started to mail. Have our own talk with all and I need all the days paper and ink.

19

But as we all do, may I ask how the school is doing and why we have taken to talk of the papers and magazines a little too much? We are more in need of help.

19

The first few days took a lot of work. Paper and ink.
Very hand unreadable. Some text reads:

Tropical Storm, New York. They came school at 2:45 came to dinner. It seems Mr. Gill. Much political talk in the air - who is to run? Jim Hamlin quiet. No news about tomorrow. Tobacco. Wear eye glasses.
AUGUST 27

School in the name. Did I have to stay long? Answered a letter of mine, a note to a man I met in the afternoon. So a Bandbox called about the instant ball on the floor and W.C. Anderson called. I went to a dance with him Tuesday and was at a dance with the Wadsworth Norwoods. Back home

AUGUST 28

be much away and people still
19 November Gap. I must depend
on the advice of others. I had
seen Eliza and from my interior
discussion here at 10:30 for consulta-
ion. Need to hire two rooms
at the Re. 27 tent. It is very
expensive, but we managed to get
on 11:30.

[Handwritten note:]
Fed the mice. Watch-

Caldwell today. Spce ma-ning, saying Papa
was Ralph. He made a note: 1850. We were
at 10:30, the Red's. After
had much. When eating
he came. He was after
not at a paper door. Seemed on pencil, then questions
for police. We manage them at 3:30. By 5 until
5:30. Up at 7. Older and child. Wait to
bed again. We sat in room with a
and
10 and a party, Mary and
was quite quiet with family.

[Handwritten note:]
Very warm; may happen out 9 to church. 10:30 State farm
and called on his family and friends then
the family came at noon.
AUGUST 28

19

up early, may and I got some things ready to leave for
Crawford Gap. Dr. West was with us in the middle of 9 a.m. for consulta-

19
tion. Headed to do a couple of rooms.

the change about 11:30. Shh.

the motel is tasteless and expensive.

map of the motel on the map.

May 19, 1939.

Cadillac today. Spent the night at a man's saying Pope
and Ralph. They got in at 10:30. Mrs. M. asked
if I would have dinner. We had a pleasant time eating
pasta, lasagna, and soup. Then we went
for a walk to mix with the other

5:15 up and a stop at the studio. "Want to
bed again," was my remark. They got in
the studio to work. And we called.

Fred, a party, many in and
out. We had a good time with friends.

To Texas for 3.5. After bed.
AUGUST 29

To get to train at 11:30, left at 1:30. Worked on file. I had
T.G. of P. rolled up. Preferred to go. Read.

19

Up late; read the morning news and some
old magazines until 11:30.

Sat. Sept. 1

Went to movies after dinner and then to the train at 10:30. Had to
so not feeling as well. Read papers +
planned the next day. Went to Hotel.

Mon. Sept. 2

Talbot day also my birthday. Very quietly spent. Worked

T.G. ~

T.G. ~

T.G. ~
Sat. Sept 7th 1929

My birthday! Getting too old to tell!

AUGUST 30

Tobagons, letters and cards from May, Addie, Miss
and Ralph, Agnes, Ruby and Miss
Mary McIlroy and Mrs. Pull. A
package of flowers from home also.
Spent day in finishing my reading
book, magazines, writing letters
and reading to May. I had a picture in 
Russell's wife's picture in afternoon.
I helped him get his "Hall of History"
on 3rd floor plus a morning. Early
dinner and read late.

Sun Sept 1st 1929

Boy car is in to say! Had a love affair in bed. Monday, took Sallie, Ida, Holmes, and
Sue out to Woodworn, may a nice belt.
Sue had a big time in prison and a ride
in the city. Early dinner up house for tea at 2.
I left early for town with a pair of mule boots. Pop
in all afternoon. Father left in the evening.
My brother called on the phone. He a native and Thundershine.

Beautiful crisp weather. Expected all house cleaning
cannot nearly get it all. Waiting for wiring. May be to
form next week after coming called me.
Sue Sept 8th
Memoranda

Sept. 9th

Ralph left for Woodbury Forest School at 9:15 o'clock. Will miss this dull day, gave this note to May Jr. and Ralph. Spoke on "place names of word" in individual, minutes, etc. 13.4.00 can plan to see T. in mid morning.

19

Ralph went out with friends; repainted all letters, cleaned all lamps, wrote in diary; etc., then to bed at 11:30.

Tues. Sept. 9, 1930

Mary turned all morning. Ralph left for Woodbury Forest School at 9:15 o'clock. Will miss this dull day. gave this note to May Jr. and Ralph. Spoke on "place names of words" in individual, minutes, etc. 13.4.00 can plan to see T. in mid morning.

19

Ralph went out with friends; repainted all letters, cleaned all lamps, wrote in diary; etc., then to bed at 11:30.

Tues. Sept. 9, 1930

Mary turned all morning. Ralph left for Woodbury Forest School at 9:15 o'clock. Will miss this dull day. gave this note to May Jr. and Ralph. Spoke on "place names of words" in individual, minutes, etc. 13.4.00 can plan to see T. in mid morning.
Tuesday, Sept 10
Up early after getting up for school. Ralph left at 7, went to town at 9:30. Finished buying things he needed to Woodbury Hotel School. Helped Peggy pack for him in afternoon. Had at Mr. Paul's butcher for lunch. Went to see Miss P. On the decorator at 4. Completed re-lining draperies for two bed rooms.

Found them will be lovely. Met with Ricky at 5:30 to judge Lamill's ballroom. We went here again by ourselves for dinner. Wrote to stone and three other letters.

Have a lovely host to one of my friends. I have a lot to do today.

Wed Sept 11
Cloudy and cool, much phoning. Getting all packed for the train and hotel.

In the afternoon, wrote to Mama and Sister. Also from there. Servants busy cleaning up.

A part of afternoon changed my clothes. My rooms, for "heels" to use other one. I left a note of Shelley & Bob Haines & Winston came with Ruby for dinner at 6:30. Inspected the new room for the dinner. Miss Mull came later. Bob & friend left at 9:30 for Winston.

14410
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

10:30. Packed a little later. Finished up all packing then dressed his @ 6:30.
SEPTEMBER 2

19. I finished cleaning out clothes in my room. Really finding out at last where all such things are!

At 5 went to Eliza Andrews’ to get the first dress Mrs. Hovey for Hamilton Chapel Hill about fifty years ago.

19. Billy breaks called. We came up.

19. Billy breaks called. We came up.

19. Billy breaks called. We came up.

10:30. Read. am still

Then Sept 11

Went in at 7:30. Went to her room in my room. Talked in there and to bed until 11:30.

Next to Beauty Shops from 10 to 11:30. Virginia Catto, Catherine Black, two girls, debutantes, arrived at 12th with the men. Dr. Wood, Mrs. Proctor, &c. With Warlick all excited over Bell. Here she is! There’s the mansion. The word: help me unpack the many, many clothes. What a lot they had to present, at luncheon. I fell asleep, while lunching alone.

19. In Wheel at seven had our dinner, them to debutante Ball— a beautiful affair. Lovely girls and costumes. 99 presented their dances, Gondolier, Waltz, Waltz. The people, the music, the sombreros, the dresses. They came here to see all Europe. To bed at 3.30. Cake & logs to supper at uncle’s and N. P. Simonin. Good night. Home at 4 o’clock. All go. Hope
SEPTMBER 8

James, Sept. 12

Slept late this morning, — my first opportunity. Up and dressed by 12.

Had dinner with Mrs. Kenneth Galt and Beatrice Hamilton at the May Fair.

We went to Blanche Macdonald's luncheon.

She had a lovely time together, and then I went to several stores trying

for tweed suits. Coming home at 4:30, I started out calling at fire making ten, with only six

at home! Got home late (tried,

so after dinner I may a 3 o'clock coffee

and talked them to bed.


Fri. Sept. 12

In the afternoon slept late. Sunbathed on the terrace at 9:30. went downtown at 11:30. All invited to Chamber Commerce luncheon at Sun Water at 1 p.m.

While gone we joined table, etc. for a tea.

Dinner at 5:30. May to dine (Mrs. of), at 9:30 to speak.

Invitation dinner with fall flowers and music.

Julia Lefevre and the orchestra from London. Started from 4:30 to 6:30. over 200 guests and boys and girls with many mothers present. served a "demitasse" punch from battleship. Wine by flower.

Sandwiches, wafers, cakes, nuts, etc., Beatiful sight to see so many lovely girls. a good

time was had by all. Had supper, then

went to movie. Work to dress to dinner for Black Cat Club's dance at 10:30. Returned at

2:30. Max and I to bed by 11. Fred came in

very, very, very, marshal left at 9:30 into, Finally, stopped for ice cream.

My two boys sailed today, and

the state of Greenville, the Pops, and Pops, were all here and Charlotte, mother, Mrs. Heald, and we
I don't like girls any more. I'm so silly! I'm not at all interested in them. I don't want to see them again. V. and E. are going to see a play tonight. I'm going to a concert in the cabaret. I feel all right now. I feel better before all this has happened. I'm glad if it is over. I must put it behind me. I have spent too much time with that. I have learned a lot. I have learned a lot about the world.
Fri. 13 & 1929

SEPTEMBER 4

Wrote to Mama and Sister. This is her 21st birthday so went to a check and gave her a present. Wish I could be at home with her and the precious babies. She was very happy. Read most of a book today.

19

Gave Napa's birthday book as birthday card and afternoon forty and airplane - a good day to do this. Read a letter from Mr. Smith. May spent the afternoon very quiet. May spent the day at Goldberg's, returning at 5.

Sat. Sept. 13

Went to look at see and Dr. Kaiser. We called in at 5:30. He is 89 today! Took a drive and left our cards at Mrs. Smith's. Sorry to be a miss. We did not talk.

Sun. Sept. 13

Up early. All down for breakfast at 9:30. Ed Wash and Ed had Charlie for breakfast. All left by 10:30 except Vera who had 12:30 lunch. Then to Charlie's house and "happy" Willis. Sat there having the afternoon. Read the letter we wrote to them. Gorgeous weather. Suits our health much better. Sat with Parnell the same old song. Sister also wrote the rest of the letter. After lunch and moved clothes. Jack may cashed.

19

Had heavy rain storm at 3:30 and went to Sleep. Don't like to meet. May bought up will all his reading. But by 11.

Our crowd left at 10:30.

Good time was had by all. Sarah stayed on until after lunch, then to Peace. Simmons Patterson here with Ralph's friend, and we went for S. at 2:30. All quiet, so we rested and read until 5:30 to State Farm, but we got back Paris there and of course supper time. Then to speak to mayor. He helped me write letter for forgotten lessons. Got some of Ralph's things - skates. We went in other room while Taylor was with May. All tried out. Some much going on. May went down in town and got us some ice cream.
SEPTEMBER 5

still rains. acre very gloomy looking. Staged out bed until 10:30. Miss Thompson came and took measurements for curtains. Wrote several letters in afternoon may have played golf. No dinner. The Community keeps key answer. phones, and trying to settle matters up. Dad way. Finished my book and at 6 O'clock to 6 50 to the Henry for dinner for dinner. Mr. Bernard and Mrs. Henry Sloan and Charlotte had a lovely lunch together. Rainbow rain at 10:30 when we left. It was dark at 11:30.

SUN. SEPT 14


Raleigh started on Urquh & More book and firm defaulted around 300 thousand. W.B. Dutch's bank failure. Cam Morrison an intimate for Senate against Corwin. Mr. Johnson resigned to leave practice. Made report in papers on these happenings.

SUN. SEPT 15

Mary started work at mill yesterday. May had dinner at Watauga club. Miss S. Martin danced 49 to 22.
SEPTMBER 6

Took a somber day — cast a dull and delightful feel. Read Sunday papers in bed, then up and we went to St. H.E. at Potrait. Preacher at Pulveri and Central Church — a grand sermon from a young preacher. Picked up J.W. Bailey and brought him home. After lunch may rest a and I read more papers. At 4:30 we started calling from Col. and Mrs. Albert Cog. Judge of courts has just left to home the night before and his mother, Mrs. B.F. who is 65 years. I am and Malt. Hm to the join P.S. Late dinner. Read N.Y. Times and read Mr. Alec Andrews cap of Woodman of the C.W. Portland. To call.

WEEK Sept 15

Up early. A very hot day. Temperature 90. Busy all morning excepting pantry, kitchen and unloading store in Mrs. Wise. Rested in with ice. May 19 rode both, Wise & 9 to see John McLain &s lady. Movie at 6. Had some farmers up for conference until 11.30. Also 2.9 May well.

WEEK Sept 16

SEPTEMBER 7

Rose, 8 a.m., rain, up about 8 o'clock. Worked all till 10 a.m. and read papers. Miss Holland called and discussed things for some time. Read "Kent" for dinner and spent most of the afternoon. Went to Beauty Shop after dinner and spent most of the afternoon. Rose 6 p.m. Bill arrived at 6 p.m.

After dinner we read papers and talked. Six o'clock called. Some work is put off and rest, at the May college and we discuss all the student mill conditions in general. The State is also expected over there. We read through it all.

To bed at 11:30. Passed 9.

Rose, Sept. 16

Read mail and papers in bed. News from time papers and James letters. Heard from Raph. All settled at school and practicing football. Announced a lot of mail. Miss Wild and I are returning on 1st. Bought lovely cream-colored shawls for every day use at Malls. Ex. Store, on Federal. Third Board.

Washington is a friend of his and Mrs. Ross had dinner. They and others had conference on behalf of situation until 12:30. I sat in for three. Thid and worn out.

Thurs, Sept. 17

One of the hottest days of this hot week! About 9 p.m. Very dry. Took left at 9 p.m. The grandstands of Gator are here for Vendren. Planning to go home tomorrow for week-end. May it be cold outside. Rain may be good while I can talk. Miss all. Until 1:30. Hottest September day yet in 65 years. Would you have about 1100 degrees.

[Handwritten notes and corrections]
SEPTEMBER 8

19

The lesson early dust of to school, and
May fair, med.

that lesson early dust of to school, was

May fair, med. and

that lesson early dust of to school, was

May fair, med.

and

that lesson early dust of to school, was

May fair, med.

and

that lesson early dust of to school, was

May fair, med.

and

HAD. Sept 19

Rain least not, Cout, and clay, early strong, 19th

Brooks were early. Meeting of to recount

at 11 o'clock. Over 2000 present. May made a

great speech all past. Gate lunch. May, got

to see Bird at South Pole Picture, wonderful.

Went to town, got Mr. Payne's plate. Letter

from Rome, Papa not doing so well. Phone

message to come tomorrow. Of all paper.

19

I was in bed two, the last night

left at 11:52 on train for Shelby. Had night

Still extremely hot. All papers written about the heat.

Best packing. Lynn the ever, had gone first. Ross

wrote. Charles, nurse, not separate and 9 left

at one. For Shelby. Stopped in Chapel Hill on turn

to see Ralph. Had a nice cozy room. Fresh up

comfortably with Simon Patterson of New Bern as a

room. mete. Had a hot deep home. My grand

mother ate the lunch, and seemed to enjoy

the white trip. Arrived at 6:30. Friend invited

me and James wanting supper and a

good one. All well. James working hard at

dull time. 6 to 6, making it a week. Sat on

porch that talk. Says no movies. Didn't get to

sleep until 8. Went one more Dr. Nov 20.
SEPTEMBER 9

up early, a rainy day.

Getting ready for church talks. Before all morning, they arrived at 11

o'clock in time for lunch - Noddy, Jams with Tomm Harrill, Carolyn

Blanton and Virginia Hulse. Virginia will be presented at Debilarte Ball
tomorrow night. After lunch sat around the girls, boys went up
from awhile. Noddy went up with May

Ge to swim. Back at 4 and rested

while we talk. Erwin Wills came

in at 6.20, we went to State

College with him at 6. Back and

shopped for dinner. Jadge & Clara

Towers is away for a while. Naddie Wills

On Monroe called all the girls. Noddy

Ellen and I went to church, then while Ray talked with Joe, thought

and the Monroe. The young folks

went to a dance at 10 o'clock.

We all retired about 11 o'clock.

1930

arrived in Shelby 5:30. Got. Mary met me in

front of King's. Found paper very sick, suffering

with fever. 4 a.m. Charles came and the

cooperated with Mrs. Mitchell all afternoon. Rome

gave much trouble. Verna Autsch was born. John Nelson colored, our daughter

letter. Forest and Elroy Autsch of Hickory came

late talked to paper awhile, Alice and Uncle

Mable, took paper in pain and went out. Had a hard night. all the same. James suffered

Sat. Sept 6

from a toothache to bring a friend. We invited my towns

friends. Saremos to bring a drink. We invited my towns

friends. Saremos to bring a drink. We invited my towns

friends. Saremos to bring a drink. We invited my towns
SEPTEMBER 10

19

Thursda 1-19

19

Stayed in bed until 9:30, then had a light chocolate soda and Elizabeth Ann and I went by Capital on way to Raleigh. We went to see "City of Raleigh" plane christened. Saw Dr. Hubbard, all the crew, and Joe Osborne. Left for South and West. All in evening on 2:30 train excepting Mrs. Foy.

19

We and "Del-Boo" at 9 o'clock at the theater. We sat in the special section for the best seats at one end of the orchestra and in the balcony at the other. A lovely evening, but we didn't go too late at night."

Fri Sept 19

19

Body, rain. Caldwell's dance at Clay Street. May, May and Robert and "Wonder" came from Raleigh in after-noon. Papa and Grandma same. Suffered if he didn't take codine. All of us went on train. Uncle Gates over. I have made in Ford to barber shop. Breezy day brought beautiful eating. Mrs. Mitchell called. Until 4 p.m. called. "Jenney" called. Also called. Misses Foy and Twitty at Charlotte's phone. Also "Nellie" called. Also called Misses Foy and Sparkes. James to S.E. today. Bess was here last night. Also came over. Read paper. Left at 9:30, spent in Gastonia and at Banbury, N.C. Bess and Alice called. A very good day.
SEPTEMBER 11

19

Cold but lovely. Had heat turned on and big open fire. Getting ready most of morning for my tea dance and for debutante at 5 to 6:30.

Helen went to Hudson with Virginia for sale. Bill back from Newburgh.

George and I fully drove up at this time. SKenned and attended tea and seemed to enjoy. Afternoon was going well and Mr. Stuart Comer came in for the night. The girls and I went to another dance at ten. We took up Miss P. at 8:30 and at ten, I packed to leave for Shelly in the morning.

[Signature: Sept. Sept 20]

19

Went with Edna and bought three lovely roses.

Mrs. K. was at her headquarters.

Mr. G. seemed delighted with our weather and glad to come.

Mr. Tiddam came and had a letter. Sawyer Weather turned and he signed paper. Mr. Carroll talked to them part by morning. Mr. Tiddam asked to go and see magazine and.turn in. We went to do business. Mrs. E. and Mr. Mitchell talked about it to mothers to see if anything was going on. Mr. Tiddam told me he thought it was well.

SEPTEMBER 12

Saturday - 2:30 a.m. - went to church.

George got to Sunday at 8:30. We stayed for breakfast.

We left New York at 9:15 and got out to visit George, who is sick in Charlotte. The rest of the family sailed at 2. Mama and Papa at 4. Gene and Sept. are at the hotel. Gene came in this morning at 10:30 from the 2 weeks in Hot Springs. We went up to see our precious baby taking her bottle.

She is up there all day, and weighs about 10 lbs. now. Sat in the library by the fire and talked about our constant affairs. Gene and I talked on, and she said for them to leave in another for Brooklyn with her. I've been in the apartment where they will live for a year. I'm going to work in Cleveland this summer. We're all set busy packing there the first thing in the morning. She slept in room with baby until 2:30. Mama and I left at 1:30. Lovely day. Papa a shade better. We drove to the house and took the baby to Brussels. Papa's enjoyed.

We also called on Mrs. Williams, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Turner and the rest of the people. She always seems to be well.
SEPTEMBER 13

19th. Start via automobile for N.Y. at 9 o'clock. Mama took day to pack for trip as we would have a big trip. Brought home for then took a cup of Solt and that time there acted in library.


Papa told he after supper from the house would be there with all home except mother and me. So I may a week or phone.

19th. At 10:30 Gene called at the door. They were from Washington.

Do you feel fine, Gene?

Federal Court in session.

y tahn was "Blue Monday" and a great

Great Brit...ure days - a big

sun gone there - a billion

sun gone, the sun - may be,聂

tell me! All this is a few actions. Pres. Roosevelt
to Congress: 5:10 in Congress

will help. To some plan

as passed I sold cotton

or not. E. C. S. plan of no cotton. N.C.
is helping me to call a -
to Session. May come a -

all this, also I

now plan one.

one - of the - and they is happened

are. To hold on

hen, and no plans for a

greater N.C. may go to farm.
SEPTEMBER 14

19

19

9

bottles of milk for

19

Papa went to

19

train. Cousin Jen from

19

come in to spend a day. Got

19

train at 7:25. Baby wonderfully

19

Boo a drearyed... fed fun at

19

10 as a Sat. to match

19

[229, Sept 22]

[229, Sept 22]

[229, Sept 22]

[229, Sept 22]

[229, Sept 22]

[229, Sept 22]

[229, Sept 22]

[229, Sept 22]

[229, Sept 22]

[229, Sept 22]

[229, Sept 22]

[229, Sept 22]

[229, Sept 22]

[229, Sept 22]

[229, Sept 22]

[229, Sept 22]
Wed. Sept. 23

Extremely hot. Few girls yet

John Anthony came at 10.

I stayed until I after lunch.

brought a little front Russian

Chapel. Then leaving school

I took home to lunch.

acclimatized to the

University. They are the

little clear Isabel. Also an old

Mrs. Pardoe for a companion.

matt. Dr. Bliss at 4 to have

mass written to.

also for many to the station.

now many for the stage.

May for medical at women.

nothing a little repast.

felt better at 5.

See State Festival practice.

Big winds and strong stirs

at Seven cooled things.

Judges started some as Wall.


upstairs. Miss Margaret had a

12-3
SEPTEMBER 15

We slept on the boat until 9:30. 

The breakfast was in the hotel 

lily at 10. She slept most of the day. Still moving 

outside. Arrived at 8:30. At 11:45 

Sister met us. 

To Brooklyn corner $2.15. 

Sister arrived noon. at 11 8:30. 

Her apartment cleaned up. 

for our supper. Great 

and excellent. 

and nice. Our apartment 

just beans no less than 

kitchen. We unpacked on arrival. 

put bed 

made. 

and nice lot of sugar. It is 

a wonderful musical 

book we found out. Set 

out made plans to go home 

for a day. Next day to 

live and bid at all. 

Beautiful day. Papa must little in motion 

until suffered in afternoon. Dr. Tom Burns came 

back from Philadelphia. Said the Drs. papa a 

very sick man. Margaret something worse from 

her operation. Dr. Ellen came bringing 


To hospital to Keji. Came called late. 9:30. 

Cook a good from W. G. Grand, butter from Beck. 

shop at 3. On Babson 7th March. 8 a.m. 12. Banks late.
SEPTEMBER 16

Oct 1st — 25th

Packed lunch and left town about 3:30 am. After •••...•••

went to town. Windy day. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••.

took train at 4:30 p.m. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••. •••....
Another beauty. Stayed late. Helped call for friends. After having
who went down and brought the
in an English coach yesterday.
I worked too hard on making the coffee home, just
was a lot and we left late all after

She took at 8 a.m.
But time for me to
and then got the.
we went to Fulvis
beautiful in one piece.

Papa about came, gradually. Father a little
sick. Sudden death want to sit but
and mind clear. May perhaps be worse
for it. Am all upset over
and papa's condition. James better.
we talked late last George and 3. Papa
ate some supper. We all watched him
lit. Went upstairs the first time. Papa
himself, of course. Gave thanks to Rufe.
left at 9:30 for Philadelphia. Awful train trip.
we heard time for me to go now, as papa
was a shade better but might get worse
soon. Rained some.

Saw Sept 27

Took time for breakfast at nine. A big rain
with might and almost cold today. They taught
me decs. Served me in dinner. Then out
with them. We walked about in yard
looking at plum trees etc. all told a man
— later. Walker and son came at 12. Had
luck at pine. Left lo lift. We left a basket
for papa, called at farm ending. Gill come.
About 11 this morn

and some heat 37 to 40.

I sat on the veranda where others were. Brown, Graham, and some White men. He and judging from the shade for them as all dressed for a few minutes.

We had a lovely time there and talked a little. The sun went in.

We went to 11:30. The Bell had to be run

The next morning I

had a caller from Wake Ton. He was the Voice Pres. That was a

friend. He was here. He was not present.
SEPTEMBER 18

Friday, Sept. 21

Still beautiful. Cotten past from morning. Telephone from Mr. C. B. to say that would come tonight. Arrived here with Mrs. C. B. Stanley. Come out tomorrow. We went to town.

Bought a lovely flower for Sunday. Chased a
devil and two hundred.

Then apartment looks prettier. We did out with our daily additions.

I feel like a lucky girl. Very lonely.

Said Sept. 21.

Arrived here at 7:30. Robert met me. Started to straighten up things out right away. Tired to hear papad wrinkle and did as Epiphan did at 9:30 he was hot when had a

terrible night of suffering. Many think. Dr. Riggs

ate and I started for home at 10, arriving at 3.
Papa arrived and recognized us but was

very deep in rest the rest of the day. A great change in

him for the worst. Kitty person was heart

many callers all day and night. Prayed

with me and uncle George to come.

Very cold, stayed in bed late. Graham, Jr., going

about with flunkie until they got came from

school at 12. Circus day. Had to see Wilson

costs back, didn't see, hope for science.

all thinking of this time last a year ago. So

was supposed by my last, and said time

went by and Graham to movies and all of us to

Circus tonight. High cheek Valence - a good, small one.

Graham Smith with me to New York on Thursday, 50°.
SEPTEMBER 19

up early, had breakfast, left at 8.30 A.M. for 6 o'clock train for
Paris. He was pleased with the child's apartment. We all
enjoyed cake and milk. He asked
us to stay with them. We rode in
car and then had dinner at 11.30
at Coucy Hotel. I bought
oysters there, and then got on
train. It moved after 11.30.

Sept. 29

aunt Clara, Edna, & Ruth came at 1:30 last night. All up. Papa called out "Whee, seen the
"mike" very plainly on night. All of us
up and down 11:30 or 12 midnight. Beautiful
sky. Many many stars. Our father
slowly leaning over us. We can't hardly bear it.

Wonderful fall day. May, Senator Bailey and I left for
Washington at 7:30 to greet N.C. new American Legion
Commander, and the youngest, only 35 — Henry E. Stephens
joined parade at Holdrege. There's in the
town to greet their "popular son" by 10 o'clock.

Many speeches of welcome. National radio hook up from 11:30 to 12:30 when Mayor, Senators Bailey
preceded Commander. Stephens spoke — all at
their best. Sat with Mrs. Stephens, who is young
and pretty. Much picture taking! Back at 1:45.

May had 16 of the veterans club members here to sup-
ner & to the upstairs. Spoke to all. 80 or 90. A fine
night.
SEPTEMBER 20

Sundays 29th. A beautiful day. All left late and all dressed up.

Then I felt a little sick. I

much since you went. The

date someone said to write up.

came

Third time, got them with.

Queen 10th 101 of you. Began go

was what. She rested with

all went to bed in

Beautiful day, but our father breathing hard.

Getting colder, fire in library at night.

Unda george came at 9 o'clock. Phoned

Sister, Gen and Ralph to come. Everybody

sweet and lovely. Many flowers, dessert

and phone calls. Sad. Sad day

Wed. Sept 29

Last day of month. Comparing today and last 

write home to ma. She sent toast. wrote to

are thinking and coffee too. Will take

flowers to church tomorrow. Went 9 was there

can anything left after breakfast. Very cool today.

Was Wise downtown, went to a lot of letters.

Papers have all our pictures and write-up

about you taking long day at Warren.

Is it to "Alexander Hamilton" played by Gil

Arms - etc. etc. Enough for Kansas

picture of Alexander Hamilton. May

is what I can. Would like to be

Mr. Hall here tonight. Saturday Evening Post

asked may put an article on his ad-

ministration. Sent glad in late by pretty
SEPTEMBER 22

February cold didn't. Went to NY at 1:45 w. train. Hated to tell my mother goodbye and good-bye to state, and check on the ship.

out of day or rain. Tried to go on, and hat came off. We were sick and bad and had to the hospital. I was out of, hard done.

19

6.45 for Ellis. He's 9 children.

Tired and home one night.

19

Wed Oct 1st

Beautiful fall day. Our wonderful father died at 10 o'clock. How can we go on without him? But our life is great! Paul was at nine from Wodberry School. All around. His take two and praying. Our Bracket and two of nurses took charge. We eat in Sister's room by a grate fire. Many relatives and friends called all day. Hear lots of messages and letters from all over the state. Beautiful tributes in every paper.
SEPTEMBER 23

We arrived in Richmond on Sept. 20 after a long sea voyage from France via Washington. We set out on Sept. 21 and arrived in Richmond just in time to attend the Annual Fall Meeting of the Southern Baptist Convention.

The atmosphere was electric as we entered the packed hotel. The air was thick with anticipation and excitement. We were all eager to participate in the discussions and to hear the keynote speeches. It was a whirlwind of activity as we moved from one session to the next.

The convention was held at the ornate Old Faithful Hotel, a grandiose structure that seemed to embody the spirit of the event. The lobby was crowded with people, all engrossed in conversation and planning the day ahead.

As I walked through the hotel, I couldn't help but feel a sense of camaraderie. It was as if everyone was connected by a shared purpose and a common goal.

In the evening, we had a farewell dinner at a nearby restaurant. The tables were set with fine china and silverware, and the food was exquisite. It was a fitting end to a day filled with activity and a sense of accomplishment.

We left Richmond at 3:30 pm, heading back to our hotel. The city looked different in the fading light, but the energy and excitement lingered on.
SEPTEMBER 24

19

[Handwritten text]

19

[Tue Oct 3]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]
Set by 3rd

This all day. Both with
standing at dinner time to
other families to dinner.

Didn't play with new friends
and the clothing and
some from the house. We
got ready at the
right at 7 for dinner. We
to the State house to
get the police and
Arthur Price. He

matched Tom. Finally
and a long way to go—

and the time at 2 —

the dinner at 5 —

for dinner. Since

wrestled the morning and

children and with them. Got

the paper at noon. Even

the night.
SEPTEMBER 25

19

[Handwritten text]

19

[Handwritten text]

19

[Handwritten text]

19

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]

[Handwritten text]
SEPTEMBER 26

19

Sat - Oct 5

Had late tea & then we headed over to Lakeview. Left at eleven with May, James Weir, and Belby Freeman. Escorted by four merit police men. Had a lovely lunch at Mrs. BN House and saw our name dinned around with other invited guests. They were still praising

us. -

Lunch and hospitality! Settled at 2 for great, new - 17,000

stadium seating 35 thousand which was dedicated with all the duke present. But who \( ^{2} \) had brother by Pitts 120, 150, 170

W. Va. (girl

met in suite) had a

D. and Mrs. Jones ordered for dinner. Stayed with

friends. Ordered dinner at

12 -

1930

Sun Oct 6 - 1930

had tea at home. Went to Womans Union for dinner. Went to Bishop Angeline's house of charity, George E\

's & W.O. Baby also. Mattie came.
SEPTEMBER 27

Sunday, Oct 6th

Fannie says we all went late 2nd May for church. We met a girl. No one at church. The planned to drive downtown 5. Set in the room most of the day. Read Sunday paper, then walked & talked to Lenin

19

and letter from George & sister which we enjoyed


19

After dinner may had some men to call. Wythe Roy's 5.

Shelly came and stayed until 11:00 his mom came

and stayed until after 12.

19

We can't get the bed before 12:30

Aunt Nancy to write tonight.

We worked hard all day in attic, setting, dusting, and cleaning. gave paper things to relatives, servants & friends. Gave to Gwunt from Sue and forever first of them to friends to have help for play, like the pets as from brethren two much. Paired all silver. Set of company.

House being prepared for clothes for winter.

went to Beauty Shop. Sat 5:00 called Alice to

Charlotte with Wythe Jew for Matthews over at night.

Went to dinner called 5:30.
The Bad War 1917

From my old letter. Stalin

Look out for the Battle of Athens, against

the British, on account of the American

entrance. Later, the Battle will continue.

Battle and

Red Army will

fight here on American

ground. Deeds not done before.

The British part is about to

pass. The order is from London to

get us in and stick, regardless of

fate. I have a mission to

spearhead the General

Saw

P. S.
SEPTMBER 28

Day we all
made ready
for
the
bank. We went to movies at
Batesville and ate
lunch. We met some

Heard a very good,
concert and many
with us. Enjoyed immensely.

Perfect weather for 150th anniversary of Battle of
Gettysburg. All roads led to that town today. The
Pres. & U.S. and Mrs. Hoover arrived on special
train. They introduced him to a crowd of
50,000. We heard all over radio how [he] hearse
sent sympathy by May F. who sat by him.

The military parade preceded a speech at

Webb's lawn. We had a day for most of S. Carolina
men, ward, and 9 sick of 10. Some of them
silent, it's pretty to move to return
for winter. We heard from M. T. Hudson, Ray
Wendt, Mc. N. and S. Poite, called Alice Darrell.

The best picture of us at the

W. Bailey spoke May 13.
up early. She takes to bed several colds, and I doubt whether she will ever get well. So I do not want to be alone. Seems to have lost a lot in the stock market, which has been at record heights. I was in the city on Friday and she is sick in bed. She told me Jeff is high on the men who work in the West. The Do shop at 8, and do not Equal St. He goes on to say more. Home by 10. After dinner I did May 24th lessons, wrote a letter. Welcome a speech for tomorrow. I A.R. 10:30 I met Mr. Taylor and got to bed late. Today is nothing. The committee attacks it. They are bit running for Gov. of the State.
SEPTEMBER 29

19 Sat. paper by noon. Read a model and read letters from Morse, Sister and Pauline. Had lunch with Mr. Blundt. Delicious Pecan Rolls.

19 May left at 2 for Rockport. Mr. which brought Mr. in farm at 3:30. Mama and 3 drinks in evening and attended Mass.

19 Met Mr. for piano lesson from 4 to 6. Loved informal coffee with my good girls. Couldn’t eat much & when dinner on our return I had “beer” with! Came upstairs.

19 After dinner and searched for my piano music & found in my room. Make bed 2 min. down in library on the bed next. Caught up with my diary tonight. 12:30 sup to bed.

[Handwritten note: Wed Dec 8]
Up at 8 o'clock. Left for Dist. 60. Left and was the Post Office from there.

I then drove out to Benvenuto. After lunch

Dr. Peck was from R. R. & L. Ry.

To New York, Souther

6:30. Will then come to York for the night. Write

Still busy as usual.

feeling for dinner. For a Pre-

sent I have a picture

P. 25 a couple of

Parasit. Work all day, 8

Volly was killed, 9.
SEPTEMBER 30

19

We slept late today and well enough to go to school again. So happy.

Mama and I read letters frommerge, Mother, Papa will lead, Belk, in the morning, arriving here about three. All write. Sisters, gene and lady, all doing well.

and William. Brooklyn fine. Mama and I helped Uncle David on a flower shop. After lunch helped

for regular. At 6, about 42 called. Mama prepared tea. No one for dinner.

Mama and I went to movies and to bed about eleven.

Thursday, Oct. 9

We got up early. May 9 to school again. New books for him. Began work on again. Moving from my old room - a big job. Servants for all cleaned attic, then driven in 2nd basement floor.

Looking through some more old, minor bags, packed up clothes, etc. to Wilkie, Mrs. Bangs, and the Bangs' castle. Will be a miraculous miracle. Mr. Jones, Miss Jones, Mrs. Textil, Book of N.Y. Spent the day here. I went down at 5:30 to the time, to be lunch in room. Be left at 6:15. May and I met Wilkie. By fire in library then decided to me but to 7pm. Taylor and William came. Stayed till 9. Left in specialties hall. To bed at 11:30.
Ladies breakfasted at 7.30 in morning. Pray for S. after the left.

I had to do much and lots and housekeeper ladies got house cleaned for me so Miss Mary McBrayer, Misses Rose and Stella Irelandon. Then it at 5.30 then after at 9. Poised it and I went at church. He + + 4 football. Pray for S. sein his new mate, to.

He + + + + + + +

He went out for me + +

Saw Father in the room +

and Shelly had to hold onto me when I went to all and him all going on and starting. at 6. We talked until 7.
Beautiful day. Up and about looking over house fairly that needed straightening out things, etc. Mama read all morning, papers, after lunch we helped Uncle David get his table arranged for the New York crew—Mrs. John Himes, Mr. & Mrs. P. S. Flower, Mr. Horace Beatty, Mr. & Mrs. Chip Wood, Mr. B. P. Hale, Dr. J. W. Cleaveland. Chapel Hill Fire Taylor who ate 7 boll dinners here having arrived at 5:30. On John Himes' special car. After going to rooms and admiring the mansion we had a lovely dinner, then to the station at 9:20 to take N.C. Special to Atlanta to see Carole Lombard. Frightening Friday and on to Athens next day to see Gale George in play. The 7 private cars is lively and convivial and we had a fine night. Going to bed late. Thomas stayed with my pap & Mad. Fri Oct 10 [930]Coming through cover. Worked all day with finishing thistle and the grass cut 96 yards, opened up by 9:00. Mama had + her self at 5:30 pitch in. We all had a good time.
OCTOBER 1

8:30 a.m. Breakfast in the hotel. Left early to meet the Governor's reception committee. They were taken to fair to make speeches, while the ladies in party went to see Stone Mountain.

That wonderfully interesting Confederate memorial site—where the national president went to Capitol City Club at 12:30 meeting distinguished Atlantans at President H. Carlin's. Then back to hotel. Lunch with Mr. Bibles of Alabama—having a lovely lunch. Then on to the first ball game. Perfect fall day, at least 30 thousand people all arrayed in many fall costumes.

In a thrilling game we beat Arkansas 21, Georgia Tech 6. Everybody happy.

To radio studio at Atlanta Biltmore Hotel where Roy Acuff chose to talk over radio. Supper then given by C. Ackleman—future President, niece to car to dinner with Maj. Gen. Cohen to a delightful dinner dance. A great time. Beautiful singer girl and everybody was groovy. Got for the cake at 1:30.
75° heated 4 and 1/2 hr to protect. So kept to

sent her lunch out and for tea here, the messengers new

and rope with hard

got and can't be

with tale and etc. She

man and

Woke for it at 10:30 for -

look at and LaVail

hair taken and, on a -

Maya stayed in bed. Returmed at 12, set on -

a run with dinner at 12.

also came one yesterday at

3:30. Left it it this afternoon.

shovel of

left at 2:30. Then

then I shov -

now he -
Saturday - 12th

OCTOBER 2

Punted all night out to Athens, having left Atlanta about 4:30, not much sleeping. Sat breakfast at 7:30, sat and until about 11 then went to Memorial Hall for lunch with Carmelle, Snelling, Mrs. Newcomb, T. Coley, Jancen, Ann and Erwin. Erwin took us to the top of the New York central at on car, and we at the beautiful new Georgia stadium. About 35 thousand people at Georgia Tech. Yale! A gorgeous day almost too hot. Went to our cast of the game, had a party, a celebration. Left Athens at 8:50. May was nice with pure fresh mist at night. Everybody tired but we didn't think about it.

Arrived in Raleigh. 10:30 et. 11:30 a.m.

Sun. me and max 1:10 p.m. all slept late. Talked in morning. Went in lunch, thinking about the time last Sunday and 9:30 to 5:30. Sent phone alone 9 a.m. to Sarah, Austin, Denver. But in much best health. All slept after lunch, then for a rest. Surprised much colder and went on traffic to east towards your ground. After dinner, wrote a note and made a second called. Some of us read afterward until
and out clearly. I got and got for chapel till at 9:30, to the Mr. Daniels and said to me: to Mr. Winsten and watched the faculty and staff put the golden seal on the ground hall where the dedication commenced at the 13th Amendment. It layed on the cornerstone of the university. It made me feel possible to build this old plant and all the others. The good Lord and the average and the magnificent of the nation. All the president and the chancellor and all the deans and the professors were present for a visit. Best of all, all the afternoon resting on the grass, life and peace in my room.
October 3

19

After getting the car we went to visit the Stagl Asylum and the N.Y. people were delighted with the trip. Came to Nassau at 12:30 and had lunch and took them back to station at 2 to go on to N.Y.

May went to bed immediately and I got her slight case of flu. She slept most of afternoon having 101 temperature. I made paper mache a + 3 for a good trip etc.

Unpacked and wrote paper at night. All went to auditorium at 8 to hear great sermon by Dr. Spriett again. After had the birthday dinner this night the 11th floor.

19

A few Boots, Mr. Taggart and brown raincoat dinner at 7 pm. All brought flowers and cards. Pepa brought some at 7:30 that they sat night they took them in.

19

Raining. Opened the fair. Went to New York for dinner. They seemed to enjoy it very much for me and that would be nice without the rain.

Frid 08-13

Rainy. Opened the fair. Went to the fair at noon, show, lunch and dinner there at noon. Busy all day. Wrote in diary all afternoon. Watched the dance. It came after dinner. Worked on scrap book. Wrote to Ed.
Busy day. Very late a- 

waking after midnight. Went 
on early. Was woken and 

“confessed” about the golf cup 
tomorrow night for nativis 
com. of the American Legion. Blen 
Stevens of Warren and Will 
who squealed at tea tomorrow. 
Both garden and roof. He saw 
fire for lunch. Max was 
with Haynes and County Chairman. 
Stot to attend De u 
employment relief for Winter at 10:30. Went by for Blanche, and 

happened to call on Mrs. Blanche. Guest to play contract. Vic 

adia at 6:30. 6 playing 
to 6. Two for return. 

had lunch. Came back at 7 
to see Betty, Mr. Henry, Jim 

and Mrs. McEachern, awhile. They left 
at 3:30. Dick on dressy look 
avent. Later on with 

they almost home okay love my kids.
OCTOBER 4

Good weather and glorious weather! May has to stay in bed several days had a restless night but fome today. We had all morning papers. At ten lunch paper and paper went to fair and work in rooms. We stayed home and helped the flowers and from 4 to 6 the winds of the boarding managers who are in town called. Mama poured tea and judge helped. We went by coach to the Boarding dinner for notable returned 9. Cardenas and Berck speeches.

July Oct 14

Rainy and gloomy. Read mail and papers and wrote many letters. Worked on scrapbooks most of day. Hand and knee were in water and writing wax rested after lunch. The latter ended in Jones about 5 in a list. They left about eleven. Preach is the greatest and most inspiring preachers in the world.
OCTOBER 5

Another beautiful day. Went up to Mr. and Mrs. Josephine Daniels at 10:30 for the informal reception for FDR. They gave a lovely lunch. Left at 2 on foot to help get ready for dinner for FDR. Mary and George met me at Layton's. Everybody arrived at 6:15. The meal was a canopy. After dinner FDR told the story of the War. everybody had a lovely dinner using all silver. At 8:15 we went to the Capitol to celebrate the Edison night. Turned on flood lights of the Capitol and everything was made up. We went to layton's and got back at one o'clock. The men went to bed.
Oct 15

Up very early, was out and didJo. 50 Yorktown at 12:30. Went busy packing, trying on new clothes and writing to all children and mother. Gen. McCall's car and all left at 2:30, went by schooner at arrive at beautiful Nau Chancellorsville Hotel at Old Point Comfort at 7:30. Dressed in evening gown for lovely dinner. Our table went to General Pershing. Marshal Petain, the French commander of France, during the World War. Many names and for some people there is attendant and national and state memorial. 150 anniversary of the battle of Yorktown. The surrender field, was Washington, Wilson, Mrs. Taft, Mrs. Anne Cleveland, three widows of presidents, Sec. of Interior, Ray Lyman Wilbur, Sec. of War, Symon, William Gibbs, Sec. of State, French father.
OCTOBER 6

Promised to have 19 after breakfast. Papa went to town. We arrived and took his place for O. This afternoon, Papa & May flew up to nurse at 12:30. We visited a at dinner time but by 4. Had 58 callers this afternoon for State 140 and Pogo, A. S. Ever from F. E. Miller. Helped my mama with great help. After dinner we all talked and to fair grounds. Everybody shopped. We went for first time, ride on horse on 164. After the ride, we walked through rows of overgrown weeds. Rest at 8:31 for 90 minutes! Finally took some food and came in.

This noon, and we all look in fair. Baby

Wed. 15th
October 7

Mrs. Mull and the Clarke girls came in about eleven. Had early lunch and all went to see Harvard-Yale game. Another good game and Harvard won. Montrose had lunch with us, also dinner. Miss Julia B. and our little personality, Pocly, met us at the railroad. At 4:30 we all went out.

At 10:30 talk to the fords until 11:30 out to check.

In Oct. 17

Beautiful fall weather. Went to see the Harvard-Yale football game. Not too bad. Went to see the Harvard-Yale football game. Not too bad.

In Oct. 18

Beautiful fall weather. Went to see the Harvard-Yale football game. Not too bad.
Oct 17 [1931]

When the army went on a day trip to the
mammouth of Va. to about 50.

beautifully decorated tables and

innumerable food. We went with

Carson and Borland in Chuestion

The next trip was to

enjoy the wildBuck and

menghie.

You and

Pauline and

spoke at great

spleen on Quin. Mason

and

Shiloh.

1820000 for the

72"".

well and

ate up to diet.

I

shut the sound of the

tent on the field. The

in

to

I

in

write in paper 6 of the

battlde gun by the end

fort towers. in drum at 2:05

at

he

in

A

145 battle ship

batter and 45

I

Friday 18th

OCTOBER 8

10

tell & Charlie left again last night. They are in Greenville. Then there, mama & maybe left for Shelby about 10:30. Then I talked to hit them clerk. I wanted them to start for some time, but seem to the R. They had to.

After they left Bizzie & I got busy writing a 80 & wonder

clerks all over everywhere. I answered mail and read

papers a while. Then lunch & I went to board. 

May & I got up & left for the first time. At some time & I went

to Albert & found a bunch of ropes

in our farm for a long time. But I went

everyone but came one at

all right. Going all the next day &

James Wild had gone to Blantin &

and a McCaulley went from home

and Julia Boswell on

for whom there was a dance. [Sat Oct 18th 1930]

much cooler. There were the first finer evening & cool. I went to home & found

on a var for moma. After I came, went to the house & got

up & was up & then went & sauntered. I improved the outlook &

then went down. We write and to the Blantins & to the Boswells

for 2 a.m. Energy sent from Highlander. All was fine.
The city is lovely. He did see the celebration at 6:30 a.m. At 9:00 we landed at a spot on the shores of the Potomac. We were to have a dinner for Commodore H. H. and the French. We were given a reception to the American consul, where Mr. Petion and the Envoy received us. Then we went to a fine manor and the French shore. The manor was very well decorated and there were many warships tied to the shore. We played music, danced on deck, and ate dinner. After dinner we walked, with a changing moon. It was a grand time.
October 9

Up early and to Chapel Hill at 9:30 helping Albert and Ardelle and Rose Pum and wife. May be a dedication new building at 10. Speech made until 12 then to rest till 4 and speak to hundreds of people! at least 24 thousand in Chapel Hill in Carolinas get ticket to go from 9 to 12. Everyone ebook over the results! We had church

in private dining room with Dr. Chad and other famous guests. Beautiful warm day after some

to Raleigh do they on a traffic

for an hour. See house

Hattie came, law enforcement a short time

build a house, after night. After dinner read

on Oct. 9

Clean and tidy papers all morning. Mama + made an armchair. Fire in fire-place then

Mary to S.S. Mary feeling better. Had message

et cetera from Strauss. Dr. Lloyd to Clayton

afternoon. figure 1688 in hospital, N.H.

Vann and daughter called to 5:30. P.M. of W. Bailey, all made requested late. James desired income.
Nov. Oct. 17

In identical day and same manner the command of Company 4 of coast gun in the 45 degrees 9.45, the command by the P.M.C. to move from the camp all started to be on the 7.00 Star Steel Bo. as a corvette at 30 meters. A period in which we have been during the time we left them. 3:30

We went to the C. P. and what I noted in the written games a little to personal to tell more and so was the death during the last days.
OCTOBER 10

Slept late. Spent all morning little time
in the garden told I promise return. Mr.
traveller left for Shelly about 11am. at
Elizbaeut Weir and Helen Quinn and
Mrs Tom Green. I shelly come
in and took lunch with us.

They had been to yesterday's farm.

19

I showed them over the farm. in then to see the new farm in then took them out for an exciting

Hunt trip in the state Park and to ride on the city after lunch.

They left for home. They rested

and I caught up with all.

Sunday papers. Beautiful weather.

Sunday papers. Beautiful weather.

Sparke took my wife and jamie back
to the stable and they rode P.

I took the 29th out at 5:30 for dinner.

6:30 You did not think so may for

Sleep in any. I wore pants. I. C. fake

and sent him a ball. I saw up with saying taught a I
down to John. Fell some more to

A new book. I'll call the book

Good fortune. Then Oct 21st on Tuesday for a coat

for me in the beauty shop. To hot shop ride after

In the 21st of month. I love this.

The good fortune. I shall be a for 21st. and all

took dinner. I shall be a for 21st.
OCTOBER 11

19

All morning painters came at 9 o'clock to paint bedroom furniture. Miss Elizabeth Thompson, the decorator, came at 10 and we talked planned and worked at other rooms we wanted to go over" until 12:30. Only family and tree for lunch. Write Mama and sister to read all daily papers. Help parents cleaning up beds late, etc. Mary & E. Russell went to movies. Regan to

Run steady about noon. Was ill. I cleaned up to meet I lost noon. After dinner.

Mary and I went to see "The Gold Kirby" & Broadway and thought it a fine picture. Had to stand in line 15 minutes. Back home and to bed by 11:30.

[Date: Oct 21]

Very cold. Fire in man's room. Went to heat. Stopped reading my newspaper. Took pat and

Mrs. Ware came in evening, and we sat a while. Much news to one and the others. Boys at 9, 11, etc. to Pikes. Beat me in after one. Janie came from Shelly at 6 o'clock. Reports all well there. He broke his arm and moved to night. Found mamma here we all came up to get mail last.
The beautiful rain fell all day. Surely we do not want the rain for it kept me from coming home. I am at home, writing this letter. I hope that the clock will show the time of our orders. May it render with all justice to the Eastern Company wanting special reassurance. The market has to listen and that we buy at the right time. It's required at the time. A great deal of some kind and baby doing fine. A very had of the Milburni at the moment and going to Portugal tomorrow to hold the Gis. L. v. W.
OCTOBER 12

Up early. Still snowing, but weather isn't turning colder. Had letter from Roma, forever of hers, horse and paper try to Burnside Sunday off. They will stay there the week while papa holds court.

At 10:30 went to Hanza Price Pharmacy to the Bridge Club—of 3 tables. So it Virginia Fisher, who goes to St. Mary's.

A nice time and a good one.

11:30 had lunch. Home by 1:30. Read paper and had a terrific lunch at Mrs. William's friends' house club. Miss Delia M. Carroll gave a wonderful talk on the stream.

12:30 St. Pat's, lovely refreshments, home by 6, had dinner with family and to Mrs. Tom Keene, at 8:30. Parted and to bed. May had a conference on. Back in

11:40 eleven, having had a delightful evening and a full day!

and dear. We wish all well. Horace called. To ride, an afternoon, the tens and. The train invasion is here. He and they played golf. My blonde came at 10:30. We came up -

[1943-62]
A. Oct 22. 18...

I went to the store and bought some dried goods. The shop was closed, so I had to wait until it opened. I decided to take a break for lunch at 1:30. By the time I got to the store, I had run out of bread and milk. I bought some fresh bread and a quart of milk. I also bought some butter and cheese. I was very hungry and ate a lot of it. After lunch, I went to the post office to send a letter. I had to wait in line for a while. I finally got to send it, but I left the address out. I hope it gets to the right place.
OCTOBER 13

Oct. 23.

Short letter. Another beautiful day.

Painles putting in last coat.

Then rows rather in a mess.

Helped uncle David arrange flowers for my "At Home" this after.

An hour later, after tea down at uncle's, then on to a tea at club this afternoon.

Family no dinner.

Poke some afterword.

May had dinner with president of bank.

Soon at a cinema. They talked until 12.

Good night. Stock market broke terribly.

May 23.

Oct. 23. [1930]

Came to bed and ed. Read in bed until 10.30.

Went to dinner at roses. Passed by tennis court.

Had tea, striped them out, dressed in white.

Left about 5:30. We came up to Hyde Park with May.

She came in at 11 but couldn't get in.


Gum. Oct. 24 [1930]

Clear and cool. Warm jacket and coat prepared. No bills etc. No talk with terminal.

This room. The phone is on the wall. Sat down to write a letter.

Called up Clyde. Asked Henry who had not called last night. As a reason called. Telephone line was not open. He spoke at some papers. Back at 11.15 and all talked until 12.
Monday Oct 23 1931

I went to walk in the Smiths and we saw the bike taller in their home. Also Red and Kaylynn Blair. We saw the famous comedians, L.G. Jones. Mike said he had lost 20 pounds. I'm still working! Mary and Will left for Duke. We ate lunch at a restaurant in Durham. Miss Smith left for Washington, D.C. I came to Shell with Paul and Rush, arriving at 4:30. We stopped in Washington for lunch. Saw Bertie West Austin and my Winfield College. Found mom much better but was still in the nurse with stay at least two weeks. Has high blood pressure and pain in kidneys. Doctor advised staying in bed a week. People feel sick and feel good to me. Talked to mom.
OCTOBER 14

Friend invited us to leave for
friend's house and stayed at 12:30
we met at 6:30 and went to
Puff Shades Inn. The next day
was airplane - the pilot
was flying with his friend to Miami.
A few hours later we arrived at
the airport and were picked
up to take a flight. We arrived in
40 minutes - the plane was
very comfortable.

2 hours later. We met 12 in the car and
took us to Summerville where we
went to a large house to meet
the family. We had dinner at
6. Going to Raleigh and Raleigh
had all the family. We came back at 10:30
and we talked until 12. A great
time spending time with great people!
Oct 24 - 1891

Beautiful balmy day.
I ... had a good night.
I go to rest, but the more
I try to... - very peaceful.
I am in bed for a week.

I want to miss mass, etc. I fixed
up to go to... in a little week
that - maple trees all
yellow - at Sutleis. Sat and
in bed to ten, went to church
George came do tho.

... and Elizabeth C. & I
Be not long stay here called.
Sat with me a while nurse
fit her, she and I that much
came and that everything
is fine. My called at 10:30
so, I am in bed. Read me

very late.
OCTOBER 15

Friday 25

Breakfast much prepared in bed; she has written
sent, and is busy chinese
several men etc. How went to town
at 9:30, with People and at 10:30
I joined Ralph at Mrs. Sunday Pettit's
both. We toured the city looking
at her old furniture etc. which
She wants to sell. At 12:30 Sh and
I went 16 miles to Mrs. W. N Reynolds
country homes Tanglewood to
lunch and left luncheon in honor of
Mrs. Julia Pettit of S.C. The author
who won the Poetry Prize for her
book "Secret Sister Holiday." She is
darling and her great prize
time Glass Mirror and Edward E.C.
Gregory of Saluda, and about 170

Whistlerians were present. A
beautiful piece. Left at 3, joined
Shaw at the E and we jogged
over north to Raleigh. prevailing
in the streets was a carousal.

Tall cedars everywhere. Found
May, P.J., Jimmy and all A.R.
Mr. and Mrs. Sarah Bunch. Bel
Oct. 25

19
Sunday Oct 25

slept late. Another beautiful morning. My room feeling much better. All lively in the morning, braving the cold. I start to weep. Many memories of Uncle Gates and dinner dances. In afternoons I'm like an old church lady. In afternoon Miss John. Vera called. I was told to come then. Paul White and the Friday night club. My phone call. Semi-formal Mitchell Sunday dinner dez. As we get better today, but never will be as we again see his/her face. Want sister and father again. Afternoon about Army. Still in an emotional state. Read and wrote. Sat with George and James later.
OCTOBER 16

19 We all went to lunch at a Greek place furnished with
shades, umbrellas, etc. Lynne, the cook, has been sick two days but came
home today to work "beautifully" and prepared a fine dinner.

19 Went to State Furman - V.M.S. - had
fortune teller for me, may be charming.
19 Blasted another picture show - made ten
visits, met people, cleaned out
visited, etc., in afternoon.

19 We all went to lunch at a Greek
very good but something.
[Oct. 26] [1930] [all slept late. Gum
morning. Lynne at 7.30 a.m. for dinner. May 4:30 a.m.
may to me & Mrs. Daniels for lunch with Senator &
Mrs. P. Came to 10 a.m. in car for lunch with Senator,
all after noon. Man's advice to see man's legs
the fields gone. From Shelby called and turned
at the 3:30 on. Sister. The girls President's address.

Sat., Oct. 25, 1930
Oct. 26 1901

...just heard

...all distances and things can be

...in about three
days in sled or sledge. Have up to the

...for Mr. Mill and

...Tom Klein and others will

...and everyone is fine and

...lot of Sallie and

...to me. She to try on

...to see Mr. Hickm

...to me. I'm having a black

...and to make I shoving a black

...with four sides all round.
OCTOBER 17

19. We intended to visit an aunt Alice, but upon arriving at the house a Uncle J. drove up about 10:30 from Selkirk on their way to Shelby. We insisted, and they stayed for lunch. Left at 2 to ride to home. They turned the house before they left. It is in May and I don't eat any Indian papers. At 4 Mr. James and Mr. J. went to stables and rode at

19. I went in late. I didn't feel so well to lay on bed and read. we walked read awhile, ate fruit and came up. 9 was nearly 12 o'clock and I'm just getting caught up in this diary! The creek makes all the farmland strong. This would come 22 strong.

20. Set off to the army next! Beautiful morning day. Primrose and we go to good-bye. I packed my clothes by hand. I left my handkerchief, extra clothes may left at Aunt's. Remained there all night. We left at 4 and I got to my first work. I left at 8 and our radio spent night out something & read later.
Tuesday Oct 27 [1]

Dr. Mitchell still unconscious. Vonra much better a bit quicker now. Dr. Tom Brodie not attending over a new farm, slept late and to his breakfast. Mr. Warner in after lunch. Miss Harris again in town. Got money ours to cover putting flowers on paper. Called during afternoon to the Chilterns for book at 5 Telling that Dr. Mitchell great progress. They set for 10 p.m. hours, then made over to hatch to a hard house and our own dear dear Dr. Mitchell in bed. Back at it, felt not much sleep, for any. Up at 10 am, got until 11.20 and thought all.
OCTOBER 18

Up early to 7. Some more gray on the floor, putting the beds in order. Some letters from Sid. I had lunch with N.H. May had no work in the afternoon. All three called on me then. Mr. Kegan came. Exchanged the Ten Pence piece, I had for the large rise (5 yrs. each) with a very beautiful pattern. After dinner, social despatches called. Spent the afternoon in reading in the Keatsiana trial. Mme. Traders was not sick in bed. Messes out of order. Must work to keep this. Cannot sleep well. The bed was a rack. She's a wonderful old lady. Pye has been and it's been a Sunday to the...

17 Oct [1930]

OCTOBER 19

Bike until ten. Miss Taggart made me a visit. Phoned home about mama. Doctor advises to stay in bed two weeks— not serious, he says.

Went to and from hair.

At eleven back at 12:30. Mrs. Corey met me. She had lunch with us.

Five o'clock we met with Miss Gordon Smith.

Four nice people. Go for a drive and to meet also.

Dressed for Ten & Twelve Club meeting.

I am not feeling very well. I should have been in bed.

We met about stock market bills to study. After dinner, we went into the second story. Rooms that Missie cleaned while absent. Write later.

We had two telegrams. May not have to ready.

Must have supper at 8:35. Still rainy.
Beautiful Indian summer day again. Maggie and I went to Ann's antiques shop. Bought Katherine a lovely white china compote and fruit dish. Back by lunch, S mult and a visit to Mank who is sick with cold. Then to Collin, Ellen Davis, and the Mitchells. Sat with mamma and Jean until the afternoon—and until 12 at night with Jean and George talking. Packed and until one then to bed.
OCTOBER 20

Up early. Breakfast in room. Left at 8 o'clock for Sammamish, the school for young girls. Arrived at 10:45. Mrs. McLaughlin, headmistress, met us.

First inspection of school. Lunch at 12. Board meet at 4:15. Miss J. R. Page, Mrs. W. F. Page, and Miss McGehee were present. Had lovely lunch. After lunch we watched the drill and sang a part of the school song. Girls ages 10 to 18. How thankful we are to the State for such an institution. Left at 5:30 in to Raleigh by 7.

After dinner, saw a 45-minute movie. We talked late after midnight. Wall Page was here. "Talkie" picture.

Oct. 30.

Went to Halifax for dinner and met the wife of Judge Page. Dinner at Judge Page's. Left at 5:30. All well. Met at 11 A.M. for dinner. Game, walk to movies.
t.m. Oct 31, 1928

it 3 and Miss Brackett
called me at 6:15, up at 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
left at 9 until 2:30. We left
that at 3:30. We had a lovely
day.

I enjoyed Ronnie & the
boys. Went to church at 10:30, stopping in Greenfield.

I called on Miss Alice,
while
I was in State Con-
vention.

I went to see
people play on camera after
them to see
State Fair here.

25 to 6 for State Fair. I
went back
of the day. We happy to
get home again. May still
try to stand off the speed
problem. Was trying to have
a conversation with the Germans on
the relay. A burdensome life! Not
a pleasant task! Much
to do on my return.
OCTOBER 21

19. We slept in bed until ten o'clock, then got up and dressed for Mrs. Haywood's bridge party. She had 6 tables, lovely refreshments ready at one. I had high score in contract, and received a pretty yellow satin bouclé pillow.

Time by 2:30, lay down, rested and talked, then up and to town. Bought may. Jn. Halloween favors feddell a purse and then called on Mrs. Grey at St. Walther Hotel. After dinner, dressed May for a witch and she had a big night. We drove in evening and to auditorium to hear the "A Capella choir" and the 36 voices were wonderful.

Got ten what to hotel and received at reception to state Historical meeting and went home. Back to make us at 11:30, up to bed.

19. Rain last night. Felt chilly and cool today. 11:30 | Rainy, very chilly and cool today. 11:30 | Rainy, very chilly and cool today. 11:30 | Rainy, very chilly and cool today. 11:30 | Rainy, very chilly and cool today.
Sat. Oct. 31
Up by nine. Somewhat letter from Judge saying more or
less continue to improve.
Ralph came in at 10 from
chapel. Mill, too, pale, but
shoulder strapped. He feels
very well. He read paper while I wrote. The writing came at 12, all to 2:00
now. Breaks for lunch them
to game staff. Furthest, 50
18 to 16 - a good, exciting one.
The lunch was lovely. Ralph &
Smoker ate here, game in.
At game. They spent the night
with us. The boys went to
see the girls: no home to
movies; may get 19. Talked
to all 'till they all went thirty.
Rather a stimulating day.
Dow Wilson spent Friday
night with us. First girl
for supper all to movie.
October 22

Up early and a beautiful warm, sunny day. Visited the Spencer Law Offices. Mrs. Marshall Williams was taken out. Mrs. Reel and Miss Huff of Newhall were luncheon guests at one. At 2:30 we went to Hall, hosted by Miss Williams.

And she was one of the first given by Jessica Randolph Smith, the Confederate Memorial of July 4, 1919. To the Hall, May 9th.

At one end and north center of the presentation. Only 50 present.

Then to Hotel to hear talk from Roosevelt until 5:30, May 9th.

James Webb about afternoon on fire break. At bedtime we had a terrible accident. James Webb, running from lake along stairs, caught his heel in coat, lost balance and fell against narrow rail. Cut flesh in eyelid and unrecoverable blisters.

Took to Rey Hospital. No burn, left. Repeated at 11:15. We got to bed at 2 a.m. and slept well.
Sun. Nov. 1 - 1924

Up early. The Swillinger left at 9. Boys had two for S. Sun. Bailey called at 11. I met him and cunt up with reading of book. Snapp and I told Ralph the fine out of town. We left at 3:30 with Sam. Skibo, C. M. and Charles played in park and ball. "My while I read in library and many rested. Sun Bailey and Mr. Jim Po came at 5 and stayed until 6:30. After supper we got the bed, then the Crawford Buck. Talked to Gna and Sister from her phone. They told us the news. I hope all will go well. Find until after twelve. Jim tired but not sleepy. Special dinner for Mother. All better.
OCTOBER 23

22 members of St. Cecilia music club arrived at 1:30. One of their cars, driven by Mr. Roberts, had a wreck at Gastonia, but another substituted and the members came.

Poor Mayme got out and had to stay at Sanford with friends, and a great deal of money was lost by all! After lunch came more music, more chat with friends, some rest & some more music. Had a lovely dinner of roast beef, string beans, dressing, snow peas, and the St. Cecilia Club of Raleigh came in at 8:45 and gave a program. Served ices in musical shapes, cake, nuts, and mint to the 60 present. After they left we all a herd to Capitol Square to see Capital at 12. A beautiful sunset. Set to bed at 12.50.
Monday, Oct. 2

The busiest day of all! We moved back into our two rooms on South Side. Having finished the Winter Club, all closets, pianos, hall, moved and so on, we disposed of the painting and arrange of all our things and clothes. People busy in getting in workmen. Two conferences. I was arranged for - Gov. Polk and Mr. Calhoun - S.C. and Geo. Washington. We meet here - I. Charlottesville for a conference on Tuesday. Papers filled with the news and speculation of the means of a special session called. I don't think the R. No. 20. Brandy shot at 4. May get more. Wrote many letters of many. Declined several invitations may boom with Mr. Gill until after election. Voted on:

[Handwritten page with readable content]
OCTOBER 24

Another very trying day. Had breakfast at nine. Then all piled into the car at 10:30, and all five drove to Raleigh, getting out at "Pee" and Raleigh College. Back for lunch at one, having Will's pig.

Jimmy Clinton, Earl Hopkins, Carl McKay, Rob and Rose went up to Durham to eat lunch with us at 30 at table! They all stayed until Shelly by 2:30; all had a great time and thought with us. Bess left alone with them. She was such a help.

Also letters from home. Marion - lots of little news were not afraid over that news. Writer is terrible

and at home with Kay. Kay has been operating a few times, and the cut has to have 6 stitches. Restless night, but a sweet day. May 18th.

Having last two calls, went on a vacation, stayed too long. Traveled to Raleigh and back on radio. Tried to see the

Sun
E Nov. 3

This is a kind of bad weather, so old friends! The 7:30 a.m. club meeting left in 3 cars at 8:30 in the morning and returned home for lunch at 11 A.M. Mrs. Skinner's house on Third Street has a fine view of the mountains. Afternoon tea at 3:00 was followed by an inspection trip to the old home of the 'True Party,' on the Capitol Hill, including the original curve tea at 5. I had dinner in the town, then to dinner and St. Paul's to 7:00. Some of Johnson's beautiful ancient home neighbors occupied by the John Woods. Tea and sandwich rolls served here at 6 and all left at 7.

Perfect day in a beautiful...
OCTOBER 25

In the morning moved back into our room at 3 gave it up for Cecilie (had slept on 3rd floor, all in one large room) arranged all correspondence and packed a lot of things. Went for James at 10:30 but brought home. He had a cold and nature was the only thing he needed to come from nurse. He was below sleeping most of day.

He looks and feels better. Still raining now. No one for lunch. Read most of afternoon.

Two callers and Mr. Dakeham and Mr. P. Grant came by.

Two went to Gunn. We are expecting the train soon. Mr. Taylor ate dinner with us. God bless Mr. and Mrs. Bailey came up at 5 to play "Contact" with James. Helped put on coat and helped him.

Many thanks for him. I looked on awhile then read "She Stoops to Folly" until late election day. Being a cold.

[Additional notes in the margin]
Next stop well, May 26th in
my 7:30. May and G
at North paper. March
the public all for this Sun
hand. $1, with
at a
table, and if I am to be. An
from all

Little as I can... Since the
lunch do | For a | 1 of no a

a

I wasn't... So kind of
mean. Gill here for supper.

And in E. w h a t, the first flight
in his autobiography intended to meet bid

On... as she
want not. to go, he
out lunch | For G; he
may well | And tent of... on speech fest the client paper
Wednesday Nov. 5th

OCTOBER 26

9:30, reading morning paper and letters from home before arising. Bright, dimming sky, but things colder. Visited with James, who is still catching up with his schooling. Had a busy good night. Eliza.

Beth Webb Skatch called at 10:30. She and Roy (her husband) will come up for lunch. Finished up correspondence and had a conference with Miss Taupart.

At 12:30 Elizabeth & Roy came. Showed them all our mansion and had lunch at 1:30. They stayed until 3:30. I played and they danced in the ballroom. After they left, I drove a mile to the Century club meeting at me match. Will Battle & Lewis declared a "Catarrh the Great." Very good, and eloquent. Elisabeth & I bath. James & I to hospital to have stitches taken out of his eye. Very & Robert came over. Elisabeth & Roy visited us at 8:30. Much conversation and explanations from the Smith-Sellers. E. L. C.
OCTOBER 27

49. 22nd woke up hearing rain! A beautiful 400 miles from home. How they love the telephone, notes letters & a telephone. We are still KP 1 and for a more so as the leaves roll by. Spent the morning on a long visit to the President's Office & the House Coach. Called at the University. The was to make forget the fact that there is a report no a post for a postman at lunch. We were asked to go to the today. So happy! he is in Washington state. He had 67 callers.

my "At Home" this afternoon. The park was lovely in "few flowers."
He said we were all there. No one for dinner, not for family affairs. They had a delicious.

19. We had a dinner at the. We had several dinners in more. They were until late. I read magazines until he was ready for bed. He had a hard time. I helped him catch up his lessons. I all the

19. 22nd clear and cold. Read in bed late. Tapped cafe. But no coffee in library. At 12:30 the President's dinner for few. We had called a call for the rest. We were late, but he came last. Took a hike. Rode in a car at 6:13. Jefferys of Greensboro here for dinner and night. Telephone from Mrs. coming next week. Miss went to market, Dec 13th anniversary.
Left at 11 for a few to the Hall at Festival, ultimately do not
sun a little, but sun. I turned at 1 & at 25 c. at the mark.
Wells & the TV stand for speed
over Boed's present. May take a
tape & talk to all and Mr.
Daniels was all off color, not a little physical stuff and
acting in a funny at times
We shall meet in 
now and the talk is of a
prenumeral of his announcement
for governor? Anyone at it is
+ place so all

Dr. Pa at Stadium & 8th St.
Then to the office at 7:30. Back
at 7:30, dinner & 8 a.m.
10 a.m. meeting at 8:30. Rush and
the hour was come
the house, about 8 a.m. for
30 minutes to use the
large red white & blue
in a cup, met a

all. I'm a bit well at 1:30

30.
OCTOBER 28

Another beautiful day. Sept 20.

This morning, the right to limit
my daily office to me, a and write,
and one to keep out. Several phone
calls. Miss Thompson decided to come
at about 4 o'clock. I made inquires
 needed furniture etc. Went to
Capitol Theatre and accepted presence
to be planted at the 1st. Wash.,
station. 8:30 in C.A.R. So. at 2:30.
Wash., no one for luncheon. Had
a car for 6:30. Called new golf course at 3:30.

Walter Hill for Judge Starr's wife
and Sarah Thomas in hotel.

Beautiful weather. 9 were my new
ladies evening. 10:30. The girls
were in Washington and singing for.

Took care of my 9:30 dinner with no
flour in kitchen. 9:30 in hotel
in the evening. Thursday-Friday, 1930

Mother and clown. To Beauty Shop at 10. Saw Mrs.
Foley Tuesday. 9:30. Spoke over telephone at 9:30
the Big Money. 9:30. Walked to arrived at 10. Married
branch. At 10:30 I was at District Court at
Meridian College at 10:30. Kewano. Married
for 5 o'clock. Talked and went for 10 o'clock.
6:30. Bed before
sent 10:30 to lodge in Gezelf. Sndt.
Sat 19 Nov. – I got up late, then went fr. af. to bed and got up 4 pm, having 6 ½ d. in one room.

I spent the time till 1 o’clock, when I went to keep hospital, knowing that tomorrow I had a full time for lunch and that was out too. I got to see Arabelle Edgert.

I went to town a little after 1 p.m. and dinner was mail, etc. at 3 p.m. I went to post at 4 p.m. and post at 6 p.m. of a lot of letters. I was to a coal, then took the late train after 11.

I went to a lot of places. I got to a coal, then took the first train after 11.

I saw the Ch. of the Post. Turned to a lot of places and saw the Ch. of the Post.

I turned to a lot of places and saw

My dear [illegible]

Yours truly

[Signature]
OCTOBER 29

19

[1929]—[Nov 8] Saturday

Sent drill to 6:45 am in room to all, except May and Clara. They left at 10 to meet me at State then respective colleges, then to Duke University, where they may to see Duke-Kentucky game. Score 14-7. Dinner with President & wife. Home about 5. Helped put with a wreath on Arctic, a new dinner suit, and packed with them at 7:30. Sat and talked with. Read about State football coming up at Nashville early Friday. All distressed. Some lovely songs. Sent them note, "a good "lady" sent ten dollars. Have a great day. Also got sun Mon Nov 9 [1931]

All day at Robert's. Pack up and about this conference I with three help to go in all we do. Here he was a man. He couldn't put my suit, disappeared. How is little and wants to go. Still want to show all after 10. More Work and 3 to work in peace for Sat. Evening. Poor.
very cold and windy today. We rested late. Must go to St. S. then we went and played in the room until lunch. Went on a walk from the Post Writer's of N.C. Gill and Fred here for a while until 5 p.m. I felt fairly well but throat very sore. I fell ill. Matty went into the woods with the mailman, reported great time. Matty felt pretty well and all right. We started on magazine special and had a much better on & Bracket will stay until we come. Will not go to camp late. Put on Board of Car and was at a Hat. Cont. by Mr. J. E. Wood & Mrs. E. May & Mrs. Hill & Ross & S. & W. & with Mrs. H. & L. & N. & A. & H. & 2nd & 4th & 5th & 6th & 7th & 8th & 9th & 10th & 11th & 12th & 13th & 14th & 15th & 16th & 17th & 18th & 19th & 20th & 21st & 22nd & 23rd & 24th & 25th & 26th & 27th & 28th & 29th & 30th & 1st & 2nd & 3rd & 4th & 5th & 6th & 7th & 8th & 9th & 10th & 11th & 12th & 13th & 14th & 15th & 16th & 17th & 18th & 19th.
Saturday - 9th

OCTOBER 30

19 Prison for his last sitting. The convict sculptor has made a model in clay. He is going to a small village here with him and is very happy. I rested all morning at the Russell Club, attended Mrs. Upshaw's tea at 4:30. Dressed in evening gowns and went on to a South American dance at 7:30. Finally home wandering in hundreds at 11:00. Rec. at 1:30.

19 Home and read late.

[1930] Nov. 9 - Sunday

Beautiful day. Sunshine and a cranny! Made to S.S. Breakfast at 8:30. All went to ride on the city at eleven. Early lunch and the horse started Shelly Work by one o'clock. We rode all afternoon a mile about 5:30. May took a walk and I all the way. We had a piece of cold cake and some tea. Magic tea. Marge's father is a doctor. The weather was perfect and the air fresh. I went for a walk with Mr. Wilson. Made a walk around the city. Marge and I went late last night at the movies. Another time it was Indian words. Marge put on the lamp last night at meeting, but Marge is the only one to light it. Marge is the only one to have a dippy attack. She put the lamp in bed. James Renne is still dimming. Went to Manny's at 1:30 for lunch and to club. We met some of people and I think you and I met won't have Marjorie's dinner. It seems Shelly is a 7:30. More to look at than we also tried out on a heavy day. Meet tomorrow. Read until rather late. Remember before retiring.
OCTOBER 31

Sat. May went to S.S. to hear
May 21 lecture. May 22 went to S.S. At dinner we all went to
first Baptist Church. Back at 12:30
Mr. Campion and Mrs. Campion
in Charlotte and Mrs. Harris
was lunch here. Stayed until 4:30.

May and I took a drive. From
Judge Dumas and Mr. Cooper
and stayed late. Read all
Sunday papers before we went to bed.

Mon. Nov. 10

Closed a on our way. Sat around all day
and read. Litter from Panta and Mrs. Panton.

Judge took a short walk by herself. Sat
in lift at a table after dinner and our
room. Made our bags in advance to leave
for Shelly. Mr. Mull with my bike, arrived
a lot of accumulated mail. Read magazines until 12

Nov. 14 Wed.

Glorious Commencement Day! Met Mr. Gill and Mr. Rose
and I left for Chapel Hill at 9:30 to witness Dr.
Owen's 250th anniversary at Dean's University.
5000 people. The academic process with caps and gowns
and colorful rosettes was a spectacular and beautiful
event as they walked their way through the glistening
pavement and welcomed the students into the stadium.
They proceeded quickly and formally with an address of greetings
and a thank you inauguration address. At the

We did not stay for lunch but met up at 2 at
Sundown and Charlotte by 5:30 where I met the
ladies of S.C., Mr. and Mrs. who will return
at noon tomorrow on cotton and tobacco legislation.

Came on home. Found me a improved but still
had to add a nurse back again. We ate at 7 and went until late.

Judge celebrated us a nice night.

Monday was pretty nice. So close to the end.
MEMORANDA

Monday 11th

Good weather today. Parade at 10:30. Field trip at 1:30. Went to good lunch with a friend. Then to museum and movie at 3:30. Returned home. Went to bed.

Tuesday

Went to church. Then to museum. Helped sister pack all our things for the trip.

Wednesday

Up early. Cloudy. Went to church. Then to breakfast. Arrived in Charlotte at 12. Lunch at "Little Dribble." The paper was to preserve the grass. Sat and smoked a cigarette.

Thursday

Went to dinner. Then to the movie. We all had a good time. Returned home late.

Friday

Looked around town to find luggage to take on the trip. I met a friend who had parked near the train station. We had dinner together.

Saturday

Went to church. Then to the museum. Had lunch with a friend. Returned home late.
NOVEMBER 1

19

deed at 10:30 in hairs for Sunday.
car full of passage. Stopped off
in route for church. Returned on us
the way curled home at four.
to my precious mother. She has been in
bed two weeks. Frets pale and tired.

all hope to be together again.

Papa's birthday! Made up some
wonderful dinner. Uncle Pat, Clyde, Otto,
finn, Charlie Block and Mr. Mitchell
in Raymond guests. Brought lots of
cake and cream from Raleigh. All

leaves at 8 for opening meet 9. State
Baptist Convention. Not much Sunday
and church packed. Was made a

wonderful talk. Both held a regular
afternoon meeting after services.

home by the family for dinner and
kitchen jars for 1. Lowell Wake Forest
presents. Talked to them until 12.

Papa had a slight heart attack, sent
for in. Soon received all to bed at 1:30

Papa's birthday, and a wreath to the grave. Known
took made out with us. Collected some toys at
ma and stopped at Mr. Hardee's. Steversons and to Bell
Quinn for 12:30 dinner. He has 3 come. Saw Mr.
Scott for about his new room. Turned off to Raleigh. A
punctuation at Troy. Bad weather from there on. Brought
at 6:30. games left stilly at 10 and fire by 3. Ice a
many of May 7th, arriving late after a nice talk and
read mail all fixed to the newly. Steverson trip
We live.

I've been not feeling well for a week. The weather is very warm, so we went to stay there.

At 10:30, we went for a walk to see the carnations in our garden. It felt like 78 degrees, but

I went by Forest Pocsony's place with the new plant and grass and

I went by Forest Patterson's place, where we are moving in.

I'm a little behind with the house. I've been working all day and

I had to finish some work and some reports. It feels late.

If all goes well, I may come in for a visit. I talked

on the phone. I feel so much better, Mrs.

We had to go to the store for some more.

I will send you a letter later.
Wednesday, Nov. 13

November 2

Woke up at 9 for early breakfast with delegates. Sent paper to man to get them now except Beth May. I went to school with Robert. He is happy. Stayed upstairs all morning. Talked to Mama and Papa. Several calls from the neighbors. After dinner had dinner with Bob and Clyde at 6:30. Home at 8:30 and talked with family until nearly 11.

Rainy boring day. All tired from trip so went around in our room. Sat and wrote long letter from Sister. Said friends of mine were here for Sunday dinner. Used contents of our bag we sent her for them. Part of meal. Reported being doing fine, many suffering with rheumatism. One white man a nurse doctor sent games bought for him. They rest in afternoon - a little like a headache. Went to E.A. with the woman to exercise. Had a talk with him for about James gone. Invited him and us. They have a few more weeks to go. Phoned to Bickerley, tried envelope with $2 for May, gone to talk to Community West fund. Have ate at few Balley's to chat with Justice McKinley told a joke. We got up early and started. Nov. 14 - Sat. 17

Beautiful weather. May upstairs by ten. Work in bed all morning reading. Got much letter to, sir. Young and Margaret gave me 2 and Mrs. Carson gave me 5. Youngville came to see many on Shiner's gift. Lunch all depended to football over radio. A 3 o'clock and boys played golf. Under hat and aces.
Nov 13 - 1917

Not to bed until 10:10. Was at 10:30. He a 5 I threat any more and went to bed. Had red book, who is the driver who is to take the place of the first man, goes up about 10.30. We called to Red and told him until last hour to sit with us until 4. He has to get to meet me at the

We met and sat in woman and in her car, if not 2 until 5:30. Now and James, sat in purse, until never. But it was at 5:30. The two

And I want to leave the

Ward. Had first deliver the Re-
Thursday Nov. 14

Ran errands all day. We all slept late. Gave dinner callings all afternoon. Read papers and some new magazines. I've enjoyed home life and make living better. Went to a lovely dinner with Alice and Uncle Yates. Both the walls, curtains, mobile, papa and mama. I was not able to go, stayed there until 10:30. Mama was going on and several preached called to see papa. Bed late. Still raining.

Sunday and clear between. All slept late. Answered man letters all morning. Mama in bed all day. Head pain in her back and hips.

Most of night, got elective pad for her at 5:00. Mr. James Wiltse decided to go to work, leaving at 4 o'clock for Shelby, to Arizona City tomorrow to meet Mr. Johnson his boss man. Helped him pack. Heled to see him go as he went well yet. Sat and talked in sitting room. Some letters. Stayed in library until all. Sum horn 52.5.1

Another lonely Sunday. May to church. Didn't get up till noon. Sara, Grace, Betty, Myra, Ruby and Lucy went to church. Alice and Uncle Yates came, too. Dr. Walls, Mr. Rector and Mr. Van Bronkhorst, Jim Charlotte called with the two girls. Max and I motored with Mr. Van Bronkhorst later, away to the hotel. Cousin and Uncle Bert, Boris and Clyde came. James and Bruce in at all we did until 12 as we all talked until 12. Mama sat up while today I'm feeling better. Additional in news only called Driskill. Gladly talking hard times.
November 4

Friday, Nov. 15 - 1929

Clear sky. Slept late. Up and went out to look over flower garden. Set around and talked to members. Went to Beauty Shop for waves, after lunch went to Century Club meeting at Mrs. Proctor's. We're back in velvet! [underline]

All complimentary. Had a warm welcome. After, we went to a tea given by Mrs. E. A. Rains with many friends in large room. [underline] Had a great time. [underline] Sat up late in the yard. [underline]

Departed at 2 a.m. for Antelope, S.C., tomorrow.


Porter, Clyde, seated and left at 7:30 to forest City where we made a home in the house of Kate Johnson. Next day. Beautiful autumn day.

300 called! Home by 12:30,

[Sat. Nov. 15] - 1929

[Handwritten notes on the right side of the page]
Sat. Nov. 16.

NOVEMBER 5

19

19

Engaged with Lee and
the Watsons and Grays.
Shine to
Roz's house after work. Papa
to hotel. Talked with Roz and
took until 5:30, dressed in white
clothing and went with Roz and her
husband to a party at
Sunny's. Then on to wedding.
Very lovely and elaborate.
Region left for home.

19

Mary and William gardener.
At 3:45 for Shively arriving at 12:30.
May went to Charlotte and to
football game at Davidson. She got
in at 9:20. James I guest also went.

Tore up at 7:30.

Sancta Maria 11:30.

Still raining. Phone message at 9:30 from Joe and
Bob. All in bed, all letter last night general tomorrow. May all
19

will 9:30 message from James with at one on his way
to Huyton City. Read all day. Mama in bed with cold. Made
the one that pulls up. May for S. S. Hey and friends.
Others to stay with me. All went to St. Francis Robert and
回家, this is all night.

Cloudy and warm. Heaven saves all tomorrow.
Tuesday, Nov. 19

Nov. 6

5:30 late. Rainy Sunday. Uncle Gates came over and sat awhile. We looked like old times! Packed & departed for lunch. James & Jean left at 11:30 for Charlotte to lunch with you. We arrived in Raleigh about 6:30. We left at 1 o'clock and drove route via Southern Pines. Host & I parted near R. We arrived at 6; had a good dinner put on table and enjoyed at 8. Papa called on phone at eight. We hoped to leave, but look forward to them more the for Thanksgiving. Read all Sunday papers after helping Digger Dineke. Bed & tea at 8:30 in rain for Shelby. At the last minute, wanted to keep skinny. Tired of smoking. First rainy day in a month. Many forest fires in State and everything dry as rain more than willows. Set white mountains another day. All meals free. Mama about to leave for supper. We are all here alive and fit for business, the new called are not to take over. Have 11 new women to choose from. Pack 2 for sitting.
Monday Nov. 18

NOVEMBER 7

Sewing women came at war and at 10:30 had conference with Mrs. Thompson. We learned from H. V. We decided to spend $10,000 on furniture for nursery. It was early when we arrived, and checked up on necessary things needed.

To Exchange and Frank Sturrock at lunch and sat with Mrs. Taaggart and I until time. Mrs. Taaggart and I went to see Mrs. Rita Taylor, getting out at 6:30. Her newly dressed for Underwood dinner. I went to Mrs. P. J. Bateman at Exchange.

At Buffalo, Prof. V. and Mrs. Bland had dinner with us. The latter two furnished us with "Nurho" and seconds clear salad for dinner. Mrs. Taylor also ate here. We stayed until 10:30 and Mr. Bland until 11:35. Then to bed [21c Nov. 5]

Sat., Nov. 6 at 6:30 we got home for lunch at 11:30. Beautiful weather from fall. Mama still sick. Will call about no-flour. Maybe can get pot. Took my car to Liberty to call. Mrs. B. B. Sturrock called Mr. B. B. Sturrock from Exchange.

Raining come at night. Left Shelby at 8:30. Sun came just after and a warm day around me at one. All arrived late. Great end. Mr. J. come from dinner. Mr. J. phone call. I went to the bank.
Tuesday, Nov. 19

November 8 19

Sunny morning. Still working on dresses. Stayed in bed late. Miss Tegart made me a pillow. Read all mail and answered up to lunch time. At 3:30 went to my club at 5:45. Came back with my hat. Papa and Robert went downtown.

19

Fanny and cooker. Stayed in bed late. Mama sick. Worked with Fanny but better. Made coffee. May depressed. Haven't heard from John yet. We had a stiff letter! Sick myself; sprained my shoulder. Must keep in bed with warm feet. Never write more letters. Must keep in bed until dinner. I wrote Papa. We came up early to our room. Read a letter. Thought of you at 5:30.

From home:

Stayed in bed most of morning and reading several telephone calls. At 1:30 Mat. went on full of hell and left. Dinner with Miss. At 8:30 killed Mrs. B. Why, Fanny drunk and asked me to stick to 12. She's quite cool. I had letter to all girls at 9:30. I served tea and had plenty of it. We had tea at 9:30. Left at 5. I missed to Black. She didn't come back until my call. Left at 3:30. My Aunt and S. Whyte.
Taylor left at seven for Berwyn with a meeting at 10 a.m. It is Recreation. After that, read over the lesson and went to school. I went back to sleep and got up until 10:30. Read and answered mail. Always write daily to mom and may not have.”

Returned from them often. Please little miss. I am writing weekly to them. How I would love to see her! Hmmm, write her to tell her better each day which perks up happy. Talked to James after lunch awhile upstairs reading most of afternoon. He had only 82 callers at the regular "At Home," in mom. 9 fat returned. Hmmm, my brother came early and wrote a want feud here to join the Band club. I didn’t go to the convention. Daniel was down at 7:30. More relations of 30. Joke with Sarah Randolph. Went to bed at eleven. Family without may.

Still cold and rain. Found a 1 and all happy, read and talked. Beauty shop at 3:30. Satin from fanta. colored with hor. at Tapoco, N.C. Miss felt better. Went to 1/1 and spoke at Hay’s Baptist Church. Sociable. Morton and have to bed. Early this cold. There was a rain for awhile. 12 done at Cong.寺 and back on tea.

Don’t worry. So far for Armstrong and Bine. If that’s 11:30 to have lunch. Have a happy time at Duke. writer in town with Cynthia.
cloudy cold day. Men are working in yard getting ready to pave walks, 11:30. Made lots of mail and phone calls. Had French phones put in mine and map room. Finished up reading some novels. Started on maps, scrap books after lunch. Worked all afternoon. May come in at 5:30. Reporting a wonderful trip. Shot geese, brought home 10, also pheasants and quail. Sent several out to friends. Feet Williams came after dinner. May 1 to look later. Worked on maps. Worked late. Nov. 21-23rd. Left Oct. 10 for Woodward, forest school at Orange, Va. Beautiful trip of 5 hours. Robert had "rick" on neck. At lunch on way, arrived at 3. Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walker at historic McDonald Residence where 3 Presidents located. May went to Ralph's term practice. Dined there unexpended. 19. Breakfast in hotel by 6:30. John, engineer and 12 yr. old daughter, arrived. Family dinner. Party at 9 in grand and charming dining room. Grandparents, then informal reception to meet all the leaders of the world in our honor. Saw famous New York office. To bed at 12:30. Delightful. Beautiful and cultivated people and charming Upholsterer of two, this city. Ralph and all enjoyed visit at home. Great rival! You're such a 2. Read late. May not go far until 3 in afternoon. Mr. Daniels flew from 11 to 1 being half to attend cotton conference in Jackson. Miss, this week no may see from many. Ride a hundred miles. Sat and Mrs. Daniels vote Mrs. B. there have it with Mrs. I. and Mrs. W. and Taylor. Fix late. Write home after.
November 11

Many people and festivities! Up and
down by 10 as the Hubbard's place
they were dinner stayed until 11.
Left immediately for bridge club-
meeting at Anniebeale Cripo. She to be
open for five everywhere, 6 tables

a set of refreshments with "a good
time was had by all," although
constraints brought the fun at 3:30
many before dinner. Up for play in
dances. Many bad callers.

Wrote news and sisters and
morning papers. After dinner came upstairs finished book
and snape book but lost Mr. Drake
stayed with may until eleven.
caught up with my diary and

Nov. 22 Sat.

Gorgeous weather 3000 people here. Reunion of old
Woodburn trust at 1st Annual o' the was I for 100
at Administration Building. All the bands arrived at
w. Mrs. Polk and his attractive daughter Suzanne
and fiance came at noon. Held dinner with
them, Mrs. and his aide also the Williams

Wrote a Washington who is charming. B's o' the game
at 2:30 only attended places field the Gov. Polk had
accepted was by John a joiner and played up with
Woodburn ball. Fare 12 to 7. Pluncky and well played.
First Splendid as center. First o' the cut 4 & 3 at the
taken. Robert took more. Spoke to u. A.
conditions 8 other players. Buffet supper at 6:30 at
hall. Talks to Ralph here all
to bed by 10.
Sat Nov 23rd

NOVEMBER 12

Still raining and cold. Wrote all daily letters and read papers. Left work in moving way to move into another deeper room at back side. Deuce to sleep in the huge, comfortable state's Victorian bed. Wood burning up to lunch. May James

and I stayed in library and talked after lunch. Felt with rough wood fire. Then had it fetched a comfortable, pressed at eight outside. Miss and Mrs. Arthur camp at 5.55. Miss and Mr. Gurney came at 5.55.

John Keight, spending week with us. After dinner the clothes we had done doing for us on the geese may killed at Belham. Enjoyed talking to each other & &.

19

N

19

19

19

Read paper, after I went to bed until 12 or so. Nov 25, Sun

left at 10:30. Ralph had breakfast with us. Set up looking and sick our less came. Hiss to Universal. Lunch at Clarksville. Home in 3:30. The A pretty. M still had been fine with rose & a moon. T a bed. S of

then met all at 12. Settled to write from Taunon. E is an 'ater' there. and like work fine. The Typa Tapols came.
NOVEMBER 13

19 We all had dinner at 9:30 or dinner was
at eleven. We took a trip to the prison
where we had great fun and enjoyed.

19 We went to Christmas dinner at 6
and then the having such a time together.

19 We got up at 11:30 to speak
onRadio—a Thanksgiving program.

19 We got up at 12:30 for Mass and
left all Sunday papers rest
at 11:30. I went to mass, after
which we had all go to radio program.

19 We got up at 12:30. I went to
the Mass and heard until
10:30. We went to bed at
11:30 Nov. 24.

Vigny will sleep like a mouse, all stayed in
bed late. We all three children — all up
at 7 a.m. All slept well. We all read
a lot today. Fixed
papa some soup after dinner.

In all and
bed with may collect. To bed at 12:30. Tried,
Sunday, some with a bed light, I believe.

Webster, 25 C

Beautiful weather. Kept warm from school,
but he's up playing a lot from almost well.

Mary was that house in order for our
guests. Tonight, Fred on some Blenkins,
Mr. Hartag, teacher of Mrs. Jr. called.
The John W. sons of Kristin and Mark Bernheze.

19 New Baby arrived at 5:30. All writing to
19 for dinner at 7.

19 Had Sun. & Mrs.
Bailey go to Mr. W.C. Bernheze, the many fluids,
and John Steelman — a meal to giving
dinner was served, all to all until eleven.

If we go see, better in the near and
all to bed. We 2.

They are charming friends
and we went. If you can, hurled with
coolness tonight papers, write out first feet.
December 5th, 1871

And yet, it is so nice to be back at home. I have been thinking a lot about the school and the things that happened there. I miss the routine and the structure.

Today, the weather was beautiful. I went for a walk in the park. I felt refreshed and happy. I met some old friends and had a pleasant conversation.

I have been spending a lot of time at the library. I enjoy reading and learning new things. It's amazing how much knowledge can be gained through books. I also attended a charity event last night to support local organizations. It was very heartwarming to see so many people coming together for a good cause.

I wrote a letter to my family and friends in the States. I wanted to make sure they knew how much I miss them and how much I value our connection. I hope they are doing well and that we can visit each other soon.

This has been a very busy week. I have had to work hard to keep up with all the tasks and responsibilities. But it feels rewarding to see the progress and growth.

Wishing you all the best,

[Signature]
Warm, but cloudy. Stayed indoors until ten. Anna Kiddicked home at eleven to talk "decoration." Settled for tomorrow with Ralph and Margaret. After lunch went to Beauty Shop. Waiting for Home. Started in gift shop and purchased breakfast tray sets. No time for dinner. Headed for town. Bed and then went to movies. [Nov. 25, Tues.]

Very cold today. Snowing in Asheville and other places. We stayed another late, reading papers and mail. May in conference most of day. Had lunch with Dr. Morehead at Prison. Mama, Papa, and I worked on scrap book most of afternoon and arranged the chiffonier of papers. Went over to River Rd. Miss Wine Models are not brittle for me. After dinner the newspaper and East. each came on business. We stayed in room and read late. May just received "R's" on all his lessons in report, also gained 1 1/2 lbs. this month.

Thanksgiving Day again and we realize
in this day of depression, all sad breakfast
at 9:30, leaving at 10:30 for Chapel Hill. Met
off the train the Leathman clan who were there
for Dedication of Glen Bell Library, 1924. High
and a lovely park with top woods. Made
a wonderful speech of acceptance
for the state and the town. So all said, I do.
Gordon Battle Day. Made the address. All had
dinner on "top floor" afterward. Beautiful
occasion. So many friends. Enjoyed
a trouble. Some 250 died. Carolina 13 Va. 6 died
jacking President Harding. President sat in line with us.
Tell the Market to Jo's, and we met the market.
and visited the whole firemen's grand banquet. Support of Toy

Unreadable
NOVEMBER 15

19 Rainy day. Up early and helped

up yard and helped

Father around for

mas papa

at 10:45 went
to Dr. Bland- othine others. But
at that time folks arrived at 3:45
all thinking fine and promise
to stay through Christmas. At 4
went to find chex at Mrs. W.
Beckham. At 6 she invited me into
her home. It is a little old
dinner. It looked

 下午 at home with us.

19 Cold and windy. Met Mary 34 this morning.
Sent James and Sister Thanksgiving boys u sand
and candy. Wrote all three. Received other mail.
Read a book most of the day. Mama and hodge
read, also having a cozy wood fire. Mr. K
and boy friend to movies. Mr. Sutty, Lewl Hirsch
and Mrs. Hirsch here for dinner. Mr. Huf for dinner.
He and Max to 4 for exercise, a conference later.
Wade read to Mary until after nine. He has
three days holiday. No studying tonight. Here 27 to

Rainy rain, rain. My 9 & chris played in-
door. They eaten lunch with him. The Lindsey
Warriner, Pat Harker and Whitaker Bummers free
for lunch. May and I went to the St. Pans and John
Steele's buffet supper at 7:30 a lovely affair
at Sullivan's pretty neat cafe. On to the Hume
school. Got in club dance from 10 to 1. Had an
enjoyable night with pretty gams on the
attache. Got to 59th. Refused to served at 12
may go. Went to Whittier to dinner with the Whitmores.
Thanksgiving! Slept late and the carolers went out and shivered today. November 22, this morning, the sun at 11.30 at Greenville. All stayed in bed until 10:30. Secor, state secretary and wife called at 12:30. We all listened to Albert Georgia on radio. Mrs. A. read a cookbook and had a lovely turkey dinner. Mrs. B. of Atlanta called on phone. Mrs. D. and Mr. E. came up early. I read and talked in library until dinner. Sat night Nov. 28 cold and rainy. Rested all day with May and Mary at 11. Mary go to church late to 10. Everyone came at dinner. Mr. F. and Mr. G. did not come. Mr. H. and Mr. I. went downtown. Mrs. J. and Mr. K. ate dinner. Both played until then. Both went to bed, Mary and I slept eleven hours ourselves, talking and reading.
NOVEMBER 17

We went to lunch and paid to meet them. On to Chapel Hill at 11:30. Had lunch with Mr. Chase along with his friends doctors, etc. and Mrs. Thompson, Mr. W. S. Thomas of N. Y.

...in the beautiful stadium... for Mrs. Brooks etc. at 2, with more 400 leading the way... went to Sunday School... to see the 4th... from 4 to 6. Our house a perfect place...圣... would like to... inst. Home by 6:30... In our own room... fixed a cake and our staff... Twentymime press... and a beautiful... are we able to God... Our... Chase... of night... 1920... still cold. Up by nine. Mrs. G. was... Mrs. Braden more of...and then two Minnies and then two... and then Robert and then Robert... The... all day... not... the north...
NOVEMBER 18

19

We all were met by 11. Mrs. Quin called up railroad at 11:30. Some Blairs and Mrs. B. came. Sat. for dinner until 6:30

We went to church and then to meet. It was a real movie. Com. - Be East, John.

[Sat. Nov. 29] - 1930

We had no word! We all

Stayed close. Graham Ashton came at eleven. May and I remained in A. and went to dinner at Dukes.

Stayed until one. May watched the movies at Dukes while I stayed at home and Mrs. Frank Graham were

initiated in Leadership Society. Attended football -

State High School. game at Chapel Hill. We read and talked. May for played around in house. The

gemellis from Wake Forest called. After dinner listened to "Amos and Andy" and other radio. 9:20 to 9:30. and went to bed. Morn. Nov. 30-1931

Cot. rain and cold. Sat. cold, on stayed in bed

until lunch time. May go to school. May

went around. Much on the mind, and a

little blue today. Office at four. May go to

charles out to State library. Practice asked to

play at football. Read most of afternoon.

letter from S. They had the White's for Thanksgiving. For lunch, Sam's on the table. Mrs. and Ralph and madge. This fall well.

Cold. Mother. me feel muscular loss to bed
November 19

19

Saturday 30th

Tuesday and Wednesday. Sat in mamma's room all morning talking and reading. May had
Mrs. Barks and Haywell in library. May go to
10:30 dinner, Mr. and Mrs. Haywell, Miss Smith
and Miss Barks.

19

Sunday 3rd

[Handwritten text is difficult to read]
November 20

19

... P... and his late Co... Leiv... wrote to S.S. ...ept... filled with Commander... roses in the... feet and... South Pole. Been in Little America for a... turn around in the... things are... time. Hole 9 of + C... yelled, a... Next next... 13...

22

... are... and... went... Would it's... in... mind... [underline]help... 1st move... much warmer. Busy writ... letting... read... loading... bills... made and... 19... discussion about... The... after lunch... Elizabeth and the... had... Mrs. Cox Johnson called - inspected... room... had... we ran to... room and... cleaned, said and... run... day... 19... read 4:30... Assorted and... at Christmas... presents until lunch... arranged all... during afternoon. Dined on... people at... attended Miss. Patrick's Christmas dinner... at 6... Sir Walter... for 6 C... and... introduced Miss... to the... 10...
NOVEMBER 21

Dec. 2nd

Very cold again around 20° this morning.

Sitters from Ralph, Dan and others. Sat in room by the fire, read and talked all morning. Discussed paper, monument—Mr. Jones phoned about fire costing $2000. Tailor came to fix mam's coat.

Very cold at lunch. About noon. Mrs. John, Editor, in "Time" and Dr. Harris coming Sat. Too cold to ride.

Bob Harris and Mr. Sarmiento ate dinner. May in conference afterwards with 5 men until after dinner then the girls left to bed. Read, caught up with diary, etc. Sat night smoking flowers in my home.

Dec. 3rd

Our first freeze, all day.

For breakfast Sat am. We went to see Dr. Harris for residence at Little Allister as possible. Then out to Parsons for inspection. — Mr. Jon Stilts at 12:30 the Visosman Kendal's, green sober arrived. He is Associate Editor. We had lunch there at 3 went to see Duke, Peabody mining.

Saturday for dinner a feast — too! Showed guest movies afterward. Marge and Bob enjoyed so much. Put them to bed at midnight. We sat in apple hall and talked until bed time. We missed the historical meet and receipt on tonight. Rely to say "Curtis" was present meeting. Yes. The next
November 22

Cold and rainy. Looking. Had house cleaning day. Flowers from Bob, Harry, Mrs. W. N. Reynolds, and the Steinbergs. Talked, and looked like a birthday! Call did a lot of letter writing. Wm. and Mrs. K. took a walk. Mrs. Newton ran for dinner.

Letter from James. Read while. Fri. Dec. 1

Very cold and a snow day. The New Yorkers (McQuire, Scott, Bolin, and Sidleman) arrived on 7:15 train. The Andrews and Kendalls came down by train all of us at breakfast at nine. A very interesting group. Left for Pinchwood at 10, and other festivities for respect homes at 10:30, much reading to do and correspondence to answer. Busy all day. May and I luncheon alone. He went to office at three, missed at tea or two. Very cold. Fri. Dec. 4

Reading and cards. Stayed in bed late. Sat. Dec. 5
Wed. Dec. 14

November 23

clen but very cold. Below - freezing. For last two days. Went to last contract lesson. After lunch had conference with Mrs. McKinney about "Home Poultry" dinner we are giving Dec. 17. Then went to my sister's. Worked. "At Home." Two tiny guests called: Norman, a powerful team. Went to Mrs. Moyle's School to hear Mr. B. Sallie of Mississippi read from his book "The True Rev. John". Helped with the negro stories. To bed late.

Wrote my reading mail and a letter.

Mr. Thorpe took us for dinner at five. We met Mr. and Mrs. downtown. Punk and Chief wrapping paper, books, cards, etc. at Mrs. Williams. Bought pictures for tomorrow. Went to Mrs. R. Greene's. The dark overtook us. After our dinner listened to "Amos and Andy" as usual.

Listened to radio. Then hot movie. "Wonderful" gave "our" well. and guess all paper may fast price men up for a conference. We read and talked late in our room.

All interested in trouble monarchs affect to federal Power Commission by the President.

Beaut. fine, crisp day. Up early.

Sat. Dec. 17

John and Mrs. Oates arrived at two to take in charity football game at Durham. Rested awhile after lunch. Very cold and felt well. Had Blackberry and orange. Serve venison meat. Do some nice soups.

We had a nice and enjoyable time.
November 24

Beautiful weather. Went to Mrs. J.C. Moler's at 11 a.m. for 2 tables of contract. I won $9 on a $10 bet. Had an elegant lunch. Went to Hair's, was at 3:30.

Ch. Olds had dinner with us. Returned about 10:30. Bed and to bed.

Dec. 5 [Fri, Dec. 6] 1930

Cloudy and dreary. Feeling not so good. Stayed in bed until twelve. Talked to Mrs. Nelson over phone. She invited us to dinner tonight to meet Miss Camby, editor.

Saturday Review. We invited them for breakfast in the morning to meet Miss Camby, editor of "Time," "Fortune," and "Women's Home Companion." We had a cake and a birthday present for dinner. The Olds' son, Tom, came bringing two oil paintings to me to inspect. Called Walter Fenshuti at 4 p.m. E.B. set up the call. Began raining at nine.

Bed by eleven. Sun - Dec. 6

Beautiful as ever. Over to see Duke University. Back at 12:30.

Planned to see Mrs. Haywood and A.C. But couldn't. Mrs. Major's in Radnor. Mr. Major's in Radnor. Miss Major's in Radnor.
Beautiful day, still cold. Went to a bridge party at 11:30. Family came and bridge, played with Mr. Thorne, our bridge teacher. Received high note, beaurten pillow, box at 2:00, copied bridge nuts, girls here to consult for Home Products dinner.

Papa came at seven from Winston, Mr. Bledsoe in. After dinner, Papa told of his trip. Bledsoe moves same time staff.

[Dec. 10 Sat. 1930]

Up at 6:30. Started and warmer. John Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Nunn, Kincaid, and friends. John Harris and Mrs. Nunn, Grace, Editor of "Time," and friends came by 7:05 train. All walked in library. Went to rooming and all delighted with

Mrs. Harris, and East West, Carley, and friends. Carley at the 9:00 dinner. Leader, Graham and Elizabeth, of Hartford, came at 6:30 for breakfast, a delicious one. Grace in toast, Waffles fried apples, baked hams, melon sandwiches. I will not eat vegetables. Left by 10 o'clock, may take them to bridge for inspection. Graham then went to Anglican-Huntington game at chapel bell. Played with all the boys. Score 0-0. Elizabeth and Carley sat on outside. Mr. Carley to meet the college when he lectured. Miss Harris returned at 7 and told about game. Read a bit, talked until 9:30 and to bed.

End today. Miss Harris and Mr. Carley to school. I looked into

my room very sore. Miss Harris and Miss Miracle and passed.

End today. Miss Harris and Mr. Carley to school. I looked into

my room very sore. Miss Miracle and Miss Miracle and passed.
Saturday - Dec 7

NOVEMBER 26

19 An 11:30 I went over to go to Pinehurst as soon as poss. Mrs. Hill and Mr. Hill of Pitcairn had early dinner. Left at one for Durham Stadium to see Carolina defeat Duke 41 to 7. About 5,000 present. After game left for Pinehurst. Arrived at lovely Pine's Country Club in time to dress for dinner. Other guests were federal judge and Mrs. S.C., Hill and wife. Mrs. S.C., Hill and wife's d. L. Hill and Mrs. Hill. I won high prize for ladies' fastest race. Fruit and nuts to bed at twelve.

Dec 7 Sun.

19 Enjoyed a little last night. May go to S.S. in the morning and reach late. Had birds for breakfast, first meal to Ar. Hall Potentially. Some nice notes. Pleased most of afternoon May 1 of Durham took a walk. After dinner I also rode in car and brought Christmas wreath. Mama and I walked to bed work many 7 till late.

Dec 8 Tues. -

Reading Endicott's 'Intellect and Nature' after wrapping some presents. Passed a most of day reading. Went to play around the school. To Beauty Shops at 7:35. Fold up all in the 'woman's outfit.'
Sunday - Dec. 8.

NOVEMBER 27

Perfect frost. Had a lovely setting around loof fift, house & intellectual crowds at m. until 6 o'clock. This is mon.

Knew and cloudy. Read paper and mail in bed until ten up and began work.

Mrs. Moore's Christmas gift. Came to mine. We are giving in a smaller way this year - mostly hardwork, rooks, blocks, etc. May not all. Lunch at 7. I is terribly busy or in a walk. To rest at 5:15. Mrs. B. H. Quinlan called at 5:30. Some and Tom go a tree after dinner. Wed. Dec. 9

Returned all day. Did not go anywhere at all. Many phone calls. Wrapped Christmas gifts for home, all done now. May go to school but not feeling good yet. Mr. Gill back for Supper. Also a lot of reading more. Congress in session. Some of Bailey reindicted into office. No much political news these days.
monday - Dec. 9

NOVEMBER 28

at 8:30 we were on our way to Raleigh. Town & all family s.t. except Mr. J. E. & little J. D. soon got well enough to be up. I got some began to get busy for artist dinner at noon.

phoning We all dinner 6:30 at Mrs. Peter Armington, the hotel. At society a little charge for me & there were 312 present guess at dinner to be liked by the lovely Point de Venice. felt all red nose & cold.

stayed with a & a. Beat & fell & appreciative dinner & a. We all hurried to see Walter & Hotel to inspect the 15 beautiful paintings from the Central Galleries. Gala day on exhibition & heard M.

Phillip Hale of Boston, a noted artist, at Eliza d. E. & I. Hale, lecture. See must be for list & invited present to Boston hotel at 11:30.

Up at 6:00. Sat on morn. room talking & writing letter to Sister. Baby pulling up.

 Went town at 3:30, Bayards, Gulf St., & Williams. All purchased me attractive gifts for Christmas. Phone made arrangements of the hump day. Cf. Dec. may be a card. Grey. Even the 16th. Rock all day. Heat & little ache. U. 3313 stayed in. Was wise shopped for me. May go stayed out of school. At night Maryhill and I went to see Will in "Annie."
NOVEMBER 29

19 Up by 6:30. met with my and Tom. Boat

duced for Washington at dinner. A

Northeastern dinner. On

arrival there, went to Cooper Hotel,

met by mayor and welcome committee

found 3 cigars and 1.07 handsome

weight and nice clothes. Jointed

the parade and ate a nice dinner at rape

republic. Nothing about 8 to 10 thousand

people along. Head of a monstrous

cloud of smoke. A real

Parade. The rich bridges

to be dedicated. As the

terminus, after speeches

we met and many others, get

mutter and left traffic. Enter

first time, an unusual

speech with the Hugh in Paris to

get to Ralazar at 4:30. Arrived

in time to see the parade and hold up.

Dec 10 - Wed

Beautiful day. Warm and wintry. Wrapped

christmas package. All morning. At 3:00 we went to

two purchasing scandals of things needed. Went to

Boyle's, Peck's, the gift shop. They are all Williams.

Save and spoke to many friends. The Warren's

from E Citty, Mary, & had a big time wrapping

his after dinner. Other live awhile. We went to

over wrapping down my salad & try to. I had about

to bed of cold. The next looks here!

my breakfast bought a christmas gift. From Dec 11

set about and made most it. Day Haynes

saw you for a while in the morning. He was

inside a wireless station out of work in his

room. As first here for a finished

made commitment unwisely after 9:00.
November 30

We arrived at 9:30 for still 1, but to all the firemen for all the joy of being together don't hurry. Will do this again Christmas.

To edit child 1 to 6 a plane

after the fifth caught me with a few people.

Dec 11

Back in the post office.

December 12

So Dec 12
December 12th

MEMORANDA

Went down to Asbury Hall and bought gifts for the girls and a little Christmas tree for the boys and girls. We had a little Christmas party and were late for dinner.

Elizabeth was at 3:30 and the children went to the church on their way to Art Class. At 4:30 I will try to buy as much at 5:30 Kitty and Ben Goosnell arrived. We had dinner at 7:30 and were late for dinner.

19 State College at 6:30 and went to college. 4th lecture on "Art in NC." Co and 1 received a letter from Mrs. Brooks and a receipt on for an order. Wrote on papers from 11:30 to 12:30 and 12:30 to 1:00.

Very warm and muggy. Stayed in bed until 12:50. Got up and Mrs. Blundell took a ride with a lady. 10:00 "surfing" dinner at 5:30 we went to 10:00 at Belk and forgot the gift. Supper for 12:00. Mrs. Colley and Mrs. Colley's gift an adventure in the evening. Talked late in library.
Friday, Dec 19

DECEMBER 1


Sat., Dec. 20

Went at 11:30 to Salisbury to attend S.C. Owings funeral at 3 o'clock. Met Mr. & Mrs. Tisch & Gen. Col. & with Mrs. Tisch luncheon & dinner. Went to the hotel & wrote a check, meeting them at Clyde & Hill. All went to the Owings before speaking to the family. A great deal of money was passed. He reminded me of a lot of people about the same age. Simple address, lots of fun, etc. & many distinguished people. Clyde spoke for a while. The dinner lasted about 30 minutes after funeral. Left for home & returned to meals at 8:00. Got up at 6:30 to mail & got to town at 7:00. All left by 11:30 but left 10

Sun. Dec. 20 (most of day) Went Wine home to name & stay in bed most of day. Wrote long letter to all the home folks etc. Many write all day. Miss Clay & Missus & 2 to movies after dinner. Had a duck surprise on the morn. Friends are not coming for any of the holidays. No political news of any importance. Have received 4 or 5 letters & seem to be expected for our next letter, as usual.
DECEMBER 2

Saturday Dec 14

19

To AA 4:30. Read full weather. Finish a 3
to 6 and m. of new. Covered &
head with lines. 6:30 am. to 7:30 pm.
Sail II. 8:30 and 9:30 at S.P. 1:30 and
Alice at 10. Left at 2:30 for R. Weston, the

19

Well & fit. Finish up. Left for the Boston 230.
No Heart. at 9:30. Have a good a
and told the of trips. Many paper read
much complicated entries.


Well and planning for out. Lunched at 1:30 put lunch and booked
club meeting, merged rifles, saw a most wintery
papers on Old Documents. Family refreshments and
Christmas decorations. May at a 6:30 supper
tonight at M. Bumby. Clyde 6:00 came in at 9
and spent the night. We all talked until 12.
Discussing Tumbe's advice of me they think but
having to put the next foot forward.
DECEMBER 3

So on the 26th mail was received, October 8th. The 9th church call was at lunch time. Rest was necessary. Got back to New York on Nov. 10th. Wrote a letter to my mother about the trip. Visited with Father about the election. Council of O.M. will come in May. James and Mr. J. A. made horses. After dinner went to a conference, read the newspaper, and wrote three 1/2 pages."  

stood by the reading mail. Settles from all the chance. Must be and I'm counting the next. Can't hardly wait! Real Sat. 7th of much reading to do today. Can't and many outside. Don't make much a come in back 1/2 of the.  

No. 1 of Aristotle's Enquiry. Read a couple and becoming famous. richter. Tore the colliery for electricity to go. May 23rd. A lot of Twelve may be a c 12th best and oil and was much much more.  

Dec 16. Sudden and some rain. Stayed at home all day. Read and answered all correspondence. Mrs. Jacques Bushey and Harriet Hummerson Walker of Andover called. Harriet presented me with the book "Penman's H. C. Woman" with my write-up on handling the list! Went to a East supper at the Wiggins apartments given by Pay Williams. Beautiful supplies. Afterwards the Stetson ladies, friends, friends, bought and other ladies made to help celebrate Mr. Blake's 50th birthday. All brought toys for 10 of the store and much girls opening. Eggnog, white fruit and a coconut cake (with candles) served later to all. Left at eleven. Sister to the Will Heath's in Epping. Gill and I met with us all dressed about afternoon with Winch farm hours. Amongst 20 bed at 2:30 and 1:30 Monday. 3am are tragic."
DECEMBER 4

Avon. I went with Mrs. Taggart.
Thursday: my piano lesson.
Saturday: I began my music lesson.

Very cold. Stayed in bed until ten am. Take a bath. Eel mixture. Felt much better.

We were out at eleven. Drive at Country club. Had a lot of fun at home at one. Mr. Mills at dinner time and the next half hour.

Afternoon: play cards. Then left for school. Today: the situation is becoming clearer. Got较多. Had work and was a day. Shop of food. Made dinner. Went to bed at half past six. Mr. & Mrs. Mills at dinner. A 92.


Another rainy day. May 19th. A fine day.

Died 19th. A fine day. May 19th. After a pleasant night.

Breakfast and a good meal. Left the house early. Two other boys at City in a tennis.
Read most of afternoon. Mrs. F. played the piano.

Supper at home. Miss C. & Miss D. join us. At 10:30, Miss C. & Miss D. went to movies. Mr. F. and Miss C. went to the movies. Miss F. and Miss D. went to the movies.
Dec 15

Busy as a bee.

Went to the mall and 3 lofts. Helped roll up the
planned enlarging garage. The
parlour and playroom is going on.
Wrote to all the family. Can hardly
wait until Sat to go home where
all our children will join us for
Christmas. Went to 20th Century meeting
at 3:30. Birthday dinner with
Mrs. T.J. Blount at Sir Walter.

Elegant dinner
in private dining room. Home at 10
Pt. 4:15. McClean and Robert McClean
and Walker for Cafe 204 finished
writing paper tonight.

Wed. Dec. 17

Beautiful & mild snow this morning. Temp. 20

war for happy. Snowed all day. Fully right about
mansion grounds. Neat my吗 with a 5 day
feed papers and my book. Made menu and
sat by fire and talked up a storm. Plane
some and Walker. People finding from
Brooklyn. Jan. has only a day. Won't come for
Christmas. No killers tonight. May
and I stayed late and put many problems
state and some. Talked till 2 am.

Fri. Dec. 19

Beautiful sunny morning day. Packed

the 19 lluggage and went to the st. and had fun.

Saw a man and we fired a gun. We went to the city car. With our Willis and
with them. We can hardly wait to see them all.
Especially little golden boy. May get last day at
school until you do. Clothes and things filled

playing tonight. Mr. and Mrs. Ruge at 8

and people arrived. Lunch at noon. Enjoying
many things. Read late and then to bed.
DECEMBER 6

Dec. 18, 1929

Up early had conference with Mr. Tipton. Met with the Homestead, Home, and State Home. Administrative Agent and the Co-Workers of the N.C. Department of Shortage and Wages, preparing for Home Products Press, and the Central of State. Over 100 acceptances already in. The girls and the N.C. Dept. of Home Food, and the Red Cross. Plan to give help in delivering food and clothes to the inmates. Puts up bo s in all tables for 500 in each. The boys are in the choir. The Red Cross will be represented under the state plan. We leave in the morning.

Mrs. H. L. G. of Pine Hill, N.C. All in all lovely. She has a home place, with dense forest and plenty of N.C. products and fruit. She is a representative lady. She is a good state plan. We leave in the morning.

December 18, 1930


Thursday Dec 19th 1929.

DECEMBER 7

3:19 - beautiful and bright. Cook worked with girls all morning
finishing touches on kitchen for tea, served in style served
in hotel lent all equipment
for same. At 1:30 papa, mummy and
me came. After
lunch, from the hotel.

The Caenichecks came in at 5 o'clock
from Charleston. All talked. Breakfast
arrived at 9:30. Fifty in all.

At 9:30 lifted train for dinner
tables! Had State Orchestra, played
by John R. Reader at Mt. Clemens. Program
was 10 o'clock. Girls & friends
brought in. Came up & danced much.

Dinner to American Boys and Girls
in hotel
- turkey, ham, greens, baked potato,
green peas, baked beans, okra,
boiled corn, corn bread, pudding,
apple pie, ice cream - all N.E.

It was a great time!

At 7:00 everyone enjoyed
a drink.

Papa & mummy set after all.

Informed the editor's enjoyed.

November 29th 1929.
Sat. Dec. 19th 1931

Up early. Do Beauty Shop at 9:30. Beautiful, balmy day. Robert went for Ralph at 10. Arrived about 4. A little rain after this. Free day, send to posset all day. Fired the gas, good and warm at lunch. Alpha + Mary got to movie. Ralph + I talked most of afternoon - after dinner. He went to movies. D. A. T. Allen here with May. We all talked on phone when Ralph returned. He is at a friend's. Came over and all the house of plain. He went to bed by 10:30. Phone message from Gene at Petersburg Va. at 10 - will arrive at 1:30. Will set of train. Sent message to Orlando. Was about joint depth, also to let him know date of show.
DECEMBER 8

[Text is difficult to read, but it appears to describe events of the day, including a visit to a house, a discussion with a Mrs. H., and various activities.]
June 10 62

Gent. Sister being queen. Miss and William were married Sept 1st at 12:30 being left N.Y. that morning at 5:45. a fine day and good travel made. Sister June adorable, friendly and lovely but doesn't talk plainly. After much talking all settled about 2 o'clock. Up by 8 with June bringing her in my room, setting pleasant. all breakfasted & I did at 10. May out riding a while. enjoyed the day with my children and baby. She keeps one busy! Very active. had a good lunch and dinner. Came out calling tonight and William to Wake Forest. We talked late many hours with fresh and Mr. Burnam. May just ride again. Subject to many phone calls.
DECEMBER 9

Sunday Dec. 27th of

After lunch went downtown and ran to
their shampoo, did last minute
shopping at three Everett House, Mr.
Edwards, and Marchpach's. By dinner
very late. After dinner from the
train running three hours late.
They decided spent the night. Bother

19 Interesting men. To left at 11:30
for the bus being all going to leave
for home for the 8 o'clock

[Dec. 21. 1930]

had great time. Passed two houses, Tom Ken and

of 5! all went and baby did
till at 7:50. Morning up at 7:15 to meet

her at the bridge where she was. 8:30 now. Baby

9:00, all soon in the room.

Stirred things, the

all around in morning room. With one to

at 12. To Sherry. Tom Ken at 12.

At 4:30 for rocking on to keep up Tom

to the hand. I put on the baby. Would

with a sad of mother. Put to bed at 1, a


19 to be run

College. All had breakfast

in bed. I fed baby

at 7:30 before "morning" came. At my return

and Benjamin came early. We all, dressed

the tree and it's beautiful. Beth and I went to

and Miss Lida, then she to Beauty Shop, Alice

Uncle's's come awhile after supper. Way too

to school. Our other children got up at about


Run. line 21

June 21

Up 20. 7 Ist. 9

and left in the car at 8 a.m. for Shelby, arriving at 2:30.

Left for Dr. J. Childs Rd. 1st. 9 a.m.

State on at 10 a.m.

shilly about 2. Gene had 

no trouble. Bad rainy time

all located here. I told

me a true story and some

of a hard day. прият near

all getting together agai

All are all right. In few

months, candles out again.

Bela's green chaffing.

much happiness. She as to

happy with us and very

friendliness, all unpacked after

run. Shelled them sat 4 1/2 a.m.

the boys went upstairs James

not a bit well - in trouble again.

So back asleep 20.
DECEMBER 10

Sunday, Dec. 2.

Bitten the newspapers. Socked around like early. Que. left at 9 and was off by 9:30. gave all servants money for Xmas gifts and a week's vacation. James drove State and Dedrick, a cousin, down and brought our luggage. Such a hectic trip we had. Rained, snowed, slewed, and froze! So much time tilling the windshield. Very dangerous driving. I imagine we met about 10 or 12 o'clock old, as happy to see our loved ones of us.

19 - 4 to 8:30 some of the afternoon to them and watched the baby. Won't night ever. All sat around the fire, enjoying home surroundings and visiting with ma.

Good things to eat! To plesure like being!

Very cold. 20° this morning. Snowed all of start with Sister. Very late up at 7:30 to get her milk. She's so good. Read mail and handed Xmas of ours. Wrapped up Sister. Plus to help a relative with his cards. Talked to ma. Aunt Edwin called in after writing the morning. Took ma home at 12.

While a little while. Picked lunch and went to a while there inside, then out in from prison. By help. Que and in dinner. All sat around and library for awhile to see Ralph went with Miss Shepherd. All to bed by eleven.

Phone from Shelby at one hour.
Monday – 23 Dec

DECEMBER 11

MayMr. Rick spent last night with.

the house. Stayed in beds room

had her with him. Wanted to get out

in snow. One yard and two

were only – all under and see-covered.

finished wrapping up last presents.

Sat in shopes and bottle room most

days Christmas may. May enjoy.

the distance. Sunny day. Sister

and Mr. and have fire trained well.

She will have to return Dec 3

We had a family party around

the fire-side 20 till late.

[Dec 23 Tues] 1931

met the and Warren. Played with all talked

and the Merry. May bought a

skelly. In not situation, little

of not. He had

town, Sten's 5 yr old

all afternoon. Both had

+ 3 thicken, all get them

in a while.

and Warren's gifts – Reck at 5:30 wife arrived. All

sent Santa Claus gifts and relatives.

we play "Santa Claus," and all

and gifted presents. Remember: an objective

train and many c. all to bed by

Anne King

Christmas Eve! Beautiful sunny weather. All

got their presents wrapped. Gave gift

Sister and I to go home at 1:30 telling the

to dinner. All sat to late. All put them

in a while.

1931
Wed. Dec. 23

Cold. Baby in bed by 7:30 study feed & before moving to sh. rat. # not friendly to. We ate all breakfast & I had mama fallin' way. Mrs. Houston's fall day. I. Mitchell came on S. Ross & Clyde and others called. My drove me. John Carter of the Patric for 12:30. Brung 10 min. which all enjoyed. Then supper. Others in & we all knifed. Even ole family together tonight. 16 of us are all shopped. Paking up. Ban out awhile.
DECEMBER 12

Christmas Eve! It is a "White Christ
mas." Still icy and cold outside.

In the late afternoon we went upstairs.

They delivered presents all afternoon.

Many sat up, enjoying the
beautiful Christmas tree all electrically
lit. Mama was the most happy.

Looking lovely in white, we had a big
and [illegible]. Stayed at home all
day about the house. We played Santa
with girls for a while. In the middle tree
Ralph and Susie put in a dance, and
then he joined in. They went

to see the movie. 1st. Sepia film in room
with baby! "Happy feeding time."

Babys in my arms at 7:30. Both
1st. Sister was so kind. I was
happy. So many packages and working at lovely
dishes. cloth. From the girls it

[illegible] Bus. 1st. Scene. from the house. Leopard and fights

and girls.

in the middle. The delicious food was
eating.

Afternoon was all for the girls. The
Baby ate and played with everyone, and a bit
from the girls.

in a big kitchen. So we

so we. We are happy with you. I love it. I

now Santa Claus is to visit us and bring their

toys. We are happy to have them with us."

This Christmas Day! All at home and happy being
together but oh, how we miss paper. We didn't forget

with them toys. Thank you."
DECEMBER 13

Christmas morning! Santa certainly came to see everybody. Our presents were socks and maps. I pray for happy new year to bring sweet real toys, planes, airplanes, everything! Gene and Sita both danced with the Bungy's in Potters. We had our turkey dinner at 6 o'clock.

with all the family also Uncle Sam and Aunt Emma. The Planters called later in evening. Weather much better. A happy day.

[Dec 25. Thursday]

Christmas, boys! What a happy time with all my family and the bunch we miss, and talk about our dear folks, who had planned to be here. We spent Xmas spent here and had light teasing. I wish we were with you. Sante took the boys of by marriage all day. We had a good day.
DECEMBER 14

7:30 a.m. To bed.

Thursday, Dec. 26

Read hundreds of Christmas cards, telegrams and letters from friends. Went up town for an all day shopping spree to many friends' homes. Callers at night at the Club were my merrymakers, then went to see Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Parton. Have 10:30, ate Christmas 'Suppers' and left.

Dec. 27

Up early, gone to the nurse in my room by 7:30. So not advisable. Passing all day. Gave + safety + Ralph slept late, Albert Cox Jr. called on Ralph, may have his tagger + Mr. Mitchell working all morning. A 7 pm fixed States dinner. There was a present from the President. Beat the best, put up an excellent and cleaned room. French + Sixth to movies also. May 6 & 7. Drum. Ralph + alsoe have a went together. Been with my dog playing in momma's room floor. Had turkey for dinner. May spoke own radio at 7:15 about his legislative program. Many phone calls and 10:30 afternoon & camped providing time. We all talked in library until 1:30. Eat of Xmas goodies. Watched and played cards, ate of extra problems and everything. Glad to a long from game. We miss it terribly. And our letter from Sun. Dec. 27

his church going as planned. 20 hospital instead.

Children were sick and still mean about things.

Saw Tom + his bride there. Also Wylims, and found

back at 4:30 and again to hospital. Ralph will not

most lift for me. at 3:30 talking train at 4:30. Fare

Ed and came to see. in the car. Still

grounded much since. I thought all hard put

not back by elec. and thanks.
DECEMBER 15

Cold and clear. Mary and I had a family dinner with the Clyde Hursts. All their children at home also and Beth Freeman. We were girls from Gastonia now back before Missy's club at 3:30. Shirley present. A lonely hour. Good Christmas lots.

We see Mrs. Hurst on Rica Garden. We hear of club meeting. We go to Mrs. McDonald's and Valmy of High Point with her also.


Mon. Dec. 26: A quieter day for all. Due to weather and games improving. Went home. W. H. Moore. Sister and I to Huguenot house staying on bed Sat. & Sun. but up today. Sister keeps us busy as well as happy.

Mary off in Charlotte since Fri. night, had sick. Came for a visit and stayed at the hotel. Sister driving about in car with friends. She was well and looks nicely for her five months. Alice made us a visit to hospital after supper with Gene and Sister. They visited friends until 11:30. Morgan and friends.
DECEMBER 16

Saturday, 28th

Very cold again. Not feeling mi - all sick.

Placed with baby in nurse's room until 9:30.

Gene & Sister left for coffee at 7:30. Ralph to church. May & me to S.S. Mr. Taylor & Mr. Bost with May. Wm. & Edna later. Name & I talked in nurse's room. Had paper after lunch.

Dinner baby part of afternoon. Sat a darling all listened to the footsie over radios, my.

Will here after dinner. Brought name a pound cake. Think in my room late, all fell asleep. Baby keeping us awake. Worst in many many years much suffering and many people out of work. Boss lives everywhere.

Dec 28. - Busy today. Did not go out. Came home at 10:00. They enjoyed the party.

Dr. H. came in & saw the baby. Got back at 4:30.

Mama & many Gooden came for awhile. Miss had a cold. Sent in juried a little yesterday. One Hill and Ethel & I came while I was in Library. went with Winnie a half hour.

Want to hospital for eyes looking a little better. Said I and gone to make up. Miss felt a little better.

Dec 29. - It was a very nice day. But went after the budget at 10:30. They enjoyed the party.
December 17

Monday, Dec. 29, 1930


19

On Ken for a while, at one o'clock.

Mommy and Daddy will stay in another week. We are eating dinner in the car with Carl and his family.

Some neighbors called, and we talked late.}

Beautiful and sunny, we all slept in baby's room. Brought him at 7:30. She did Mary X played out in field until her breakfast time at 10.

Mommy walked to Sister's house, and we had ice cream there. They are lovely.

We had a good toothache, sent him to get some at 9:30. Mom said, don't eat too much and 5 w.

For a ride, Mary and Ralph to J. E. Smith and 7-7-30. There is a fire. The, we will go out at 5.

Took him up to the house for dinner and to lunch. Came back at 7:30 for a good night.

John said he was all right. Then got into the car and said by 12.

With love, Dec. 30

Well but clear. Betty brought a chocolate cake. — [1930]
DECEMBER 18

Monday 3rd

All snow disappeared.

Saturday, busy trying on dresses, and

making dress up clothes. She cut all

together in readiness to return

to the Brooklyn home. Hated to leave

the day after tomorrow. But

all Christmas presents are ready and

packing my things. Ralph,

and I will go and figure, con

then go out and look for packing

sat up late talking.

Dec. 28

Dear and dear, up in mamar's room by 8:30

with baby playing on floor. Gene went to
town for Tom Kerr. Sixth and 9 pack all
her things. Hated to see them leave tomorrow.

She went in to town with Miss. Gene, Ralph,

and a Tom went to movies. Sat in

library and talked to Mrs. Hugh, Milla and Emily

1931. Aunt Edna was feeling so good. To bed

early. Children to; moved about, had to

write two by 10:30. Sunday, Dec. 31

next day of 1931. Rainy, dreary and dark, warm

down for breakfast for first time since Oct. since

she took a broodmam and baby. Pouring

rain all day. Miss and Ralph didn't turn

help. Bob and Gene met Edna in town at

and 10:30. Moved into Uncle's until 11.30, then to;

a fume time, but N.Y. departed

and home. 1932 Xmas tree up. First day

Ralph & may go to movies. Eden was really

and helped Sixth pack. She took Gene and

mom to ride. All hinges at Brighton, then

until Kate gave and may to hospital to see

games. Still raining. Miss felt better, Gene

had sonny named, 904 yr. old. Very happy!
December 19

Sister and I went up town.
She bought some lovely flat white linen 14th street. Also got her some Spring flowers, some green china and other things. After lunch had some pictures taken. Later in the afternoon, walked home.

Dinner, mother and I. Figured with pressing matters of the afternoon. After supper one Hull concert, the B.T. Hall, Carl Shumnsen, Will Simmonds, Brown, Climax and Bob Eppard called.

Sat up until 12 hearing The 00. You some sort and New Year's Day. 1939 has been a strange, but most happy year for me.

"Wish all on *8. You much Christmas!"

6 o'clock, off early, all told to see in go. I went and Gates helped in serving took a box out and a half a medicine. May go start school.

The Black Cat & Bob at 9:30. Tom 10.

We watched New Year come in. At 12 made it. 1938 was a year of depression, bank failures, stock market losses, business and thousands people selling at low prices.
MEMORANDA

19
21 - Mrs. P. J. Davis - 31st Sot Society dinner
22 - Mrs. T. P. R- prayer
23 - Valentine's Day
24 - St. Patrick's Day
25 - Spring Cleaning
26 - Spring Cleaning
27 - Spring Cleaning
28 - Spring Cleaning
29 - St. Patrick's Day
30 - Spring Cleaning
MEMORANDA

19
12. Back to Poole.
14. Wax dinner with Sam Bailey and Mr. Brown.
5. Sunday dinner with Wurdons.
14. Wurdons - See at Burton's (E.)

[1931]

19
16. Waxed dinner with Mr. Hamilton.
13. Wax with M. at Brown's.

19
18. Wax dinner with Sam Bailey.

19
14. Supper with Mr. and Mrs. Shelley.
15. Supper with Mrs. Shea.
19. Supper with Mr. and Mrs. Contemporary.

19
Sept. 11. Middle Ball - Helped at house.
1. Smithfield - Mr. Smith.
6. W. at hotel.
MEMORANDA

19

May 8 - many Williams - 13 -

18

May 8 - Steve Wright, Billy Carlson - 1st July at 2:45 -

19

May 9 - Bridge lunch -

19

May 9 - Mrs. Stacey - dinner -

19

May 9 - Stacey and Stacey's -

19

May 9 - Back to -

19

May 9 - To Wattle Forest Common -

19

May 9 - To Wattle Forest Common -

19

May 9 - to Wattle Forest Common -

19

May 9 - to Wattle Forest Common -
MEMORANDA

19 - Miss Buff & Langford - Tea
21 - W.D. Jones - Tea
22 - Pvt. Red Williams & Sotl IDM
    Bird songs - stuffing & pt.
    Mrs. C. Bridgwell - Wife

19 - State House - Lunch for me
    at 3 p.m. W.T.

25 - Mrs. Jones & night - 20th Century Club
26 - Murphy Board & H. - The Dinner
    Benefit / Bridge / Post 8 - 100 toads

19 - Lunch at Mrs. T.
    after dinner - M. & Mrs. Mathews - Dinner for Mrs.

9 - 7:15 Gospel - Lunch with Mrs. C.T. Woodman

19 - 13 - 7:15 Bridge - Mrs. Christina - 2nd x Fig.
18 - 9:00 Band / 11:00 Maggie - Mrs.
19 - 8:00 T.T. Board / 10:00 - A
26 - Mrs. T. P. Board / Board
52 - 7:30 T. P.
MEMORANDA

Jan 8 - Mrs. Hill at 11a.m. - 50c, no post

7 - Mrs. Albert Wy - Bridge Club

7 - The Seamans - no post

8 - at 10 a.m. Tea - 50c

9 - Mrs. L. H. - Bridge Club

9 - Wife & Fred at 2a.m. - tram age

10 - Mrs. S. A. - Bridge Club

10 - The - no post

19 - Mrs. Sutton - Bridge Club

28 - Mr. & Mrs. Mayor - Bridge Club

28 - Mrs. E. Kee - Bridge

30 - Mrs. J. A. Anderson - Bridge

31 - Mrs. H. Haywood - 2 tables

10 - Mrs. T. L. + P. A. - Bridge Club

11 - Joseph M. - 2 tables bridge

12 - Mrs. Albert Wy - Bridge

12 - Mr. A. Wy - Teas at 10

13 - Mrs. H. Wy - Bridge Club

17 - And chamber Bridge Club

18 - Mrs. R. & C. - 60c.
MEMORANDA

19

24 - Mrs. Arthur - Bridge
25 - Mrs. D. F. Allen - Art
27 - Mrs. Willard - Lunch
28 - Mrs. Alton Clark - Dinner
30 - Mrs. Phillips - Tea

19

1 - A. L. Hunt - Art - Birthday
2 - Miss Willam Burton - Nurse - supper
3 - Mrs. E. A. Walker - Bridge
5 - Mrs. A. W. Dandy - Supper for ladies
6 - Mrs. Ada Artery - Parties club
12 - Mrs. Susan Smith - Bridge party
13 - Cruise Club - Dinner - 8:30 - Fishing Club
17 - Mr. William Smith - Dinner
MEMORANDA

10 July 19... Mrs. Horsfall took us to dinner
11 - Pond House with the Quinns, Dandridge Tea
12 - dined at Mrs. Horsfall's house with the Quinns, Dandridge

2nd July
- the evening functions - dinner
- Mrs. Bigg's tea

15 July
- Rutherford reception for Son-tractor
- at Rutherford - we entertained
- the Daniel's - the same as McNeales & Sunday
- we all together - the" ou"

18 July
- Eunice & Albert Cory's buffet supper
for us
- Mrs. James McNeale - Bridge Club
- James McNeale - Book Club
- "Tom Boyt" - night Bridge
- Tea - Topical Club - Manor Don Smith
- Mrs. Nate & Imperial
- Mr. Hunt & Hollywood Bridge party
- Historical reception
- Mrs. 5 - Mrs. Mitchell - 21st Century Club
- Mrs. T. O. Ball - Tea
- Mrs. Wednesday - Tea
- Small 12ths meeting & reception
- 70 Sh влия
- Mrs. Kenneth Scott - Both Clubs
- 50 - Club Day & Frankie handing wedding
4 - 
5 - 
6 - 
7 - 
8 - 
9 - 
10 - 
11 - 
12 - 
13 - 
14 - 
15 - 
16 - 
17 - 
18 - 
19 - 
20 - 
21 - 
22 -